
OTHER AUTOMOTIVE APPS & BOOKS
(update: 10.06.2012) New version of the ebook – click http://wwx.pl/VA0 (open in Opera or Chrome)

NEW MEGA FOLDER!
Manuals for cars: http://www.filereactor.com/users/wacko/870/auto_manuals

The biggest autosoft catalog: http://www.filereactor.com/users/wacko/643/auto_soft (inside:
PP2000, Lexia3, Progman, BMW appz, Ford appz, IDS, Tachosoft, ODB appz, immo tools, DIS, navigations and others)

Chip tuning folder: http://www.filereactor.com/users/wacko/1643/chip_tuning
(inside: CarChip Tuning Tools, Virgin ECU Database and IMMO OFF Big Collection…)

Keygens for many appz here:
http://www.filereactor.com/users/wacko/3713/keygens_PremiumOnly

Check the file every week

What’s new or reup:
ACTIA Multi-Diag 01.2012 v25.13
BMW DIS Program v57 DE-EN
BMW ETK 2012.05
BMW INPA EDIABAS DIS Multilingual
Car most wanted tools
DENSO ETSI v4.92
EurotaxEgis 2 1.7 05.2012
MAN WIS v1.3 01.2011
Mercedes-Benz EPC EWA net 2012.04
Mercedes-Benz DAS Xentry SD.2012.01
Mercedes-Benz Star Finder v3
Microcat Hyundai 05.2011 - 06.2012 Multi
Nissan Fast 2012.01 (EL, GL, CA, US)
Renault Dialogys v4.6 Multilanguage
Volvol VIDA 2012A Final

BMW ETK 2012.02
BMW INPA EA 90X
BMW ISTA/D (ISID) 2.30 Vmware version
BMW ISTA-P 2.45
BMW PROGMAN v320
CITROEN Service Box Parts and Repair + SEDRE 09.2011
FIAT ePER DVD v53
Ford Etis 02.2010 [Multi]
Ford IDS VCM 70 + Calibration 2010/2011
Ford VCM IDS v73 v126
GM Global EPC 2011 v485.42

Old BMW appz collection
BMW GT1 v44, v57
BMW ISTA/D 2.21.1
BMW SSS v41
Diagbox 6.06 ML
MAN Workshop Infosystem (MAN WIS)
OBD II SCAN PROGRAMS
Peugeot Planet 2000 v22.14



RENAULT Clip v114 (11.2011) Multilanguage
Vivid WorkshopData ATI v11.2 Release 2011 Q2 Final
Volvo Manuals Pack

ACTIA Multi-Diag 2.2010 v20.03AV + keygen
3.37GB

Ideal for the independent garage wanting a truly multi-make diagnostic tool giving in-depth diagnostics on a wide range of
European-manufactured cars. The Access kit is Windows-based, and can connect to any Windows PC or laptop with a USB port (subject to
minimum specification). It is also ideal for users of Actia's existing OE diagnostic tools such as the Citroen Lexia 3 and Mitsubishi MUTIII
(MUT-3).

Catalog:

_DELETED_

Other Multi-Diag keygens:

_DELETED_

ACTIA Multi-Di@g 01.2011 (v22.03.0218)
1.38GB

Ideal for the independent garage wanting a truly multi-make diagnostic tool giving in-depth diagnostics on a wide range of
European-manufactured cars. The Access kit is Windows-based, and can connect to any Windows PC or laptop with a USB port (subject to
minimum specification). Direct access to all diagnostics features. With Multi-Diag, you don’t have to be an electronics expert. All features
are just a few mouse clicks away via the intuitive, user-friendly interface.

Multi-Diag guides the operator step by step through the job ahead :servicing, wheels and suspension, brakes, air conditioning, anti-pollution,
car body, and engine. The workshop mode lets you perform bull’s-eye diagnostics every time. An expert mode providing advanced ECU
diagnostics, physical measurements and configuration capabilities is also available.  As soon as you connect the OBD plug, Multi-Diag
automatically identifies the vehicle- (no more manual data entry). Then, a mouse click takes you straight to the diagnostics page matching
the make and model of the vehicle.
- Available on vehicles fitted with an EOBD socket. BTN_express_diagThe Express Diag feature and Diagnostics Report

The Express Diag feature lets you run a comprehensive test across all ECUs in the vehicle in just 1 click. This feature lets you check the
vehicle’s electronic status in a few minutes and then prints out a Diagnostics Report. This Diagnostics Report is automatically customisable
with your workshop name and details, lists the ECUs tested and gives a detailed rundown of ALL errors identified.

Password (and all respect to): TestPoint

Catalog:

ACTIA Multi-Diag v23.07 02Q2011
4.30GB

Ideal for the independent garage wanting a truly multi-make diagnostic tool giving in-depth diagnostics on a wide range of
European-manufactured cars. The Access kit is Windows-based, and can connect to any Windows PC or laptop with a USB port (subject to
minimum specification).

Direct access to all diagnostics features. With Multi-Diag, you don’t have to be an electronics expert. All features are just a few mouse
clicks away via the intuitive, user-friendly interface.

Multi-Diag guides the operator step by step through the job ahead :servicing, wheels and suspension, brakes, air conditioning, anti-pollution,
car body, and engine. The workshop mode lets you perform bull’s-eye diagnostics every time.



An expert mode providing advanced ECU diagnostics, physical measurements and configuration capabilities is also available.

As soon as you connect the OBD plug, Multi-Diag automatically identifies the vehicle* (no more manual data entry). Then, a mouse click takes
you straight to the diagnostics page matching the make and model of the vehicle.

The Express Diag feature lets you run a comprehensive test across all ECUs in the vehicle in just 1 click. This feature lets you check the
vehicle’s electronic status in a few minutes and then prints out a Diagnostics Report. This Diagnostics Report is automatically customisable
with your workshop name and details, lists the ECUs tested and gives a detailed rundown of ALL errors identified .

Links (11):
http://www.filereactor.com/umykyg6ujpku/AMD.02.2011.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/1pgdv7kg2s4s/AMD.02.2011.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/7farhxcpo45a/AMD.02.2011.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/s02lp8zv0f4t/AMD.02.2011.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/qpbxo7xu2xdj/AMD.02.2011.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/cz7epuorqxe0/AMD.02.2011.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/u9n2kjseyauf/AMD.02.2011.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/qbmt6ob17oxv/AMD.02.2011.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/qdh7mffp180b/AMD.02.2011.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/7l92uiv7z6fy/AMD.02.2011.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/9v2togp36vlo/AMD.02.2011.part11.rar.html

ACTIA Multi-Diag 01.2012 v25.13
1.6GB

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/t48alscc36k9/ACTIA_01.2012_v25.13.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ozgav99j9e2m/ACTIA_01.2012_v25.13.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/x47kdpah7k49/ACTIA_01.2012_v25.13.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/380eu3lj490s/ACTIA_01.2012_v25.13.part4.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/dkn0r92i81nk/ACTIA_01.2012_v25.13.part5.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/3mtkpv4p15cv/ACTIA_01.2012_v25.13.part6.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/hi8ec5fpf0sx/ACTIA_01.2012_v25.13.part7.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/vq1tzyh46y3t/ACTIA_01.2012_v25.13.part8.rar.html

Acura iN Parts 08.08 Portable
468MB

_DELETED_

ACURA USA EPC v2.3.1 08.2008
ENG | 3.68 GB

ACURA PARTS EPC (Electronic Parts Catalogue) is a standalone application that runs from the CD-ROM, it doesn't need to be installed on
your computer making Acura EPC PORTABLE. This means that you can carry Acura Parts Catalog with you and consult it at any time, you only
need a PC with a CD-ROM drive. Acura Portable covers models from 1986 to 2009

Search by:
Model
Year (1986>2009)
Door (2, 3, 4, 5)
Grade
Area
Mfg
Trans
Color Label
VIN number
Engine



Part Number
Part Description (Start with / Contains)

Sections:
Engine
Transmission: Manual
Transmission: Automatic
Electrical
Exhaust
Heater
Fuel
Chassis
Interior
Bumper
Body
Air Conditioning
Accessories

Models:
CL 1997>2003
INTEGRA 1986>2001
LEGEND 1985>1995
MDX 2001>2009
NSX 1991>2005
RDX 2007>2009
RL 1996>2009
RSX 2002>2006
SLX 1996>1999
TL 1995>2008
TSX 2004>2009
VIGOR 1992>1994

You can view the returned data in details with different level of magnification, exploded views with parts numbers, different models
applications, weight in lbs to estimate postage cost, create pick lists etc. all sections are printable. You can also switch between English and
Spanish without closing the application.

Password: vis

Links:
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AllData Automotive Repair Discs/Chrysler'82-'08
7.70 GB

AllData is a leading provider of OEM software auto repair services for the automotive industry. Thousands of mechanical and repair shops
across North America depend on AllData automotive software for maintenance and repair information, auto recalls and technical service
bulletins.

PLEASE NOTE: These are ONLY the Repair Discs! (Chrysler corp. 1982-2008). You MUST first install the AllData Master program for
these discs to operate!

Catalog:

_DELETED_

AllData 1Q2011 v10.40 Domestic
63.80GB

Professional repair shops need current, factory-correct information to meet the complex repair demands of today's automotive industry.
AIIData 10.40 shops have fast access to the industry's best information for vehicles from 1982 to present including TSBs,maintenance
schedules, manufacturer recall information, OE solutions, and factory images and diagrams .



AIIData DVD, the leading computer-based diagnostic,repair and estimating information system, can help you boost shop performance and
build customer loyalty as you efficiently repair more makes and reducecomebacks.
• The most comprehensive information for 1982 to present vehicles, updated quarterly
• OEM images, diagrams and diagnostic flowcharts
• Parts and labor information
• Maintenance schedules
• Manufacturer TSBs and Recalls
• Integrated estimating software
• OEMwiring diagrams with connector, ground, power distribution and splice information
• A2Z™ Component Search – the fastest route available to componentinformation

Domestic #1
1982-2011 Chrysler Cars, 1982-2011 Chrysler Trucks, 1992-2000 Dodge Cars, 1982-2011 Dodge Trucks, 1982-2000 Eagle Cars, 1982-1998
Jeep Trucks, 1982-2000 Plymouth Cars, 1982-2001 Plymouth Trucks

Domestic #2
2001-2008 Chrysler Trucks, 2001-2008 Dodge Trucks, 2001-2008 Jeep Trucks

Domestic #3
1982-2011 Chrysler Trucks, 2009-2011 Dodge Trucks, 2009-2011 Jeep Trucks, 2009-2011 Ford Trucks, 1982-2006 Lincoln Trucks,
1998-2006 Mercury Trucks

Domestic #4
2007-2011 Ford Trucks, 2007-2011 Lincoln Trucks, 2007-2008 Mercury Trucks

Domestic #5
1982-2011 Ford Cars, 1982-2008 Lincoln Cars, 1982-2008 Lincoln Trucks, 2009-2011 Mercury Cars, 1982-2008 Mercury Trucks

Domestic #6
1982-2011 Ford Cars, 2009-2011 Mercury Cars, 2009-2011 Lincoln Cars, 2009-2011 Buick Trucks, 2002-2005 Cadillac Trucks, 1999-2005
Chevy Trucks, 1982-2005 GMC Trucks, 1982-2005 Geo Trucks, 1989-1997 Oldsmobile Trucks, 1990-2004 Pontiac Trucks, 1990-2005 Saturn
Trucks

Domestic #7
1982-2011 Buick Cars, 1982-1998 Buick Trucks, 2006-2011 Cadillac Cars, 1982-1998 Cadillac Trucks, 2006-2011 Chevrolet Cars, 1982-1998
Chevy Trucks, 2006-2011 Geo Cars, 1989-1997 GMC Trucks, 2006-2011 Pontiac Cars, 1982-1998 Pontiac Trucks, 2006-2009 Oldmobile Cars,
1982-1998 Saturn Cars, 1982-1998 Saturn Trucks, 2006-2009 Hummer

Domestic #8
1999-2006 Buick Cars, 1999-2006 Cadillac Cars, 1999-2006 Chevrolet Cars, 1999-2006 Oldsmobile Cars, 1999-2004 Pontiac Cars,
1999-2006 Saturn Cars

Domestic #9
1999-2011 Buick Cars, 2007-2011 Cadillac Cars, 2007-2011 Chevrolet Cars, 2007-2011 Pontiac Cars, 2007-2010 Saturn Cars, 2007-2009
Freightliner Trucks, 2002-2009 Workhorse Trucks

EMI2002 - Alfa Romeo 67-81, Audi 70-81, Austin 68-75, BMW 66-81, Fiat 67-81, Jaguar 67-81, MG 67-80, Mercedes Benz 67-81, Peugeot
67-81, Porsche 67-81, Renault 67-81, Saab 67-81, Triumph 67-81, Volkswagen 66-81, Volvo 67-81, Honda 69-81, Isuzu 1981, Mazda 70-81,
Nissan 67-81, Subaru 77-81, Toyota 67-81, Chrysler 66-81, GM 66-81, Ford 66-81, Checker 78-81, IHC Truck 67-81

Links:
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AllData 1Q2011 v10.40 Full Setup Package
137MB

This is the "Full Install Setup" version

Installation:
1. Go to the file "copy-to-hd.doc" (in Support_Utilities/Docs) and read it
2. Run the Alldata.exe installer



3. use the Device Setup for Alldata to add your data.
4. If you are stuck go back and read "copy-to-hd.doc" the part about Device Setup for Alldata
5. I hope you like it!

Links:
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AllData 1Q2011 v10.40 01-14 ASIAN
98.98 GB

Professional repair shops need current, factory-correct information to meet the complex repair demands of today's automotive industry.
AIIData 10.40 shops have fast access to the industry's best information for vehicles from 1982 to present including TSBs,maintenance
schedules, manufacturer recall information, OE solutions, and factory images and diagrams .

AIIData DVD, the leading computer-based diagnostic,repair and estimating information system, can help you boost shop performance and
build customer loyalty as you efficiently repair more makes and reducecomebacks.
• The most comprehensive information for 1982 to present vehicles, updated quarterly
• OEM images, diagrams and diagnostic flowcharts
• Parts and labor information
• Maintenance schedules
• Manufacturer TSBs and Recalls
• Integrated estimating software
• OEMwiring diagrams with connector, ground, power distribution and splice information
• A2Z™ Component Search – the fastest route available to componentinformation

Whether you measure productivity by the number of vehicles repaired in a day, the variety of vehicles you're able to work on, or the time
spenton diagnosis and repair, using the right information and shop management tools is vital to the success of your business. AIIData can
help you succeed in everyway. Automotive repair shops that use the AIIData system have a clear differentiation from other repair
facilities. AIIData-equipped shops can provide theircustomers with the most accurate repair estimates and proof of diagnostic and repair
procedures. AIIData also includes factory-correct maintenance schedulesthat itemize additionally needed services. Moreover, AIIData
helps shops build consumer confidence and loyalty .

AIIData 10.40 Models List: Acura, Audi, Bmw, Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, Chevy Truck, Chrysler, Daihatsu, Dodge, Eagle, Ford, Geo, Geo
Truck, GMCTruck, Honda, Hummer, Hyundai, Infinity, Isuzu, Jaguar, Kia, Kia Truck, LandRover, Lexus, Lincoln, Plymouth, Mazda,
Mercedes-Benz, Mercury, Mini, Mitsubishi, Nissan-Datsun, Nissan-DatsunTruck, Oldsmobile, Pegeout, Pontiac, Porsche, Renault, Saab,
Saturn, Subaru, Suzuki, Toyota, Volkswagen, Volvo, etc.

_DELETED_

AllData 1Q2011 v10.40 15-28 EUROPEAN
95.74 GB
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ATRIS Stahlgruber + Technik 4.2010
16.25GB

ATRIS Stahlgruber provides information on spare parts of cars and trucks. Data on passenger cars from 60's, on the cargo from the 80's.
Since 2002, the program is executed in the shell of TCD and using data from TCD, except for information on spare parts in the program
integrates information about the norm-hours, fuel tanks, maintenance intervals, timing belts installation labels and identification plates. This
program contains cross-reference and warehouse facilities STAHLGRUBER, + wholesale price for downloading a file Artikel.dat otherwise
complete analogy TCD. There is a search for the original number, the number Stahlgruber, you can see the list of applicability of the details,
select a car on the engine, including filtering by brand or manufacturer, also contains illustrations and photographs of many parts. Program
ATRis Stahlgruber comes on 3 DVD, can be installed in several versions, from minimum to maximum + network.
When the installation asks for the primary customer number Stahlgruber of 6 tsifr.Vvodim any number of the attached file and work
peacefully. To get rid of the date, after installation run the attached registry file.
If no password is needed apdeyte automatically updated itself. In comparison with the TCD has less cross - correspondingly smaller errors.



_DELETED_

Audi Flash DVD 6.2011
3.58GB

On this DVD you will find the latest data records for reprogramming control units on various car models. These data records (data
containers) are repair solutions for use in case of costumer complaint. The Technical Service Handbook already refers to this DVD and to
the reprogramming process for certain problem solutions. After having received the latest updated DVD for software adaptation of control
units, please dispose older outdated dicsc according to the customary defaults .

_DELETED_

Autocom Cars ADP 186 2.10.1 2010 Release 1 + serial key
604MB

This is the first release of 2010 and the largest update sofar, with news both in the car database and with new program functions. With the
new program functions we have put even more focus on user-friendliness and functionality.

The new program functions are:
- Save/print out data lists
- Personal logo on reports
- Bookmarks
- Markers for new items.

There is a total of 23 car brands updated in 2010 Release 1 between the years 1998-2010.

Links here:

Autocom Cars CDP v2.10.3 Multilanguage
2.52 GB

Our bestselling product CARS is a competent tool in the workshop. CARS offers you a deep and wide coverage for the most important
passenger cars and light commercial vehicles on the European market.

CARS is a highly efficient and intelligent tool for the workshop with functionalities such as Intelligent System Identification (ISI) and
Intelligent System Scan (ISS). CARS come in two versions, PRO and SCAN. The PRO version lets you diagnose, adjust and service cars while
the SCAN version offers basic diagnosis.

There are many advantages with using CARS, like quick and easy installation with fast and reliable diagnosis, which enables work shops to
service as many customers as possible, saving time and earning money .

CARS is used by workshops, vehicle fleet owners, vehicle inspection services, roadside assistance organizations, police, military and schools .

Licence key:
ID : a-710-479
SN : 2152
HW-KEY : TEITHTJPNJPI

Links here:

Autodata v3.18 - Cracked No Activation Need
925MB | ISO

Technical data, vehicle identification, service adjustments, lubricants and capacities, ignition system, fuel system, tightening torques, brake
discs and brake drums, repair times, wheel alignment, timing belts, timing chains and gears, tyre sizes and pressures, service illustrations,
service schedules, service interval indicators, key programming, diagnostic trouble codes, engine management systems, pin data, trouble
shooter, airbags/SRS, air conditioning, ABS, electrical component locations and wiring diagrams .



Link:

_DELETED_

Autodata v3.24 + keygen
1.50GB

Technical data, vehicle identification, service adjustments, lubricants and capacities, ignition system, fuel system, tightening torques, brake
discs and brake drums, repair times, wheel alignment, timing belts, timing chains and gears, tyre sizes and pressures, service illustrations,
service schedules, service interval indicators, key programming, diagnostic trouble codes, engine management systems, pin data, trouble
shooter, airbags/SRS, air conditioning, ABS, electrical component locations and wiring diagrams.

Links (2):
http://www.filereactor.com/xcxaml3b00db/
http://www.filereactor.com/ksivsg6jyf2h/

Autodata v3.38
1.34GB

Technical data, vehicle identification, service adjustments, lubricants and capacities, ignition system, fuel system, tightening torques, brake
discs and brake drums, repair times, wheel alignment, timing belts, timing chains and gears, tyre sizes and pressures, service illustrations,
service schedules, service interval indicators, key programming, diagnostic trouble codes, engine management systems, pin data, trouble
shooter, airbags/SRS, air conditioning, ABS, electrical component locations and wiring diagrams.

Links :
http://www.filereactor.com/users/wacko/643/auto_soft

Autodata 3.40 - INSTALL DISC
1.5GB

Technical data, vehicle identification, service adjustments, lubricants and capacities, ignition system, fuel system, tightening
torques, brake discs and brake drums, repair times, wheel alignment, timing belts, timing chains and gears, tyre sizes and
pressures, service illustrations, service schedules, service interval indicators, key programming, diagnostic trouble codes,
engine management systems, pin data, trouble shooter, airbags/SRS, air conditioning, ABS, electrical component locations
and wiring diagrams.

Only install disc.

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/0w0349go4ooj/3-40AD.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/un79ernkdsgs/3-40AD.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/users/wacko/643/auto_soft

AutoMapa 6.10 1112 EU + PL FINAL
2.10GB

AutoMapa is the first satellite navigation system to feature 3D building visualisation European towns and cities, making it the world's leading
car navigation utility. Owing to its coverage of a comprehensive road network in Europe and the unique building address option, AutoMapa
delivers unprecedented navigation precision on European roads. Present 3D and night mode.

Installed on: PocketPC 2003, PocketPC 2003 SE, Windows CE 4.2, Windows Mobile 5/6, Windows CE. NET 5.0/6.0, Windows XP, Windows
Vista, Windows7



Release date: 2011
Version: 6.10.0 (1112)
Developer: Aqurat sp. z o.o
Language: multi
License: patch included

Links here:
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SERVICE GROUP ATSG v5.0
1.85GB

Program ATSG contains information from the firm Automatic Of transmission Of service Of group on repair and servicing of automatic
gearboxes.

Developer: AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SERVICE GROUP
Platform: win98/XP
Language of the interface: only English
[Tabletka]: It is present (we read instal.html in the root of disk)

Information, technical bulletins, European and Japanese automobiles, American automobiles. Program ATSG contains the large number of
illustrations, sequence of dismantling and assembling of units and aggregates, data on the identification of the automatic transmissions of all
basic producers are much different general technical and training information. Detailed description with the large number of illustrations of
the sequence of dismantling- assembling, control sizes, the flaw detection of the units. It is sufficiently simple and convenient in the work.
So in the program ATSG there is a course of lectures to the instruction of repair and diagnostics [AKPP]

Is especially useful this program ATSG will be useful the fact, who deals with repair and maintenance [AKPP]. It contains information on the
automobiles: AUDI, ACURA, BMW, CHRYSLER, FORD, GM, HONDA, ISUZU, MAZDA, MERCEDES, MITSUBISHI, NISSAN, PEUGEOT,
RENAULT, SAAB, SPECIAL, SPECTRUM, SPRINT, SUBARU, TCASES, TOYOTA, VOLVO, VW.

Catalog:

_DELETED_

Bentley 04-2009
901MB

_DELETED_

Old BMW appz collection

BMW DIS v57 EN
http://www.filereactor.com/lvra6axbirp8/BMW_DIS_v.57.iso.html
or
http://www.filereactor.com/pqdtbm65kbg5/DIS57EN_UK.zip.001.html
http://www.filereactor.com/6nqte1msdjmv/DIS57EN_UK.zip.002.html
http://www.filereactor.com/xt5ilxdnk85u/DIS57EN_UK.zip.003.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ld0ms8a3cq9j/DIS57EN_UK.zip.004.html
http://www.filereactor.com/0c0c4lje9btz/DIS57EN_UK.zip.005.html
http://www.filereactor.com/6dballij6qdc/DIS57EN_UK.zip.006.html

BMW DIS v57 DE
http://www.filereactor.com/nm298mh0vs0z/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/k0ke1cusx55f/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/vq6a9acntgzg/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/rxwc5bxi7rok/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/e52790xg4sn3/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/25uypynt7m09/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/i4b2bp9k71hi/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/u79100r8b2oo/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part08.rar.html



http://www.filereactor.com/gsxl7tjov3h6/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/yebni9b1gt50/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/hvail4qakhj1/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part11.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/57toyf0dzxsb/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part12.rar.html

DIS v52.0.7z
GT1_Base_v52.0_VMware_Image.rar

BMW EBA

http://www.filereactor.com/oppgwll2gipz/BMW_EBA_2.1_EN.iso.html

BMW_EBA_09-2003.part1.rar
BMW_EBA_09-2003.part3.rar
BMW_EBA_09-2003.part2.rar
BMW_EBA_09-2003.part4.rar
BMW_EBA_2002_03_v2.1_EN.iso

BMW ETM
1 file

BMW_ETM_TD_01.2006_EN.nrg

BMW ETK

http://www.filereactor.com/zhe99fi9i8od/BMW_ETK_08.2006_DVD.iso.html

BMW_ETK_03.2010.iso
BMW_ETK_08.2007.iso
BMW_ETK_6.2011.iso

BMW INPA 6.4.3 Full
3 files

BMW INPA EA 90X
10 files

http://www.filereactor.com/3j7vwzusy22q/INPA_EA_90X_200.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/a5u64arbmu6i/INPA_EA_90X_200.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/en4zly23283z/INPA_EA_90X_200.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/yavsxv2ug42v/INPA_EA_90X_200.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/eaicrkn9mchr/INPA_EA_90X_200.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/t2lx60ft1kml/INPA_EA_90X_200.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/376bxmcdsdmd/INPA_EA_90X_200.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/gil24uwh5xwp/INPA_EA_90X_200.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/qmj4dcbx2fsc/INPA_EA_90X_200.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/cos7zah15n0a/INPA_EA_90X_200.part10.rar.html

BMW ISIS DVD 27031 MOD
30 files

BMW ISSS Base v2.07
5 files

BMW ISTA-P 2.45
http://www.filereactor.com/evdp0qomc7s2/ISTA-P_2.45.0.ZIP.html



BMW KSD
22 files

BMW_KSD_05.2004.iso
BMW_KSD_08.2010

BMW TIS

http://www.filereactor.com/z1l1e0g48pr0/BMW_TIS_03.2006_MULTI_DVD.iso.html

BMW_TIS_12.2007_RUS.iso
BMW_TIS_2007.nrg
BMW_TIS_98.nrg

BMW WDS
1 file

BMW WDS 12.0 MULTI
11 files

BMW Accessories Configurator
580MB

Platform: Windows All
Language: English, Dutch, Spanish, Italian, German, French, Swedish.

BMW Accessories Configurator program provides information on the original accessories (wheels, aerodynamic packages and options for
color, variety of auxiliary equipment) for the car brand BMW. Allows you to immediately (three projections) to assess how the equipment will
look directly at the machine. Information on all models of BMW 1,3,5,6,7, X3, X5, Z3, Z4.

Catalog:

_DELETED_

BMW DIS Program v57 DE-EN

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/lvra6axbirp8/BMW_DIS_v.57.iso.html
http://www.filereactor.com/pqdtbm65kbg5/DIS57EN_UK.zip.001.html
http://www.filereactor.com/6nqte1msdjmv/DIS57EN_UK.zip.002.html
http://www.filereactor.com/xt5ilxdnk85u/DIS57EN_UK.zip.003.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ld0ms8a3cq9j/DIS57EN_UK.zip.004.html
http://www.filereactor.com/0c0c4lje9btz/DIS57EN_UK.zip.005.html
http://www.filereactor.com/6dballij6qdc/DIS57EN_UK.zip.006.html
http://www.filereactor.com/nm298mh0vs0z/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/k0ke1cusx55f/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/vq6a9acntgzg/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/rxwc5bxi7rok/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/e52790xg4sn3/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/25uypynt7m09/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/i4b2bp9k71hi/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/u79100r8b2oo/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/gsxl7tjov3h6/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part09.rar.html



http://www.filereactor.com/yebni9b1gt50/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/hvail4qakhj1/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part11.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/57toyf0dzxsb/DIS_Program_V57_DE.part12.rar.html

BMW ETK 03.2011 ML
3.28GB

Catalog (8):

_DELETED_

BMW ETK 05.2011
3.27 GB

Catalog:

_DELETED_

BMW ETK 06.2011
3.30 GB

BMW ETK Electronic Spare Parts Catalogue contain full information about original spare parts for cars (from 1932 year) and motorcycles
(from 1948 year) and also helps you to find parts more quickly, easily and safely. Moreover, it is no longer necessary to search in different
microfilms and lists, because you are provided with extensive information.

The function of PARTS SEARCH lead you through the search process, from vehicle identification through the actual parts search to the
diagrams and the parts list which you use to assemble the parts for your order.
Before searching for a part, you must identify the vehicle for which the part is intended. This limits the selection of possible parts to that
particular vehicle. Generally, the vehicle is identified by entering the CHASSIS NUMBER. The last 7 digits of the chassis number recorded
on the registration are used for this. If the chassis number is unknown, the VEHICLE DATA can be entered instead. You make your
selections in series from left to right.
Program occupies one DVD, support only full installation on HDD and require 1.2Gb of free space. For interface available too many languages.

Links (14):

_DELETED_

BMW ETK 8.2011
3.35GB

BMW ETK Electronic Spare Parts Catalogue contain full information about original spare parts for cars (from 1932 year) and motorcycles
(from 1948 year) and also helps you to find parts more quickly, easily and safely. Moreover, it is no longer necessary to search in different
microfilms and lists, because you are provided with extensive information about the following:

The function of PARTS SEARCH lead you through the search process, from vehicle identification through the actual parts search to the
diagrams and the parts list which you use to assemble the parts for your order .

Before searching for a part, you must identify the vehicle for which the part is intended. This limits the selection of possible parts to that
particular vehicle. Generally, the vehicle is identified by entering the CHASSIS NUMBER. The last 7 digits of the chassis number recorded
on the registration are used for this. If the chassis number is unknown, the VEHICLE DATA can be entered instead. You make your
selections in series from left to right .

Program occupies one DVD, support only full installation on HDD and require 1.2Gb of free space. For interface available too many languages .

Links (18):

_DELETED_



BMW ETK 10.2011
3.37GB

Year/Date of Release: 2011
Version: October
Developer: BMW Group
Language: Multilingual
License: Freeware

Description:
BMW ETK contains the full range of parts offered for sale by the BMW Group and is intended to facilitate the retrieval of necessary spare
parts (automobile and motorcycle parts), equipment and accessories. To do this at your disposal a variety of search features, such as
searching by name, by part number, etc. In addition, the system offers detailed information on specific details, as well as the ability to
create so-called parts list of found parts .

Links (9):

_DELETED_

BMW ETK 12.2011
3.42GB

BMW ETK Electronic Spare Parts Catalogue contain full information about original spare parts for cars (from 1932 year) and motorcycles
(from 1948 year) and also helps you to find parts more quickly, easily and safely. Moreover, it is no longer necessary to search in different
microfilms and lists, because you are provided with extensive information about the following:

* FULL PARTS SEARCH (GRAPHICAL OR BY VEHICLE)
* ALL PART LOCATIONS & TECHNICAL VALUES
* FULLY DETAILED ZOOMABLE DIAGRAMS & PHOTO'S SHOWING PART LOCATIONS
* FULL ACCESSORY INFORMATION FOR ALL CATEGORIES INCLUDING:
* EXTERIOR PARTS
* INTERIOR PARTS
* PERFORMANCE ACCESSORIES
* SAT NAV AND AUDIO
* BMW DVD SYSTEM
* IPOD INTERFACE
* COMMUNICATION (CAR TELEPHONES)
* CLEANING INFORMATION
* AERODYNAMICS
* EXHAUST
* ALLOY WHEELS
* STERRING WHEELS
* DOOR ENTRANCE STRIPS
* HANDBRAKE GRIPS
* GEAR LEVER KNOBS
* SELECTOR LEVER GRIPS
* INFOTAINMENT
* SUN VISOR
* SEATS
* SUSPENSION
* LIGHTS
* ROOF BOXES
* LUGGAGE CARRIER SYSTEMS
* LUGGAGE COMPARTMENTS
* ROOF RACKS
* REAR BICYCLE CARRIERS
* MIRRORS
* CLEANING SOLUTIONS
* DOG SAFETY KITS
* SPECIAL APPLICATIONS



* INTERIOR TRIM FINISHES
* CHILD SEATS
* STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Links here:

_DELETED_

BMW ETK 2012.01
3.41GB

BMW ETK Electronic Spare Parts Catalogue contain full information about original spare parts for cars (from 1932 year) and motorcycles
(from 1948 year) and also helps you to find parts more quickly, easily and safely. Moreover, it is no longer necessary to search in different
microfilms and lists, because you are provided with extensive information about the following:

* FULL PARTS SEARCH (GRAPHICAL OR BY VEHICLE)
* ALL PART LOCATIONS & TECHNICAL VALUES
* FULLY DETAILED ZOOMABLE DIAGRAMS & PHOTO'S SHOWING PART LOCATIONS
* FULL ACCESSORY INFORMATION FOR ALL CATEGORIES INCLUDING:
* EXTERIOR PARTS
* INTERIOR PARTS
* PERFORMANCE ACCESSORIES
* SAT NAV AND AUDIO
* BMW DVD SYSTEM
* IPOD INTERFACE
* COMMUNICATION (CAR TELEPHONES)
* CLEANING INFORMATION
* AERODYNAMICS
* EXHAUST
* ALLOY WHEELS
* STERRING WHEELS
* DOOR ENTRANCE STRIPS
* HANDBRAKE GRIPS
* GEAR LEVER KNOBS
* SELECTOR LEVER GRIPS
* INFOTAINMENT
* SUN VISOR
* SEATS
* SUSPENSION
* LIGHTS
* ROOF BOXES
* LUGGAGE CARRIER SYSTEMS
* LUGGAGE COMPARTMENTS
* ROOF RACKS
* REAR BICYCLE CARRIERS
* MIRRORS
* CLEANING SOLUTIONS
* DOG SAFETY KITS
* SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
* INTERIOR TRIM FINISHES
* CHILD SEATS
* STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Links here:

_DELETED_

BMW ETK 2012.02
3.5GB

BMW ETK Electronic Spare Parts Catalogue contain full information about original spare parts for cars (from 1932 year) and motorcycles
(from 1948 year) and also helps you to find parts more quickly, easily and safely. Moreover, it is no longer necessary to search in different
microfilms and lists, because you are provided with extensive information about the following:



* FULL PARTS SEARCH (GRAPHICAL OR BY VEHICLE)
* ALL PART LOCATIONS & TECHNICAL VALUES
* FULLY DETAILED ZOOMABLE DIAGRAMS & PHOTO'S SHOWING PART LOCATIONS
* FULL ACCESSORY INFORMATION FOR ALL CATEGORIES INCLUDING:
* EXTERIOR PARTS
* INTERIOR PARTS
* PERFORMANCE ACCESSORIES
* SAT NAV AND AUDIO
* BMW DVD SYSTEM
* IPOD INTERFACE
* COMMUNICATION (CAR TELEPHONES)
* CLEANING INFORMATION
* AERODYNAMICS
* EXHAUST
* ALLOY WHEELS
* STERRING WHEELS
* DOOR ENTRANCE STRIPS
* HANDBRAKE GRIPS
* GEAR LEVER KNOBS
* SELECTOR LEVER GRIPS
* INFOTAINMENT
* SUN VISOR
* SEATS
* SUSPENSION
* LIGHTS
* ROOF BOXES
* LUGGAGE CARRIER SYSTEMS
* LUGGAGE COMPARTMENTS
* ROOF RACKS
* REAR BICYCLE CARRIERS
* MIRRORS
* CLEANING SOLUTIONS
* DOG SAFETY KITS
* SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
* INTERIOR TRIM FINISHES
* CHILD SEATS
* STORAGE SOLUTIONS

IN FACT ANYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT BMW PARTS AND ACCESSORIES!

The function of PARTS SEARCH lead you through the search process, from vehicle identification through the actual parts search to the
diagrams and the parts list which you use to assemble the parts for your order.
Before searching for a part, you must identify the vehicle for which the part is intended. This limits the selection of possible parts to that
particular vehicle. Generally, the vehicle is identified by entering the CHASSIS NUMBER. The last 7 digits of the chassis number recorded
on the registration are used for this. If the chassis number is unknown, the VEHICLE DATA can be entered instead. You make your
selections in series from left to right.
Program occupies one DVD, support only full installation on HDD and require 1.2Gb of free space. For interface available too many languages.

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/xsqcop48o0wn/BE.22012.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/4z8nnt0bq6zq/BE.22012.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/202c5tbwa5y9/BE.22012.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/kmyjunyuswkt/BE.22012.part4.rar.html

BMW ETK 2012.05
4.08GB

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/5twpn5rv5tfy/BE5.2012.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ge170whujqpg/BE5.2012.part02.rar.html



http://www.filereactor.com/vjsu7hz2mggv/BE5.2012.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/01cbb4o1w4ry/BE5.2012.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/4elvmn77a3by/BE5.2012.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/5u1xu1bn1xpx/BE5.2012.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/xkza95keaic9/BE5.2012.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ki3hro2groq4/BE5.2012.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/9eu0wzbc9m52/BE5.2012.part09.rar.html

BMW ETM TD 01.2006 EN
1.63GB

Links:

_DELETED_

BMW ISTA/D 2.21.1
7.06GB

It is a diagnostic tool assemblies auto brand BMW AG, used in today's complex software aparatures car diagnostics BMW ISIS. Intelligent
Safety Information System (ISIS) - This new facility, which came to replace the DIS and Progman SSS .

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/3s634xqnfqmk/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/02lamc2sfe80/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/dfnb3kadl7vj/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ck3i6dcao332/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part16.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/e37x4gb79q3b/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part17.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/99315i2am78e/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part20.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/khf3zxrgz7at/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part21.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/o30p8w7jtdqp/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part22.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ze1ajghas2cs/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part23.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/is2hflodi8uf/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part24.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/9doucbl9aozh/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part25.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/omnb17in9cdc/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part26.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/nuuhfk5sgwas/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part27.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/o9gtu6g0mhdz/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part28.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/1cdpw9lb7qe8/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part29.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/iyd4ta3n5dw7/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part30.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/knrzvht5tsp2/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part31.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/lym79x1alvoa/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part32.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/c1lzw5c8y2bk/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part33.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/iaid2nbuz220/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part34.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/haany7iexy7p/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part35.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/h107ghl1b1xp/ISTA_D_V2.21.1.part36.rar.html

BMW ISTA/D (ISID) 2.30 Vmware version
12.5GB

http://www.filereactor.com/users/wacko/3100/BMW_ISTA/D_(ISID)_2.30_Vmware_version
or
http://www.filereactor.com/d6dfreoitj1b/ISID_2.30_offline.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/8hvhhxsebjjb/ISID_2.30_offline.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/0fwkw8a2xz49/ISID_2.30_offline.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/f1hchw3xfldf/ISID_2.30_offline.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/c070gwep7wxi/ISID_2.30_offline.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/v048j01n7ux0/ISID_2.30_offline.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/zywom1pnef7i/ISID_2.30_offline.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/r6rycbn6qxbd/ISID_2.30_offline.part08.rar.html



http://www.filereactor.com/qfk2fiaub4lt/ISID_2.30_offline.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/0zyovgmwhj2m/ISID_2.30_offline.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/40bvax2p6wy8/ISID_2.30_offline.part11.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/wdc36ufex341/ISID_2.30_offline.part12.rar.html

BMW ISTA/P 2.40.0
3.66GB

BMW ISTA/P 2.40.0 is an archive of firmware for INPA, PROGMAN, not the full version. The names understandable to the public bodies
provide data firmware. If you are not faced with the firmware update data better and should not be using them more - all these ways to
update to the end is not updated and may lead to fatal consequences, thus By downloading this file you should be aware of the possibilities
and consequences of its use!

Year: 2010
License: Freeware

Links:

_DELETED_
Password if needed: from_chang2

BMW GT1 v44, v57
1.21 GB

BMW GT1 Group Test One Diagnostic

GT1 can complete coverage of ALL BMW systems,one thing that can only be done using the GT1, this function is called Electronic Control
Unit (ECU) programming and configuration.

Features:
GT1 can complete coverage of ALL BMW systems,one thing that can only be done using the GT1, this function is called Electronic Control
Unit (ECU) programming and configuration. Many of the original electronic systems on modern vehicles can now be re programmed using
software; historically any changes to rectify software problems would involve a new ECU which would be purchased from the parts
department and that is the only way that the independent market today is able to overcome these problems. The BMW GT1 system allows
you re programme all BMW car ECU??s to fix software or to install a blank ECU to a repaired vehicle. GT1 is the only system that allows you
to do this and is absolutely essential if working on Freelander,the GT1 is also the only system that provides all diagnostics and programming
for the very latest BMW launched this year.

Link:
http://www.filereactor.com/st3j2855zh4x/GT1_v44_programs.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/54ndwiv6jjs7/GT1_v44_programs.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/vp9wn49kyfv9/GT1_v44_programs.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ocrjk5j87fnn/GT1_v44_programs.part4.rar.html

http://www.filereactor.com/vo9erhk2fklu/GT1_v57_programs.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/brfpe4393k4w/GT1_v57_programs.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/kxakouz4vh0b/GT1_v57_programs.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/0g2z19mf9dmx/GT1_v57_programs.part4.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/6n68c98z31wn/GT1_v57_programs.part5.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/bcrpzl4z2nd2/GT1_v57_programs.part6.rar.html

BMW Inpa - Ediabas + DIS Multilingual
8.44GB

Engineering Complex BMW Inpa / Ediabas until recently used by the staff of all departments and branches of the BMW to develop, debug,
and test electronic control units produced by the concern of all vehicles.

Year: 2006



Version: 2006
Language: Multilingual

System requirements:
Operating system Windows ® 98/2000 / XP / VISTA (in compatibility mode for XP) / Win7 (in compatibility mode for XP);
Processor Intel Pentium-II ® 300MHz or equivalent;
The amount of RAM to 64MB;
Free hard disk space 400 MB;
COM-port or USB-port (depending on the version of the adapter).

In addition to the engineering functions of the complex also has a comprehensive diagnostic capabilities. Thanks to its original purpose
scanner provides access to any vehicle ECU. Functions for reading the real-time parameters and test actuators can verify the correctness
of any control, whether it be a button or a potentiometer. If desired, you can track the position of each damper climate control unit, or
adjust the volume using the radio is connected through the diagnostic socket of a PC.

The software complex has a modular design consisting of a diagnostic module interface (connects vehicle and scanner), module coding,
network module (allows you to run diagnostics from a remote computer on the LAN), an emulator of the individual control units, interpreter
and compiler diagnostic scripts. The latter function is particularly interesting because it allows you to perform as a ready-made diagnostic
algorithms, and create your own. Despite the complexity of the software system it was very detailed documented. However most of the
descriptions drawn up in German. Diagnostic

Interface Language - English or German.

Unlike previous versions of Inpa / Ediabas v5.0, as well as subsequent versions (5.0.2 and others) - a full 32-bit applications Windows, no
problems running under Win98, NT and XP, as well as VISTA and Win7 (in compatibility mode for XP).
The list of cars that are supported by the interface OBD: E36 (some), E38, E39, E46, E52, E53, E60, E65, E83, E85, E87,

E90, Mini R50, Rolls Royce RR1
The list of cars that are supported by the interface ADS: E31, E32, E34, E36
The list of cars that are supported by an interface D-Can: E60, E61 from 03/2007; E83 from 09/2006; E81, E87 from 03/2007; E90, E91,
E92, E93 from 03/2007; E70/E71; R56
The list of supported ECU: All the BMW unreleased until now (our cards can work with INPA BMW F-Series - contact us toset up).

The functionality of the device:
Identification of the parameters of the ECU;
Read fault codes;
Removing trouble codes;
Read the real-time parameters;
Reading the contents of the memory control unit;
Monitoring compliance with codes, VIN and mileage in the memory of various ECM;
Coding of ECU;
Activation of the actuators;
Emulation of the various control units;
Activation / deactivation of engineering functions.

When using the scanner must be careful. The program contains special features and engineering regimes, such as preservation of various
ECM to reduce power consumption for long-term parking lot. If you accidentally activate this feature most of the car electronics will go into
"deep sleep" and you have to spend a lot of time for their re-activation. A thoughtless use of an interpreter when you create your own
diagnostic algorithm in general can lead to unpredictable consequences.

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/l78u6zjoen8f/INPA.DIS.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/4bowo2z49414/INPA.DIS.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/0ccyafrhnm5w/INPA.DIS.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/0f2np41fb7st/INPA.DIS.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/x2nmhgkqlqgt/INPA.DIS.part05.rar.html

BMW Manuals Pack
2.9GB



Biggest collection of BMW Manuals for: E23, E24, E28, E28 tech manual, E30, E31, E32, E34, E36, E36-7, E38, E39, E46, E53, E85, E90,
Mini, 325, 330, 525, 645, 745. M3, X5, Z4, from 1982 to 2006 and others.

Links:

BMW Motorrad Repair Manuals K-series
1.41GB

Manuals for:
K 1200 GT
K 1200 R
K 1200 R Sport
K 1200 S
K 1200 GT (USA)
K 1200 R (USA)
K 1200 R Sport (USA)
K 1200 S (USA)

Links here:

_DELETED_

BMW PROGMAN v320
6.7GB

http://www.filereactor.com/lluurf1546no/PROGMANV320_1.iso.html
http://www.filereactor.com/grdgzcc7rrt3/PROGMANV320_2.iso.html

BMW SSS v41
12.25GB

BMW PROGMAN version 32 program disks 1 & 2 used for adjusting your BMW Factory ECU without the dealer from a laptop.  Requires
specialized cable for either OBDI or OBDII cars.

PROGMAN is a BMW software based system designed to reside on a specific set of hardware configuration (SSS or SSSr2) that will allow
software updates to up to five cars at a time. It will update the ENTIRE vehicle (over 25 different defined sub-systems in each BMW) not
just one area such as DME/ECU. It requires special BMW supplied connectors and connectivity to perform this function although standard
ports (OBD II) are allowed but not the most efficient.

The PROGMAN, formerly known as CIP (Programming, Coding and Individualization), updates are distributed to dealers in DVD form for
major changes and those major changes can have several minor updates distributed via BMW’ online system. Even now many dealers and
owners are confused by the use of PROGMAN and / or CIP references but neither really tells you what software you have. That really is
defined by the Target Data Status (TDS) which nails down the vehicle series, month/year and level of the actual installed software on a
BMW.

Now to add to this already confused state comes ISTA/P. ISTA/P is the new programming tool designed to replace PROGMAN. And it will
have new numbering convention.

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/y6i8bghbvuv5/SSS_V41.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/dkm448ebwixl/SSS_V41.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/2938wgtta2wp/SSS_V41.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/4qgqxtmngtox/SSS_V41.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/6fl86n25nhdu/SSS_V41.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/o9i2y0h6o0o9/SSS_V41.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/8jwa41ovi6j8/SSS_V41.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/0bkdfzs7ofh5/SSS_V41.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/sf0msmn0hg39/SSS_V41.part09.rar.html



http://www.filereactor.com/q1txf49betle/SSS_V41.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/eqoliawasj76/SSS_V41.part11.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/majkenpoynou/SSS_V41.part12.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/r7kvatujrbrm/SSS_VMWare_Preinstall_Base31.zip.html

BMW Tolerance Data 2007
1.45GB

Link:

_DELETED_

BOSCH BDE
637MB

Link:

_DELETED_

Bosch ESI[tronic] 1/2011 DVD #3
2.75GB

This is only DVD 3 of the app.

Bosch ESI tronic 2011.1 is a program to work with blocks of diagnostics firm BOSCH, bodywork and extensive catalog of all production of
firm Robert Bosch GmbH. Information about auto parts, labor hours, adjusting the data pump.Bosch ESItronic program supports all
languages including Russian, has a nice interface that allows you to search by part number Bosch or any other manufacturer, gives
information on the application of specific parts by make and model.The bulk of the information presented on the machines since 1971, but
something that is and on earlier models.

Bosch ESItronic program is a valuable tool for those who are engaged in repair and spare parts for machines, includes complete information
on the air, electrical and fuel systems in Europe, and also partially American and Japanese cars

Date of Release: 2011
Version: 11.1.1.5
System requirements:
Processor: Pentium IV/2 GHz
RAM: 512 MB
Free hard disk space: At least 20 GB
Drive DVD: 12-speed
Interfaces: 1 parallel, 2 serial, 2 USB 2.0
Display: 17 inch
Resolution: 1024x768
Windows XP Professional Service Pack 2
Internet-Explorer 6.0 Service Pack
Language: Multilingual (Russian present)

_DELETED_

Bosch ESI[tronic] O2.2OII
11.7 GB

Spare parts catalog ESI[tronic] presents an extensive directory of all products firm Robert Bosch GmbH. Information about auto parts,
labor hours, adjusting the data injection pump, the program to work with blocks of diagnostic firm BOSCH, electrical wiring, etc. Bosch
ESItronic program supports all languages ??including Russian, has a good interface allows you to search by part number Bosch or any other
manufacturer, gives information on the application of specific parts by make and model .

The bulk of the information presented on the machines since 1971, but something is and more earlier models .



ESI[tronic] O2.2OII will dramatically increase your capabilities with General Motors vehicles. We have added thousands of new codes, data
parameters in our Snaplist and controls with the new release. More function tests, more controls and more trouble code information than
ever before. This update powers up your capabilities with our KTS Scan Tool series .

_DELETED_

Bosch ESI[tronic] 03.2011
7.45 GB

Technical information is becoming a decisive factor in ensuring workshop survival, and with our ESI[tronic] software, you get the entire
know-how of Bosch available to you in your workshop.

ESI[tronic] software is DVD-based technical information that powers our KTS range of diagnostic testers, which can be used on your
workshop PC. It is a unique, modular offering, so you can tailor your ESI[tronic] package to the individual needs of your workshop. To ensure
that you can also service new vehicles without problems, the ESI[tronic] data is updated 4 times a year.

Bosch ESI[Tronic] Information System represents the extensive catalogue of all production of Robert Bosch GmbH. Catalogue Bosch ESI
contains the catalogue of spare parts of all production Bosch, repair manuals, service, wiring diagrams. Bosch ESI tronic software supports
all languages, has the good interface, allows to search under number of Bosch parts or any other manufacturer, gives out the information on
application concrete spare parts on marks and models. Electronic catalogue Bosch ESItronic is the valuable grant for those who is engaged in
repair and delivery of spare parts for cars and lorries, motorcycles, contains the full information on pneumo, electro and European fuel
systems, and also partially American and Japanese lorries.

Links:
http://depositfiles.com/folders/GCI7D475F

Bosch ESI[tronic] 04.2011
5.48GB

Year/Date of Release: 2011
Version: 2011/4
System Requirements: Windows XP Professional Service Pack 3
Language: Multilingual
Medicine: NO

Description: Directory of auto parts Bosch ESI tronic is a comprehensive directory of all
production of firm Robert Bosch GmbH. Information about auto parts, labor hours, alignment
Data injection pump, the program to work with blocks of diagnostics firm BOSCH, electric circuits, etc.

Links here:

_DELETED_

Car Chip Tuning Tools
1.53GB

The best and huge collection for auto tuning!
In the archive: Auto Tap, AutoEnginuity-Scan-Tool, Bosch Car ECU Scanner, Car Scanner BMW, ctpro215, Diagv1.2, EBURN, ewriter,
flashbooster, FLASHPROG, Galep, GM Scantool V1.1, kwpasp, Moby Scanner, ODB II, OBD3, PROG STUDIO 512, Scan Master, Scantool,
VAG COM, Vehikle Explorer, VWTOOL, Winols...

Original and tunned eeproms for: AUDI, BMW, CHRYSLER, CITROEN, FERRARI, FIAT, FORD, HYUNDAI, Kia, LANCIA, MAZDA,
MERCEDES, Mitsubischi, NISSAN, OPEL, PEUGEOT, RENAULT, ROVER, SEAT, SKODA, VOLVO, VW.

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/p6zwnp0mpk4y/CarChipTuningTools_.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/3wm14h0i1f0u/CarChipTuningTools_.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/a2zqy6f07jkl/CarChipTuningTools_.part03.rar.html



http://www.filereactor.com/lrc8m8gq67t4/CarChipTuningTools_.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/vco8fls7lv15/CarChipTuningTools_.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/yulwp4g0pcl4/CarChipTuningTools_.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/w1qstxxjuv5r/CarChipTuningTools_.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/yl90h3l8diyi/CarChipTuningTools_.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/gkg2hjffehgv/CarChipTuningTools_.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/b988i2vn67l7/CarChipTuningTools_.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/0feqt341fzc4/CarChipTuningTools_.part11.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/rh1wopzyapjc/CarChipTuningTools_.part12.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/7u4gjfh9h4i8/CarChipTuningTools_.part13.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/fwichin9p8p6/CarChipTuningTools_.part14.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/2sth0tbtqhs2/CarChipTuningTools_.part15.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/7oewgzp3cp1b/CarChipTuningTools_.part16.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/3qiehgordtbr/CarChipTuningTools_.part17.rar.html

Car most wanted tools
2.3GB

In the pack:

auto_key_programmer
-------------------

ak90_update_software
ak300-1.46-key-programmer
ak500-1.92-key-programmer-software
ak500pro-v1.1
benz-ir-nec-key-programmer
bmw-dash-v3.01
bmw-ews2-ews3.2-emulator
bmw_ews_editor_cd_software
hit-2.01
mb-ir-sofeware
miriam-benz-unlock-esl
mvp-keypro-english-user-manual
renault-nissan-key-prog2-in-1-full
renault-pin-reader-v312
skt100
T-300-english-user-manual
tag-key-tool
zedbull2
ad900_compatible_vehicle_list.pdf
ad900_manual.pdf
benz-key-manual.pdf
daewoo-immo-emulator.pdf
fiat-immo-emulator.pdf
fmcode-2.pdf
mb-cr-immo-emulator.pdf
mb-key-maker-user-manual.pdf
nd900_user_manual.pdf
opel-immo-emulator.pdf
original-icc-immo-calculator-user-manual.pdf
pin-code-reader-for-chrysler.pdf
suzuki-oki-immo-emulator.pdf
kp818-vehicle-applications-1231.xls

car_diagnostic_tool
-------------------
allscanner-toyota-its3-lexus-es350
autoboss-update-instruction
bmw-scanner-2.0.1



bmw_1.3.6
cdp-pro-application_cars-models
fiat-scanner-1.0
ford-scanner-usb-driver-2.02
ford-vcm-ids-v75-jlr-v127-installation
honda-hds
inpa-2
jbt-auto-diagnostic-scanner-english-user-manual
jbt-vgp-oceanian-vehicles
lexia-3-installation
moto-1-all-line-motocycle-diagnostic
moto-bmw
multi-diag-j2534
mvci-honda
nissan-3-setup-instruction
nissan-consult-III
op-com2010
opel-tech2-usb-software
opps-car-list
renault-pin-reader-v312
Renault_Clip_installation
scantool_install
super-honda-diagnostic-tool
super-mb-star-net-09-2011-user-manual
T30_bmw_gt1+ops
t30bwm-gt1
toyota-com-for-all
toyota_it2_English_v200900
v57+sss39-new-installation
vas-5054a-install
vcm-installation-setup
volvo-vida-installation-guide
x-431-diagun-user-manual
x431_manual_english
pc-max-manual.doc
d-can-for-gt1-and-inpa-installation-instructions.pdf
gm-mini-mdi-introduction.pdf
gna600_user_guide.pdf
how_to_actived_cat.pdf
maxidas-708-v-9-user-manual.pdf
mut-3-mitsubishi-user-guide.pdf
s1279.pdf
sp06-note.pdf
steps-for-installing-battery-and-wifi-card-for-mb-sd-compact-4.pdf

diagnostic_software
-------------------
icc-user-manual.pdf
mb-star-c3-hard-disk-t30-version-2011.03-setup-instruction.pdf
original-icc-immo-calculator-user-manual.pdf
T30-2010-11-software.zip
xentry.zip
xentry_update.zip

ecu_programmer_tools
--------------------
bdm100_ecu_tuning
bmw-carsoft6.5
cmd-can-flasher-v1251
digiprog-obd-ecu-flasher
galletto-1260
kwp2000plus



m35080v_programmer_software_usb_driver
mag-pro-4-1
mb_carsoft_7.4
mc68hc05-motorola-705-programmer
mc68hc08_motorola_908_programmer_usb_driver
mc68hc11-motorola-711-programmer
motorola_9s12x__9x12_programmer_v1.54
mpps-setup-v5-and-patch
new-uuprog-1.2.17
vag-ecu-tool
x-prom5.0

heavy_duty_diagnostic
---------------------
cummins7.5video.avi
allscanner-vcx-hd-heavy-dut-truck-diagnostic-english.pdf
astra-test-function-list.pdf
autocom-cdp-pro-for-trucks-manual-version-1.5-eng.pdf
autocom-cdp-pro-for-trucks-workable-trucks-models-eng.pdf
benz-test-function-list.pdf
cummins-inline5-v7.3-diagnosis-software-setup-instruction.pdf
cummins-test-function-list.pdf
nexiq-125032-usb-link-truck-diag-2011-user-manual.pdf
ps2-heavy-duty-car-list-v5.2-2011-04-21.pdf
ps2-truck-diagnostic-tool-packing-list-v5.0.pdf
ps2-truck-diagnostic-tool-test-function-list.pdf

mileage_programmer
------------------
cdc32-v1.3
digimaster3
digimasterii-english-user-manual
drivebox
FIAT-KM-TOOL
ford-km-tool
mileage-master-pc-user-manual
nec-programmer-software
r260s_manual_v1.4
r270-1.16
tach_pro_u2008_software
tacho-pro-u2008
tms370-mileage-programmer-software-usb-driver
vagkmimmov1.6.3beta

obd2_fault_code_scanner
-----------------------
sc58
u912
elm327bluetooth-instruction-video.avi
aa101_manual_v1.00-100417.pdf
bluetooth-el327-obd2.pdf
bluetooth-elm327-installation-manual.pdf
codescan-user-manual.pdf
elm-327-can-bus-1.2v-changing-the-com-port-number.pdf
elm327-english-manual.pdf
elm327-obd-to-rs232-interpreter.pdf
h685-manual.pdf
how-to-use-elm327-pictures.pdf
manual-jp701-eu702-us703-fr704-1.01.pdf
md801-manual.pdf
memoscan-vag5053-user-manual.pdf
ms409-manual-v1.01.pdf



new-can-obd2-scanner.pdf
obdmate-om520-code-scanner-user-manual.pdf
ps701english.pdf
s610.pdf
toyota-t605-manual.pdf
ELM327-plastic-version-software-usb-driver.zip

other_obd2_vehicle_tools
------------------------
automotive-battery-analyser-vat-560-manual
piwis-cable
remote-master-introduce-manual
renault-immo-emulator
vol-vcr
wifi-obd-auto-checker

vag_diagnostic_cables
---------------------
super-vag-k-can-v4.8
vag-can-5.5-pin-reader
Vag-com-v409kkl
vag-k-can-3.6-user-guide-video
vag-k-can-commader-full5.1
vag-kcan-update-v1.0.8
vag_key_Login
vagkcan1.4
vdcs-11.3

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/kkltvrzx9t21/car_toolz_w7.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/n1g757b4ws3l/car_toolz_w7.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/6qmcld32pimw/car_toolz_w7.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/tpe1wdnw5nw6/car_toolz_w7.part4.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/0acjk517h79d/car_toolz_w7.part5.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ioylsl1g77z0/car_toolz_w7.part6.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/gkmnre40gmvn/car_toolz_w7.part7.rar.html

Car wire diagrams
134MB

Over 3000 files (photos and pdfs) with diagrams for many types of cars (Mazda, Ford, Chevrolet, VW, Pontiac, Acura, Opel, DOdge, Jeep,
Toyota, etc)  .

Diagrams for: doorlocks, lights, central locking, ignitions, parking lights and others .

Links:

_DELETED_

Caterpillar ET 2010A (03.2010) v1.1 incl. keygen
143MB

What's New - Cat ET 2010A:
- VISTA Operating System and Windows 7
- Dual Data Link Using Third Party Communication Adapters
- Customer Support Phone Numbers
- Colors of Graph Lines
- Product Link Training
- Programmable Monitoring System

Link:



_DELETED_
If you have Error 1720 download it:
ftp://ftp.iem.ac.ru/windows/microsoft/WindowsXP-KB942288-v3-x86.exe

CAT ET Diagnostic 2010A-2010B-2010C v.1.0
523MB

2 keygens inside.

_DELETED_

CATERPILLAR PRICE LIST 2011
180MB

Link:

_DELETED_

Chevrolet 06-07.2010
2.33GB

Catalog (2):

_DELETED_

Chevrolet Europe TIS v07.19.20.11 Eng 07.2011
3.87GB

Title: Chevrolet Europe TIS
Year/issue date: 2011
Version: 07.19.20.11
Developer: General Motors
System: Windows 2000/XP/2003
Language: English
License: Freeware

The Guide for complete information on dealer Chevrolet Europe TIS European assembly of Chevrolet: repair manuals, service information,
diagnosis, pre-sales, wiring diagrams, interpretation of diagnostic trouble codes DTC (diagnostic codes), as well as standard watch.

Catalog (16):

_DELETED_

CHIP Tuning 30000
4.21GB

Over 30000 files original and modified files for all models of cars: Alfa Romeo, Audi, BMW, Chevrolet, Chrysler, citroen, Daewoo, Ducati,
Ferrari, Fiat, FORD, Honda, Hyundai, Jaguar, Jeep, KIA, Lancia, Land Rover, Maserati, Mazda, Mercedes, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Opel, Peugeot,
Porsche, Renault, Rover, Saab, seat, Skoda, Smart, Subaru, suzuki, Toyota, Vauxhall, Volvo, VW and others model.

Links (22):
http://www.filereactor.com/umxlwdprpr2r/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/3xqq8oqoxrgc/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/019gpgfe1303/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ajax0hb8dgbx/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/5ope0cz3qacl/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/0swprtx9fjjc/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/zsk1q6z4c69f/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part07.rar.html



http://www.filereactor.com/0xfgs56t9617/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/qibe0lrcnmbw/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/rt5fzttahmut/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/qrq65y0cw80y/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part11.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/89mdm4yuj25y/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part12.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/umqlun4ls6x8/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part13.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/qs9m5dgqpi8x/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part14.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/bykv2if0pxbb/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part15.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/36yihd0jgclt/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part16.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/4ncnnh27le3r/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part17.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/m4d2ucgfau2m/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part18.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/tk3rc9nhut5v/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part19.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/qxnykmwqj5tw/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part20.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/df513f8p1zgv/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part21.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/fd8stktounpx/TUNING_FILES_DVD_200.part22.rar.html

Citroen LASER v6.5
6.86GB

Electronic parts catalog, akssessuarov, as well as online documentation of repair and maintenance of vehicles Citroen 1990-2000's (starting
with the AX, BX, and to C3, C5, C8).

It is intended for authorized service centers. Part Numbers - original.
Language - English, French, German etc (not Russian). Configured during the installation (please! installation menu as French-speaking, do not
look at the Select option "English" - English there is listed as "Anglais"). Powered by VIN search the car connected to a central server
Citroen - determined the exact release date, and complete accessories.

Installation instructions (English and Russian versions) - in the "instruction which to install." Be sure to follow ALL items. You will need
Vitrual Drive. It is better to use the seventh version, which is attached. Ninth images do not read, checked himself.

Extras. Information:
Tip: You should carefully read all the setup menu, and after its completion - study guide for use. You will learn many new things, such as how
to connect to a central server and Citroen on the VIN to get full information about the car, since the exact date of release to the color of
carpets in the cabin.

Links:

_DELETED_

CITROEN Service Box Parts and Repair + SEDRE 09.2011
16.48GB

Electronic Catalog Citroen Service Box 09.2011 contains complete information on all car companies, including new models. Supplied catalog
Citroen on 3 DVD, supports multiple languages. Catalog of Citroen Service Box 09.2011 contains parts catalog, complete information about
the details, search, standard-setting clock, there is work to VIN or model, decoding of each position VIN, documentation of repairs and
maintenance.

Citroen Service Box 09.2011 - the successor catalog Citroen LASERtech. The catalog Citroen Service Box 09.2011 provides information for
the selection of auto parts and accesories, as well as documentation on repair and maintenance of car Citroen. Replacement site Serveur
protege, only in this directory are available partitions, which are payable on site. Full search on the VIN-code. Built on a client-server
technology java-based, works through a browser by setting a time on the server, it can be to cling to the client machines.

Supported languages:
English, Hungarian, Dutch, Danish, Spanish, Italian, Chinese, German, Netherlands, Norwegian, Polish, Russian, Turkish, French, Czech,
Swedish, Japanese.

Extras. Information:
Citroen Service Box 09.2011- parts catalog .
SEDRE - repairs, diagnostics, circuit time norms .



Links here:
http://www.filereactor.com/humu059rpued/Citroen.09-2011.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/9obu3met84hm/Citroen.09-2011.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/aukvk7llfi34/Citroen.09-2011.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ztxhyaqvuz2d/Citroen.09-2011.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/si0w0ak4mpuc/Citroen.09-2011.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/5n6gsquqfg2s/Citroen.09-2011.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/wu3f8whj5b0p/Citroen.09-2011.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/usnallkr47sg/Citroen.09-2011.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/jtkak8d7vzr6/Citroen.09-2011.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/fa4ctrh9fmu6/Citroen.09-2011.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/e6okpt878t5r/Citroen.09-2011.part11.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/9xrjbsz9dm93/Citroen.09-2011.part12.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ftrgiu8r40e4/Citroen.09-2011.part13.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/uja02oxkxu6n/Citroen.09-2011.part14.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/nl2102wksfl5/Citroen.09-2011.part15.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/w0s29wo44viu/Citroen.09-2011.part16.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/e4u4pjdfh7tq/Citroen.09-2011.part17.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/rzgh11mck8gp/Citroen.09-2011.part18.rar.html

CompacSoft 2011.02
6.3GB

Software for devices Bosch FSA. Includes SystemSoft and SompacSoft

SystemSoft includes:
Test-vehicle systems
-General guidelines for the testing
Interactive-help
-Software for the signal generator, oscilloscope and multimetra

SompacSoft includes:
-Testing of vehicle components
How-testing on a specific vehicle
-Database of customers

Links here:

_DELETED_

Cummins INCAL December 2010
5.41GB

YEAR: 2010
Version: December 2010
System requirements: Cummins Insite
OS: Windows
Langauge : All avaliable

DESCRIPTION:
The Incal is a set of 2 DVDs which contain the latest revision of the ECM calibrations. They are released and sent out monthly to Incal
Subscribers. Please contact your Cummins distributor for more information.
Incal cd's are Cummins ecm calibration files cd's, comes in a set of four CD. One customer wants it and upgrade the horse power with the
same engine in the cpl or range, or with thru Insite Insite pro calibration software and password he is able to Calibrate an ecm That has an
existent or previous calibration in it. Let say I have a Cummins engine N14 cpl 1574 370 horse power thru Insite pro with calibration files (in
inch CD's) and superseded or find for cpl 1574 The Higher horse power available in the in-inch CD's and reprogram ecm with it, using these
calibration password and the proper count Cummins Inline Adapter 5. They May Be Cd for ism or isx, cd, 3 May Be for N14 or M11, and so on.



Catalog (28):

_DELETED_

CUMMINS MIDDLE RANGE CEPS 3.0
1.78GB

Cummins Middle Range CEPS 3.0 electronic spare parts catalogue contains catalogue original spare parts catalogue for engines Cummins B3.3,
4B, 6B, ISB, C, ISC, 3A, 4A and 6A.
Cummins Middle Range CEPS 3.0 electronic spare parts catalogue delivery on 1 CD.
In the electronic catalogue of spare parts Cummins Middle Range CEPS 3.0 the detailed information on spare parts of engines Cummins B3.3,
4B, 6B, ISB, C, ISC, 3A, 4A and 6A contains. Program Cummins is installed very simply.
In catalogue Cummins Middle Range CEPS 3.0 there is a search on Serial Engine Number, find by original spare parts number, and
description.

Catalog (20):

_DELETED_

DAF Rapido EPC 042011 Multi *ISO*
3.46GB | ISO

DAF RAPIDO EPC 04.2011 (Electronic Parts Catalogue) is the most complete documentation about spare parts and factory accessories for
DAF trucks and buses. Electronic spare parts catalogue Daf Rapido contains the full information about spare parts, accessories and
additional equipment on all series of lorries DAF, since 70th years, and also the information on axes and a suspension bracket of trailers
(BPW, ROR, SAF, Trailor, Fruehauf).

DAF Rapido include:
Chassis
Front Axle
Rear Axle
Engine
Engine Auxiliaries
Engine Installation
Ancillary Parts
Transmission
Steering Gear
Cab
Brake System
Electric System

In the program Daf Rapido there is full decoding VIN, search on VIN, models, to number of the engine, the name or number of a detail.
Except for it in the program Daf Rapido there are very useful, but functions extremely seldom meeting in programs, comparison of original
numbers of details of two various numbers of the chassis and translation of numbers O.E.M. of manufacturers (used on DAF) in original
numbers. All restrictions (for one session any quantity of machines and VIN numbers is possible to look) are removed from the program, as
against versions sold on the various markets.

Links:

_DELETED_

Daihatsu Microcat 07.2009
3.44 GB

YEAR: 2009
VERSION: 07.2009
Platform: windows XP3
Language: English + Russian



Medicine: Present

DESCRIPTION: Daihatsu parts catalog functionality is identical to any program Microcat. Daihatsu parts catalog contains information on
models from 1987 to 2009. Language Russian, the name of the subgroups and details in English, German, French or Spanish.

INSTALLING DAIHATSU:
- mount the image in DAEMON TOOLS
- startup Run install Microcat
- it is advisable to do a full installation on any hard drive
- after installation copy the file MG16.DLL, directory MCDEU
- from the directory C:\WINDOWS SYSTEM32 must delete the file MG16.DLL
Program starts swearing at startup - roll back the system date back to July 2009.

CATALOG (16):

_DELETED_

DAS and WISNet Standalone v3
382MB

Before you can install Xentry, you must have an installed working version of DAS on your laptop That matches the date of the Xentry you
wish to install .

Your DAS version must be no older than 3 months old. If it is older, you must set your “laptop system date”, back to the correct month e.g.
if you are using DAS 07/10, set your date back to, say, July 25th 2010 .

Inside:
- install guides
- needed keygens
- DAS Drive Restriction fix
- Xentry 03.2011 error fix
- unversal cal872 fix

Links:

_DELETED_

DENSO ETSI v4.92
1.49GB

The catalogue DENSO ETSI (Electronic Technical Service Information) contains the information of the fuel equipment (pumps, governors,
nozzles) for automobile and trucks, tractors, special and industrial machines.

The program is delivering on two CDs, the first disk contains the information about details, second disk the technical bulletins. The work is
possible with CDs use and complete installation on HDD. Contains detailed figures, specification for pumps, and also equipment for repair and
diagnostics. Allows to search for details on the data of the automobile or model of the engine, by original number, by number DENSO,
include cross-reference. Using number of the spare part Denso it is possible to look the list of engines, on which it was applied.

In program available info about details for next manufactures: TOYOTA, ISUZU, KAWASAKI, HINO, MITSUBISHI, MAZDA, DAIHATSU,
DALIAN DIESEL, YANMAR, JOHN DEERE, YANG ZHOU, KOMATSU, KUBOTA, NISSAN MOTOR, HYUNDAI, CUMMINS, VOLVO,
MITSUI DIESEL, TICO, NISSAN DIESEL, ISHIKAWAJIMA, ISEKI, YAMAHA and others.

Cross-reference available for next brands: ZEXEL, AMBAC, BOSCH, CAV.

Install password: UR964583

Links (6):
http://www.filereactor.com/rffxjsa21air/DENSO_ETSI_v_4.92.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/p38w8x3j00dn/DENSO_ETSI_v_4.92.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/wpsmz27kt2jr/DENSO_ETSI_v_4.92.part3.rar.html



http://www.filereactor.com/ka6brdok9h74/DENSO_ETSI_v_4.92.part4.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ayjgn3caoze9/DENSO_ETSI_v_4.92.part5.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/6eicc1nj3ocs/DENSO_ETSI_v_4.92.part6.rar.html

DETROIT DIESEL
404MB

Power Service Literature On-Highway 04.2005
Contains complete information on repair and maintenance of diesel engines - MBE4000, MBE900, 40E, 50, 55, 60, 638.

Language: English

Links (2):
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DiagBox v6.01

Patch and updates to 6.04

Links:

_DELETED_

Diagbox 6.06 ML
1.02GB | ISO

Year / Date of Release: 2011
Version: 6.01 up 6.05
Language: Multilingual
Medicine: Present

Dealer diagnostic program for car PEUGEOT & CITROEN. Works with the original Chinese and adapters XS Evolution Lexia3. Connect the
Chinese after the launch of the software or you can disable the auto-update the firmware .

Info:
- find the file C:\AWRoot\bin\launcher\ap.ini
- change the value MAJ_COM = TRUE on ---> MAJ_COM = FALSE

Links here:
http://www.filereactor.com/ovx4fqzxhzmu/DiagBox_6.06_ML.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/npclof1xb63r/DiagBox_6.06_ML.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/p3fqw0n8lfgg/DiagBox_6.06_ML.part3.rar.html

Dialogys 3.90
10.46GB

Dialogys - this is the electronic version of documentation RENAULT for the servicing of automobiles RENAULT, DACIA,
RENAULT-NISSAN. The application Of dialogys is extended on the CDs and DVD

Dialogys includes absolutely all manuals on repair, catalogs of spare parts for all models of the automobiles of the model Of renault. This
version Of dialogys - latter at the given moment. In the English. There is a search on VIN (for the official dealers), on the titles, on the
models. The very convenient, intelligible and extremely irreplaceable application, which will be very useful to both the automobile enthusiasts
and to technical services. In this application are included so all electric diagrams of all automobiles of the model Of renault and huge amount
of the most detailed illustrations on the repair.



Installation:
1. CD0
2. Dialogys_Dacia_A (can not install)
3. Dialogys_Dacia_B (can not install)
4. DVD1
5. DVD2
6. DVD3
(Keep)

For those who installs the program for the first time: program is set relatively long, it may seem that the installation hangs - this is normal,
please wait for the installation.

Who's Playing in the section Dacia wants to see a list of models done by the following procedure: located in the folder X:\Dialogys\data\pr
file ListeDocDacia, open in Notepad and then "modele =" we enter a string: 37-38-39-40 and save!

Catalog (29):
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Dialogys 4.1 Multi
9.77GB

Dialogys - an electronic version of documentation for RENAULT and after sales car RENAULT, DACIA (only LOGAN and SANDERO).
Dialogys includes everything from repair manuals and parts catalogs for all models of cars Renault, as well as tehnoty and MR-s for all cars in
the Russian, except for vehicles up to 1996. This electronic version of documentation RENAULT cars for after-sales service RENAULT,
DACIA. Annex Dialogys available on CD-ROM or DVD. Dialogys includes every repair manual, parts catalogs for all models of car brand
Renault.

Language for: English, French, Croatian, Czech, Dutch (Netherlands), Finnish, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish,
Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Slovene, Spanish, Swedish and Turkish .

Links here (22):

_DELETED_

Dodge Manuals Pack
690MB

Manuals and owners manuals for: Caravan, Durango, Neo, Viper, Stratus, Sprinter, Charger, Dakota, Magnum and others .

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/oi6omjwh99zj/Dodge_manuals.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/87qasbink3o5/Dodge_manuals.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/wvh2f03qk0dv/Dodge_manuals.part3.rar.html
or
http://www.filereactor.com/users/wacko/870/auto_manuals

eCar 1.3.4 (2007-2011)
3.71GB

Update directory on the selection of spare parts .
Electronic Catalogue of the Polish merchant's body parts, optics, elements of cooling systems, heating and air conditioning. The catalog also
contains parts: suspension (shock absorbers, springs), consumables (filters, belts, brake pads), steering (lugs, traction, hydraulic boosters) .

There are crosses on the OE and aftermarket parts makers, the search for the original number, or part thereof.
To start the program you must complete a registration form, where specific values must be filled in the fields client number and code
distributor .



Directory has a database of photos of 27 and range from 125, everyone else in the folder with the update.
For compatibility updates during the installation choose to install the Russian-language catalog and photos on disc. Also, if you do not have
external components are required for the directory in the installation will ask you to install them (they are present on the disk and you will
report what is missing, put a check mark on and on) .

Version: 1.3.4
Platform: PC
System Requirements: Windows XP
Language: English, German, French, Polish, Russian

Links:
http://depositfiles.com/folders/Z1QFVUVRH

ECU IMMO OFF Database + kwp2000plus - BIG archive
1.14GB

Over 19.300 ECU files! ISO file packed from 3.95GB to 1.14GB!

Conatins ECU files for:
ALFA
AUDI
BMW
CHEVROLET
CHRYSLER
CITROEN
FIAT
FORD
HYUNDAI
JEEP
KIA
LANCIA
MASERATI
MERCEDES
Mini
NISSAN
OPEL
PEUGEOT
PORSCHE
RENAULT
ROVER
SEAT
SKODA
Smart
Subaru
SUZUKI
TOYOTA
VOLVO
VW

AD 2004
KWP2000plus
Mileage software
OBD2 software

Link:
http://www.filereactor.com/i6dme0ssleu0/kwp2000plus.7z.html

ElsaWin v3.81 (2010) Complete Pack - AU-SE-SK-VW
36.06 Gb



ELSAWIN is the Service & Repair Workshop software actually used by the Volkswagen, Audi, Seat and Skoda main dealers and factory
technicians around the world, it covers cars (with varying amount of informations) from 1947 till today. It provides Servicing Guides,
Workshop- Repair Manuals, Electric Schemes - Wiring Diagrams, Body Works
ELSA 3.81 - program for diagnosing and repairing cars Concern VW AG. Contains a description of technology of repair, auto maintenance,
diagnosis of various vehicle systems, wiring diagrams, bodywork, standard time for work performed, etc.

Year: 2010
Interface Language: Multi (all available)
OS : Windows
Compatibility with Vista and Windows 7: Work good

Description:
ELSA Skoda - Information base for diagnosis and repair of cars Concern VW AG. Contains descriptions of repair, maintenance, auto
diagnostics of various car systems, wiring diagrams, bodywork, standard time on tasks performed, etc.

Extras. Information:
This package contains all necessary components for installation: 3.6 setup, 3.7 update, 3.81 update, serial numbers, installation instructions,
AcrobatReader 5.0, as well as two files with the possible solution to install on Vista and Windows 7. All components are easy to install form
and do not require additional software.

Catalog (86):
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ElsaWin v3.90 + Audi 01.2011
10.84GB

Links (46):

_DELETED_

ElsaWin v3.90 + VW Database 02.2011

Elsawin 3.90 contains all information for diagnostics and repair of Volkswagen, Audi, Seat and Skoda cars till 2011! Covers detailed and
complete description of the technology of repair, maintenance, diagnostics, electrical circuits, body works.

This is the 3.90 version and data is the release 2011.

Software is fully in ENGLISH (but you can install it also in English, Hungarian, Dutch, Danish, Spanish, Italian, Chinese, German, Dutch,
Norwegian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Turkish, French, Czech, Swedish, Japanese, etc.) with clear english installation instructions.

VW Database release: 02.2011
AU Database release: 06.2010
SE Database release: 05.2010
SK Database release: 07.2010

Interface Language: Multilanguage (all available)
OS : Windows
Compatibility with XP and Windows 7: Yes

Catalog (91):

_DELETED_

Instructions:
1. Install version 3.60 and register with serial and keymaker
2. Install version 3.7 update
3. Install version 3.81 update
4. Install version 3.90 update



ELSA 3.90 VW 04.2011
16.94GB

ELSA - program for diagnosing and repairing cars Concern VW AG. Contains a description of technology of repair, auto maintenance,
diagnosis of various vehicle systems, wiring diagrams, bodywork, standard time for work performed, etc.

Elsawin 3.90 contains all information for diagnostics and repair of Volkswagen, Audi, Seat and Skoda cars till 2011! Covers detailed and
complete description of the technology of repair, maintenance, diagnostics, electrical circuits, body works.

This is the 3.90 version and data is VOLKSWAGEN Database the release 04.2011.

Software is fully in ENGLISH (but you can install it also in English, Hungarian, Dutch, Danish, Spanish, Italian, Chinese, German, Dutch,
Norwegian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Turkish, French, Czech, Swedish, Japanese, etc.) with clear english installation instructions .

Links:

_DELETED_

ElsaWin v3.90 + Skoda Database - 02.2011
4.82 GB

ELSA program for diagnosing and repairing cars Concern VW AG. Contains a description of technology of repair, auto maintenance, diagnosis
of various vehicle systems, wiring diagrams, bodywork, standard time for work performed, etc .

ELSA Skoda - Information base for diagnosis and repair of cars Concern VW AG. Contains descriptions of repair, maintenance, auto
diagnostics of various car systems, wiring diagrams, bodywork, standard time on tasks performed, etc .

Software is fully in ENGLISH (but you can install it also in English, Hungarian, Dutch, Danish, Spanish, Italian, Chinese, German, Dutch,
Norwegian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Turkish, French, Czech, Swedish, Japanese, etc.) with clear English installation instructions .

Catalog (20):
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ElsaWin 3.9 Skoda 04.2011
3.19GB

ELSA program for diagnosing and repairing cars Concern VW AG. Contains a description of technology of repair, auto maintenance, diagnosis
of various vehicle systems, wiring diagrams, bodywork, standard time for work performed, etc.

ELSA Skoda - Information base for diagnosis and repair of cars Concern VW AG. Contains descriptions of repair, maintenance, auto
diagnostics of various car systems, wiring diagrams, bodywork, standard time on tasks performed, etc.

Software is fully in ENGLISH (but you can install it also in English, Hungarian, Dutch, Danish, Spanish, Italian, Chinese, German, Dutch,
Norwegian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Turkish, French, Czech, Swedish, Japanese, etc.) with clear english installation instructions .

Links:

_DELETED_

ELSA 3.90 VW 05.2011
18.29GB

ELSA - program for diagnosing and repairing cars Concern VW AG. Contains a description of technology of repair, auto maintenance,
diagnosis of various vehicle systems, wiring diagrams, bodywork, standard time for work performed, etc.



Elsawin 3.90 contains all information for diagnostics and repair of Volkswagen, Audi, Seat and Skoda cars till 2011! Covers detailed and
complete description of the technology of repair, maintenance, diagnostics, electrical circuits, body works.

This is the 3.90 version and data is VOLKSWAGEN Database the release 05.2011.

Software is fully in ENGLISH (but you can install it also in English, Hungarian, Dutch, Danish, Spanish, Italian, Chinese, German, Dutch,
Norwegian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Turkish, French, Czech, Swedish, Japanese, etc.) with clear english installation instructions.

Links:

_DELETED_

ELSA v3.91 Skoda - 05.2011
3.13GB

Elsawin 3.91 contains all information for diagnostics and repair of Volkswagen, Audi, Seat and Skoda cars till 2011! Covers detailed and
complete description of the technology of repair, maintenance, diagnostics, electrical circuits, body works. This is the 3.91 version and data
is the release 2011.

Software is fully in ENGLISH (but you can install it also in English, Hungarian, Dutch, Danish, Spanish, Italian, Chinese, German, Dutch,
Norwegian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Turkish, French, Czech, Swedish, Japanese, etc.) with clear english installation instructions.

NOTE:
- Install ElsaWin 3.91 update and register with NEW SERIAL and Keymaker
- Install databases SKODA-05.2011

Links:

_DELETED_

ELSA 3.91 VW - 05.2011
18.4GB

The Information Base (manual) car repair Concern VW AG. Contains a description of technology of repair and car maintenance, electrical
wiring diagrams, standard time for work performed, etc.
This program is not designed to work with diagnostic adapters.
A more detailed description can be found by downloading the SSP ElsaWin - Application and operation.
Extras. Information: This distribution contains all the necessary components for installation: 3.9 setup, 3.91 update, the base VW 05.2011,
serial numbers, key generator, installation instructions, as well as two files with a possible solution to install on Vista and Windows 7. All
components are easy to install form and not require additional software.

ELSA 3.91 VW - 05.2011
picGod / Issue Date: 2011
Version: 05
System Requirements: Windows NT4.0/Windows 2000/Windows Xp Professional / Windows 2003
Supports 64-bit systems: None
Language: Multilingual

Links:

_DELETED_

ETK 03/2011 Edition Multilingual
3.28 GB

BMW ETK contains the whole range of items offered for sale by BMW Group and is intended to facilitate the retrieval of necessary spare
parts (car parts and motorcycle), supplies and accessories.
To do this at your disposal a variety of search functions, such as searching by name, by part number, etc.



In addition, the system offers detailed information on specific details, as well as the ability to create so-called parts list of found items.

Catalog (8):
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ETKA 2011 (New Project from 7.0 & 7.2) + VIN search
3.39GB

ETKA 2011 EPC (Electronic Parts Catalog) contains information on spare components and accessories for the factory VOLKSWAGEN, AUDI,
Skoda, LOCATION (all fields, Brazil, China, Local Market, Mexico, South Africa, USA). ETKA v7.2 is most comprehensive documentation
available on the market today (updated to January 2011 models). All information is easily located with a very convenient means of control, so
you can find exactly what you need in the shortest time. Fully detailed circuit zoomable, schematics, componentwise images, make this
software very useful for the block and disassembly. All sections are printable. Change the zoom level. Items in the illustration can be moved,
indicating when you drag.

ETKA contains very detailed information about each part of any Volkswagen or Audi, created from the first years until now, and it is – the
reason that makes this program perfect also for collectors of old timers (ETKA includes the old form of the original Beetle 40th!).

Media: 1 DVD
Language: English, English US, German, Swedish, Turkish, Croatian, Slovenian, Czech, Danish, Hungarian, Japanese, Portuguese, Polish,
Chinese, French, Russian, Netherlands, Spanish, Italian.

Current System: Win98, NT, 2000, XP, Win 7
Required space: 3.5 GB of free disk space.
Short Illustrated Installation Instructions: Included

Catalog (18):
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ETKA v7.3 EPC for VOLKSWAGEN, AUDI, SKODA 1.2011
2.18 GB

ETKA is the official electronic parts catalogue (EPC) for Volkswagen Group motor vehicles. Launched in 1989, ETKA superseded the older
parts books and microfilm-based catalogues. ETKA is an abbreviation from the German: Elektronischer Teilekatalog. It is produced for
Volkswagen AG by the Munich-based specialist automotive industry informations systems software publisher LexCom Informationssysteme
GmbH.

Electronic Catalogue of SKODA - ETKA 7.3 contains full information on spare parts and accessories for motor vehicles group VAG, including
minivans.

Language: Multilingual (Russian present)

Catalog (9):
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ETKA v7.3 06.2011
5.18 GB

Folder date to update ETKA 7.3 .

Software has been updated to version:
AU - 861+862
VW - 861+862
SE - 389+390
SK - 395+396



Links:

_DELETED_

ETKA 7.3 07.2011 [Release: 26.07.2011]
2.49 GB

Year: 2011
Version: 7.3
Release: 26.07.2011
Developer: LexCom Informationssysteme GmbH/Tekkno
Platform: Windows XP/2003
Compatibility with Vista: Unknown
Language: Multilingual
Medicine: Present

Electronic catalog ETKA 7.3 contains full information on spare parts and accessories for cars Concern VAG (VW, Seat, Skoda, AUDI),
including minivans . Extras. Info: VIN does not automatically "breaks"

Pre-update: VW/AU - 865, SK - 399, SE - 393.

Catalog (11):
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ETKA 7.3 updates
238MB

VW: 876-885
AUDI: 876-885
SEAT: 404-413
Skoda: 410-419

Link:

_DELETED_

EurotaxEgis 2 1.7 05.2012
8.62GB

Egis is the comprehensive database for repair and service businesses across Europe with unique selling propositions.

The Benefits:
Egis contains technical adjustment and maintenance data, labour times with overlap logic and repair instructions covering over 60 vehicle
manufacturers and importers, and over 340,000 vehicle types (passenger cars, SUV, LCV).
The assembled information can be set to national vehicle search trees and is available in 17 countries and 13 languages. This makes Egis the
leading data source for repair and service information.
The technical information is primarily derived directly from manufacturers and importers and enhanced by skilled Eurotax editors.

Egis modules:
Egis database contains several information modules that can be purchased individually or as a complete package:
· Labour time calculations with overlap logic
· Service and maintenance with intervals, labour times, maintenance plans and technical information
· Technical repair and adjustment
· Technical repair instructions

Egis delivery via DVD
The Egis offline PC product is a very useful tool for end-users because it:



· Provides easy access to relevant information
· Has a clear design and user-friendly format
· Works with a vehicle independant terminology

Egis delivered as raw data
Raw data delivery is a very helpful format for all organisations offering their own applications such as vehicle spare part catalogues. With
EurotaxEgis these added values can be realised:
· Offer repair calculation by linking vehicle parts to labour time values and overlap time calculation
· Offer technical repair information (direct link to spare parts)
· Enable a continous workflow from the spare part to

the repair code and vice versa (linking between all relevant tables)

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/qs8sl74r2adi/EE217.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/84snxzd1sizw/EE217.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/al790prwps4p/EE217.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/y2bcljkbk87f/EE217.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/fhbt1wh5ncuk/EE217.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/wadas61sp3xv/EE217.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ne7gtsrv8ho1/EE217.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/auw1m50txul4/EE217.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/bxmlezmiso0b/EE217.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/nh2okxe6il5z/EE217.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/0z8lq1ssjfmt/EE217.part11.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/cxav8q6eqw65/EE217.part12.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/4i7dux6iqzdb/EE217.part13.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ajexlmaopu8d/EE217.part14.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/jxaq2t25pxtq/EE217.part15.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/fxzfe45gr46y/EE217.part16.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/2ogjuet077e7/EE217.part17.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/3y4jx878ulaj/EE217.part18.rar.html

FIAT ePER DVD v53

Program FIAT / ALFA ROMEO / LANCIA / FIAT COMMERCIAL ePER contains the catalog of spare parts for passenger cars and minivans
produced concern FIAT under various brands.

Language: ENGLISH, ITALIAN, GERMAN, DANSK, CZECH, CHINESE, NEDERLANDS, GREEK, SPANISH, FRENCH, JAPANESE, POLISH,
PORTUGUES, RUSSIAN, TURKISH

Description: Supplied catalog Fiat ePER on one DVD, is set partly or wholly on the HDD, is possible to install the server. Program Fiat ePER
equipped with new intuitive interface based on Internet Explorer, supports a huge number of languages. There is a search machine for the
VIN number and choice of models and equipment, all kinds of search options the details (by number, title, use, modification, etc.).

Instructions:
1. Mount image with Daemon Tools and install
2. Follow the instructions from the archive.
3. Enjoy All

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/jfz4n0of1zzo/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/i1tzefs2zmoz/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/iqutpv5n28gz/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/66u4t5edhx5l/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/o6nicckpzrfx/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/v2c2h3pn95ah/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/1x03ksf5cew1/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/lst185m7c43i/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/s0h7c9rktulb/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/pwpsk0evzhsp/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/su97d945tt7v/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part11.rar.html



http://www.filereactor.com/jmvu73tsdhnc/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part12.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/xeefp57wkjje/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part13.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/5awfdoteg7wg/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part14.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/xbt6lgygaldu/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part15.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/12bmpquixxq6/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part16.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ys13h4wuqwhn/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part17.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/y572187fv675/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part18.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/jlb9raney3pd/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part19.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/4kzia1c2adpp/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part20.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/k7mpzjgtu8l9/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part21.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/n5o9tmwlbfmi/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part22.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/3j54svl8msiu/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part23.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/f3iu5r9wrtkb/F-eP-E-R-5.30.0.part24.rar.html

Fiat Group ePER v.60 02.2011 Multilanguage
6.81 GB

Catalog (74):
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Fiat ePER EPC v.62 (05.2011)
6.67GB

The program contains ePER spare parts for cars and vans, manufactured by FIAT concern under various brands (Fiat / Alfa Romeo / Lancia /
Fiat Commercial / Abarth) 1985 2011gg.v. The catalog Fiat ePER on one DVD, is set partly or wholly on the HDD, can be installed server.
There is a search machine for the VIN number and choice of model and equipment, all sorts of options to find parts (by number, title, use,
modification, etc.

Links (9):
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FIAT ePER DVD v64 (08.2011)
6.66 GB

Program FIAT / ALFA ROMEO / LANCIA / FIAT COMMERCIAL ePER contains the catalog of spare parts for passenger cars and minivans
produced concern FIAT under various brands. Supplied catalog Fiat ePER on one DVD, is set partly or wholly on the HDD, is possible to
install the server .

Program Fiat ePER equipped with new intuitive interface based on Internet Explorer, supports a huge number of languages. There is a search
machine for the VIN number and choice of models and equipment, all kinds of search options the details (by number, title, use, modification,
etc.) .

Links (18):
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FIAT ePER DVD v.65 Release 10.2011
6.6 GB

Program FIAT / ALFA ROMEO / LANCIA / FIAT COMMERCIAL ePER contains the catalog of spare parts for passenger cars and minivans
produced concern FIAT under various brands. Supplied catalog Fiat ePER on one DVD, is set partly or wholly on the HDD, is possible to
install the server. Program Fiat ePER equipped with new intuitive interface based on Internet Explorer, supports a huge number of
languages. There is a search machine for the VIN number and choice of models and equipment, all kinds of search options the details (by
number, title, use, modification, etc.).



Instructions:
1. mount image with Alcohol/Daemon Tools and install
2. follow the instructions from the archive
3. that's all :)

Folder link:
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Ford ECAT 02/2011 Multilanguage
5.14GB

Ecat is the Electronic Parts Catalogue from Ford that’s incredibly useful for all users interested in parts information. Areas such as parts
identification, vehicle identification and supersession search have been designed with the user in mind - easy to use and effectiveness being
of paramount importance.

Homepage: http://www.fordecat.com/

Catalog (29):
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Ford ECAT 06.2011 Multilanguage
5.37 GB

Ecat is the Electronic Parts Catalogue from Ford that’s incredibly useful for all users interested in parts information. Areas such as parts
identification, vehicle identification and supersession search have been designed with the user in mind - easy to use and effectiveness being
of paramount importance.

Links:
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Ford ECAT 10.2011 Multilanguage
5.37 GB

Ecat is the Electronic Parts Catalogue from Ford that’s incredibly useful for all users interested in parts information. Areas such as parts
identification, vehicle identification and supersession search have been designed with the user in mind - easy to use and effectiveness being
of paramount importance.

Links:
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Ford ETIS Europe v02.2010 Multilanguage
4.5 GB

Ford ETIS Europe technical information system presented workshop manuals, service manuals, repair manuals Ford, maintenance, diagnostic
trouble codes, technical service bulletins for all models cars and trucks Ford, European market.

The Technical Information System (eTIS) provides Technical Service Information via CD-ROM. It is updated on a regular basis and gives
access to the most up-to-date automotive service information. It includes publications such as Workshop Manuals, Technical Service
Bulletins, Service and PDI Check sheets.

Models:
C-MAX 2003.75 (06/2003-)
Cougar 1999 (08/1998-01/2001)
Escort/Orion 1991 (08/1990-09/2001)



Explorer 1995 (08/1995-09/2000)
Fiesta 1989 (03/1989-06/1996)
Fiesta 1996 (08/1995-02/2002)
Fiesta 2002.25 (11/2001-09/2008)
Fiesta 2008.75 (06/2008-)
Focus 1999 (08/1998-12/2004)
Focus 2004.75 (07/2004-)
Focus RS 2003 (09/2002-)
Fusion 2002.75 (06/2002-)
Galaxy 1995 (02/1995-03/2000)
Galaxy 2000.75 (04/2000-02/2006)
Ikon 1999 (01/2000-)
Ka 1997(09/1996-07/2008)
Ka 2009 (08/2008-)
Kuga 2008.5 (02/2008-)
Maverick 2001 (12/2000-07/2004)
Maverick 2005 (08/2004-)
Mondeo 1993 (01/1993-07/1996)
Mondeo 1997(08/1996-09/2000)
Mondeo 2001 (10/2000-02/2007)
Mondeo 2007.5 (02/2007-)
Puma 1998 (06/1997-12/2001)
Racing Puma 2000.5 (01/2000-12/2000)
Ranger 2006.5 (05/2006-)
S-MAX/Galaxy 2006.5 (02/2006-)
Scorpio 1995 (10/1994-06/1998)
Streetka 2003.5 (01/2003-07/2005)
Transit 1995 (08/1994-07/2000)
Transit 2000.5 (01/2000-05/2006)
Transit 2006.5 (04/2006-)
Transit/Tourneo Connect 2002.5 (06/2002-
Windstar 1995 (10/1994-07/2000)

Compatibility:
Operating System:
Windows XP 32bit
Windows Vista 32bit (x86), Windows Vista 64bit (x64)
Windows 7 32bit (x86), Windows 7 64bit (x64)
Browser: Internet Explorer IE6, IE7, IE8.

YEAR: 2010
RELEASE: 02.2010
LANGUAGE: Multilanguage
MEDICINE: Yes + Instructions + Automatic Updates

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/m2xjey7uelka/Etis_saud_1.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/e8796kb1uw0c/Etis_saud_1.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/x4jwyar9dsbv/Etis_saud_1.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/kes8d8tjbc87/Etis_saud_1.part4.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/bfnh57jgpds6/Etis_saud_1.part5.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/k7th8ctlfy5x/Etis_saud_1.part6.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/try3tcxfomc2/Etis_saud_1.part7.rar.html

Password is: scenerelease_and_latest_stuff_by_saud_1

Ford ETIS IDS 56-57
3.7 GB

This is the last issue of Ford ETIS IDS which has included all the off-line wiring diagrams.



FordEtis provides access to the following technical information:
- mechanical repairs and diagnostic procedures, specifications, functional descriptions,
- procedures for post-accident repairs, basic body dimensions, tolerances, testing, corrosion protection, repair information refinishing,
- presale and scheduled maintenance of specific vehicles,
- standard time for the mechanical, bodywork, painting and maintenance work,
- applicability to service specific models, prices and information on placing orders for the full range of special tools Ford .

Links here:

_DELETED_

Ford/Mazda IDS 70
3.7 GB

The Vehicle Communication Module (VCM) is a high performance, ruggedized, vehicle serial communications gateway. This device provides
multiple vehicle serial communication interfaces to meet the requirements of all Ford Motor Company vehicles.

The VCM unit is housed in a magnesium enclosure with a tough, protective, plastic cover for the PCMCIA expansion slot which can, for
example, be used for wireless LAN cards or memory expansion. The VCM device contains five LED status indicators to provide the user with
a visual mode of internal VCM, vehicle, and host device (e.g. NGS Classic’s T-Handle, PC, Pocket PC/PDS, and Laptop/IDS) operation.

The VCM also has detachable cables for connection to industry standard high-speed host interfaces as well as to the vehicle under test. The
VCM 2007.7 DVD includes both IDS (Integrated Diagnostic Software) and PDS (Portable Diagnostic Software) tools.

Product contents:
- VCM
- PDS
- Cables
- Case

Application Overview:
Integrated Diagnostic Software (IDS) is the next generation diagnostic tool. IDS integrates WDS software modified to run on an
off-the-shelf laptop with the Vehicle Communication Module (VCM) currently used in NGS+ and PDS, and a new Vehicle Measurement Module
(VMM) .

Vehicle Diagnostic Connectors:
The VCM 16-pin DLC cable is used to connect the VCM to the vehicle. The VCM and VMM connect to the laptop through the Ethernet-USB
Adapter Cable (H406/H416) .

Check here:
http://www.filereactor.com/xa98zh7t7m6q/ford_v70_v121.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/wrbha32mk9j9/ford_v70_v121.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/r81bjetrjmod/ford_v70_v121.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/tkrbpf1urof7/ford_v70_v121.part4.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/0k3to0xlyvu1/ford_v70_v121.part5.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/oitzge4h2rsl/ford_v70_v121.part6.rar.html

Ford/Mazda IDS v73 05.2011
3.82 GB

The Vehicle Commnication Module (VCM) is a high performance, ruggedized, vehicle serial communications gateway. This device provides
multiple vehicle serial communication interfaces to meet the requirements of all Ford Motor Company vehicles.

The VCM unit is housed in a magnesium enclosure with a tough, protective, plastic cover for the PCMCIA expansion slot which can, for
example, be used for wireless LAN cards or memory expansion. The VCM device contains five LED status indicators to provide the user with
a visual mode of internal VCM, vehicle, and host device (e.g. NGS Classic’s T-Handle, PC, Pocket PC/PDS, and Laptop/IDS) operation .

The VCM also has detachable cables for connection to industry standard high-speed host interfaces as well as to the vehicle under test. The
VCM 2007.7 DVD includes both IDS (Integrated Diagnostic Software) and PDS (Portable Diagnostic Software) tools .



Product Contents
• VCM
• PDS
• Cables
• Case

Application Overview:
Integrated Diagnostic Software (IDS) is the next generation diagnostic tool. IDS integrates WDS software modified to run on an
off-the-shelf laptop with the Vehicle Communication Module (VCM) currently used in NGS+ and PDS, and a new Vehicle Measurement Module
(VMM) .

Vehicle Diagnostic Connectors:
The VCM 16-pin DLC cable is used to connect the VCM to the vehicle. The VCM and VMM connect to the laptop through the Ethernet-USB
Adapter Cable (H406/H416) .

Check here:
http://www.filereactor.com/cq08f00i3ts7/ford_v126_v73.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/vqe0ykulo0ka/ford_v126_v73.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/fzyrady6ios8/ford_v126_v73.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/3mgy95c0cvg2/ford_v126_v73.part4.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/o93srxjaqi0v/ford_v126_v73.part5.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/whtvur3mvs7x/ford_v126_v73.part6.rar.html

Ford/Mazda IDS v74 (07.2011)
3.87GB

The Vehicle Commnication Module (VCM) is a high performance, ruggedized, vehicle serial communications gateway. This device provides
multiple vehicle serial communication interfaces to meet the requirements of all Ford Motor Company vehicles.

The VCM unit is housed in a magnesium enclosure with a tough, protective, plastic cover for the PCMCIA expansion slot which can, for
example, be used for wireless LAN cards or memory expansion. The VCM device contains five LED status indicators to provide the user with
a visual mode of internal VCM, vehicle, and host device (e.g. NGS Classic’s T-Handle, PC, Pocket PC/PDS, and Laptop/IDS) operation.
The VCM also has detachable cables for connection to industry standard high-speed host interfaces as well as to the vehicle under test. The
VCM 2007.7 DVD includes both IDS (Integrated Diagnostic Software) and PDS (Portable Diagnostic Software) tools.
Product Contents
• VCM
• PDS
• Cables
• Case

Product Details Application Overview: Integrated Diagnostic Software (IDS) is the next generation diagnostic tool. IDS integrates WDS
software modified to run on an off-the-shelf laptop with the Vehicle Communication Module (VCM) currently used in NGS+ and PDS, and a
new Vehicle Measurement Module (VMM).

Vehicle Diagnostic Connectors: The VCM 16-pin DLC cable is used to connect the VCM to the vehicle. The VCM and VMM connect to the
laptop through the Ethernet-USB Adapter Cable (H406/H416).

Check here:
http://uploaded.to/folder/gkqdwc

Ford/Mazda IDS v75 (09.2011)
4.06GB

The Vehicle Commnication Module (VCM) is a high performance, ruggedized, vehicle serial communications gateway. This device provides
multiple vehicle serial communication interfaces to meet the requirements of all Ford Motor Company vehicles.

The VCM unit is housed in a magnesium enclosure with a tough, protective, plastic cover for the PCMCIA expansion slot which can, for
example, be used for wireless LAN cards or memory expansion. The VCM device contains five LED status indicators to provide the user with
a visual mode of internal VCM, vehicle, and host device (e.g. NGS Classic’s T-Handle, PC, Pocket PC/PDS, and Laptop/IDS) operation.



The VCM also has detachable cables for connection to industry standard high-speed host interfaces as well as to the vehicle under test. The
VCM 2007.7 DVD includes both IDS (Integrated Diagnostic Software) and PDS (Portable Diagnostic Software) tools.

Product Contents: VCM, PDS, Cables, Case

Product Details: Application Overview: Integrated Diagnostic Software (IDS) is the next generation diagnostic tool. IDS integrates WDS
software modified to run on an off-the-shelf laptop with the Vehicle Communication Module (VCM) currently used in NGS+ and PDS, and a
new Vehicle Measurement Module (VMM). Vehicle Diagnostic Connectors: The VCM 16-pin DLC cable is used to connect the VCM to the
vehicle. The VCM and VMM connect to the laptop through the Ethernet-USB Adapter Cable (H406/H416).

Coverage has been extended with the following additions:
North America: 2012 F-150, F-150 – Harley F-150 - Raptor
Europe: 2012 Ranger, Transit, MAZDA
Model additions: 4A, General BT-50, Mazda3, Europe, General Mazda3 .

Check here:
http://uploaded.to/folder/gkqdwc

Ford/Mazda IDS v76 12.2011
4.47 GB

The Vehicle Commnication Module (VCM) is a high performance, ruggedized, vehicle serial communications gateway. This device provides
multiple vehicle serial communication interfaces to meet the requirements of all Ford Motor Company vehicles.

The VCM unit is housed in a magnesium enclosure with a tough, protective, plastic cover for the PCMCIA expansion slot which can, for
example, be used for wireless LAN cards or memory expansion. The VCM device contains five LED status indicators to provide the user with
a visual mode of internal VCM, vehicle, and host device (e.g. NGS Classic?s T-Handle, PC, Pocket PC/PDS, and Laptop/IDS) operation.

The VCM also has detachable cables for connection to industry standard high-speed host interfaces as well as to the vehicle under test. The
VCM 2007.7 DVD includes both IDS (Integrated Diagnostic Software) and PDS (Portable Diagnostic Software) tools .

Check here:
http://uploaded.to/folder/gkqdwc

Ford IDS VCM 70 + Calibration 2010/2011
3.58 GB

Release Date: 2010/11
Version: 70
System requirements: minimum
Language: English + Russian
Tablet: Not required

Description: Programs for the diagnosis of car brands Ford, Mazda, Land Rover, Jaguar.
Ext. Information: Without the patch is NOT available to the operation configuration, programming.

LINKS (6):
http://www.filereactor.com/xa98zh7t7m6q/ford_v70_v121.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/wrbha32mk9j9/ford_v70_v121.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/r81bjetrjmod/ford_v70_v121.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/tkrbpf1urof7/ford_v70_v121.part4.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/0k3to0xlyvu1/ford_v70_v121.part5.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/oitzge4h2rsl/ford_v70_v121.part6.rar.html

Ford VCM IDS v73 v126



Ford VCM IDS (VCM) is a high performance, rugged, vehicle serial communications gateway
Newest version:
IDS: V73
Jaguar & Land Rover: V126
Languages: English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Netherlands, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Portuguese, Slovak
New Ford Rotunda Dealer IDS VCM V73

Ford VCM IDS (VCM) is a high performance, rugged, vehicle serial communications gateway. This device provides multiple vehicle serial
communication interfaces to meet the requirements of all Ford Motor Company vehicles. The VCM unit is housed in a magnesium enclosure
with a tough, protective, plastic cover for the PCMCIA expansion slot which can, for example, be used for wireless LAN cards or memory
expansion. The VCM device contains five LED status indicators to provide the user with a visual mode of internal VCM, vehicle, and host
device (e.g. NGS Classic's T-Handle, PC, Pocket PC/PDS, and Laptop/IDS) operation.

The VCM also has detachable cables for connection to industry standard high-speed host interfaces as well as to the vehicle under test. The
VCM DVD includes both IDS (Integrated Diagnostic Software) and PDS (Portable Diagnostic Software) tools. Diagnostic coverage includes
most 1996 2008 MY (produced 1995 2007) Ford, Lincoln/Mercury & Mazda vehicles.

Specification:
1.Application Overview
Integrated Diagnostic Software (IDS) is the next generation diagnostic tool. IDS integrates WDS software modified to run on an
off-the-shelf laptop with the Vehicle Communication Module (VCM) currently used in NGS+ and PDS, and a new Vehicle Measurement Module
(VMM).

2.Vehicle Diagnostic Connectors
The VCM 16-pin DLC cable is used to connect the VCM to the vehicle. The VCM and VMM connect to the laptop through the inthernet-USB
Adapter Cable (H406/H416).

3.Interface Devices
The interface devices that are used with this application are:
VCM Vehicle Communication Module: This device provides all link based functionality including: Data logger, Self test, Service Functions,
Module Configuration and Programming, etc.

4.Supported languages: English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Netherlands, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Portuguese, Slovak

5. Software version:
IDS: V73
JLR: V126

6. Special feature:
Ford VCM V73 can install IDS software and JLR software on one computer. Through the convert software, it can realize software
conversion between IDS and JLR. Free update through internet.

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/cq08f00i3ts7/ford_v126_v73.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/vqe0ykulo0ka/ford_v126_v73.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/fzyrady6ios8/ford_v126_v73.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/3mgy95c0cvg2/ford_v126_v73.part4.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/o93srxjaqi0v/ford_v126_v73.part5.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/whtvur3mvs7x/ford_v126_v73.part6.rar.html

Ford Microcat USA 12.2010
5.95 GB

YEAR: 2010
Version: 2010.12
Developer: Microcat
Language: Eng

Catalogue of original parts for cars, pickups, vans and light trucks for Ford, issued for the North American market. There is a search and
decrypt data on Vin, to search for the original part number, number, motorcraft, and the naming of parts.



Catalog (7):

_DELETED_

Ford Service Information DVD (1997-2008)
3.34 GB

Including Factory Workshop Manuals, Technical Service Bulletin's, Wiring Diagrams & Power train/Emissions Diagnostics Information.
This DVD covers Ford, Lincoln and Mercury Vehicles.

List of vehicles covered in this DVD

Aerostar: 1997
Continental: 1997
Crown Victoria: 2002, 2005, 2006
E-150: 2001
E-250: 2001
E-350: 2001
E-450: 2001
Edge: 2007
Escape: 2005, 2006, 2007
Escape Hybrid: 2005, 2006, 2007
Escort: 1999, 2003
Excursion: 2000, 2004
Expedition: 1999, 2000, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007
Explorer: 1999, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007
Explorer Sport Trac: 2005, 2007
F-150: 1999, 2000, 2002, 2005, 2006
F-250: 2000, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008
F-250 Light Duty: 1999
F-250 Super Duty: 1999
F-350: 1999, 2000, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008
F-450: 1999, 2000, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008
F-53 Motorhome Chassis: 1999, 2000
F-550: 1999, 2000, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008
Five Hundred: 2005, 2006, 2007
Focus: 2001, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006
Freestyle: 2005, 2006, 2007
Fusion: 2006, 2007
Grand Marquis: 2002, 2005, 2006
Lincoln LS: 2006
Low Cab Forward: 2006
Mariner: 2005, 2006, 2007
Mariner Hybrid: 2006, 2007
Mark LT: 2006
Mark VIII: 1996
Milan: 2006, 2007
MKX: 2007
MKZ: 2007
Montego: 2005, 2006, 2007
Mountaineer: 1999, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007
Mustang: 1999, 2004, 2005, 2006
Navigator: 1999, 2000, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007
Ranger: 1997, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2005, 2006
Sable: 1997, 2004
Taurus: 1997, 2004
Towncar: 1997, 2000, 2001, 2003
Tracer: 1999
Villager: 2002
Windstar: 1998
Zephyr: 2006



Links (14):

_DELETED_

Genericode Me for Windows 7.1
233 MB

The Total Code Retrieval System

General Code Program: lookup key information from a code number
Utility / Vehicle / Motorcycle / Padlock Programs: lookup key information by manufacturer, model, and input codes or cuts
Key Blank Search: Don’t know the manufacturer? Find out if you know the blank number.
Depth & Space Program: Lookup depth & space information for virtually any lock in use today.
Information Program: A directory of companies, both foreign and domestic, involved in the locksmith trade.
Locksmith Ledger Index: Find articles by subject dating back to 1985.
Progression Program: Displays a chart to progress keys when only partial cuts are known.
History Feature: Allows you to save any key you lookup by customer name for future retreival.

Link:

_DELETED_

GM Global EPC 2011
17.75 GB

Keyegn included.

General Motors GM GLOBAL spare parts catalog for Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, GMC, Hummer, Light Trucks, Medium Trucks,
Oldsmobile, Opel, Pontiac, Saab, Saturn.

General Motors GM GLOBAL Parts Information: 1976-current parts information for passenger vehicles, light trucks, vans and etc (Irmscher
parts included). Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, GMC, Hummer, Light Trucks, Medium Trucks, Oldsmobile, Opel, Pontiac, Saab, Saturn of ASIA
Market.

General Motors GLOBAL Languages Available: English, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Norwegian,
Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, and Turkish.

General Motors GLOBAL Benefits:
Fast, error-free part lookups by part name or part number and access to detailed illustrations.
Part history and supersession data helps you order the most current parts and reduce your obsolete parts inventory.
Integration of parts lists with your in-house inventory system saves time and reduces errors.

General Motors GLOBAL Features:
VIN/POC decoding and filtering displays vehicle-specific parts information.
Vehicle and group indexes.
Links between text and illustrations.
Bookmarks enable an easy return to parts information.
Zoom feature for instant access to enlarged images.
Instant access to your in-house inventory system.
Capacity to customize parts data by adding your own notes.
Online help screens minimize new user training time.
Online demonstrations show the most effective usage of major functions.
Print high-quality text and illustrations.

GM 4.X EPC DVD US WITH/WITHOUT PRICING
GM 4.X FLEET (LIST PRICE ONLY)
GM 4.X SAAB EPC US WITH/WITHOUT PRICING
GM 4.X SATURN CAN EPC WITH/WITHOUT PRICING
GM 4.X SATURN US EPC WITH/WITHOUT PRICING



GM AP CHINA DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM AP INDIA DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM AP INDONESIA DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM AP JAPAN DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM AP KAZAKHSTAN DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM AP KROYMANS DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM AP MALAYSIA DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM AP PHILIPPINES DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM AP PREMIUM DATA ACCESS
GM AP S. KOREA DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM AP SINGAPORE DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM AP TAIWAN (YULON) DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM AP THAILAND DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM AP VIETNAM DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM CANADA 4.X EPC WITH/WITHOUT PRICING
GM CANADA 4.X SAAB EPC LOCAL CONTENT
GM CANADA 4.X SAAB EPC WITH/WITHOUT PRICING
GM GLOBAL RUSSIA CE DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM GLOBAL RUSSIA NA/OP/SA DATA ACCESS
GM GMBR BRAZIL DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM HOLDEN AUSTRALIA DATA ACCESS
GM HOLDEN AUSTRALIA SAAB DATA ACCESS
GM HOLDEN AUSTRALIA SAAB/HUMMER DATA ACCESS
GM HOLDEN AUSTRALIA SAAB/HUMMER/CADILLAC DATA ACCESS
GM HOLDEN GB DATA ACCESS
GM HOLDEN LOCAL CONTENT
GM HOLDEN NEW ZEALAND DATA ACCESS
GM HOLDEN NEW ZEALAND SAAB DATA ACCESS
GM HOLDEN NEW ZEALAND SAAB/HUMMER DATA ACCESS
GM HOLDEN NEW ZEALAND SAAB/HUMMER/CADILLAC DATA ACCESS
GM HOLDEN NO PRICE
GM LAAM AFRICA DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM LAAM ARGENTINA DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM LAAM CHILE DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM LAAM COLOMBIA DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM LAAM ECUADOR DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM LAAM ISRAEL DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM LAAM MIDDLE EAST DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM LAAM SOUTH AFRICA DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM LAAM URUGUAY-PARAGUAY DATA ACCES/LOCAL CONTENT
GM LAAM VENEZUELA DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM MEXICO DATA ACCESS/LOCAL CONTENT
GM PREMIUM DATA ACCESS

_DELETED_

GM Global EPC 2011 v485.42
12.7GB

General Motors GM GNA 2011, parts catalog and accessories catalog for cars General Motors of the U.S. market - Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet,
Hummer, Light Trucks, Medium Trucks, Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Saab, Saturn

Do not forget to add the hosts 127.0.0.1 licensing.epclink.com

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/cgtb0l4najfy/GMgna.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/mzs8k8vrprga/GMgna.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/93yttfithsyb/GMgna.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/264g6hz44jde/GMgna.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/izi94hi0w7ls/GMgna.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/yl77dr460vys/GMgna.part06.rar.html



http://www.filereactor.com/bjyzfk548hd2/GMgna.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/lqtx9y6eoqqu/GMgna.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/xhfows4ihd5h/GMgna.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/4n0oigjwafe5/GMgna.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/r9s7qoudw779/GMgna.part11.rar.html

GM Service Manual v09
6.51GB

Information program on repair and service for car group GM (U.S. market): Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, GMC Truck, Hummer, Isuzu, Pontiac,
Saturn - from 1980 to 2009. Contains: service bulletins, specifications, repair manuals, set parameters, lists the error codes with
description and explanation.

Links:

_DELETED_

Honda EPC v16.03
2.9 GB

Year: 2010
Version: 16.03
Developer: Honda
Platform: Windows 2000/XP/2003
Compatibility with Vista: unknown
Language: English only
Medicine: Present

Program HONDA EPC contains full information on spare parts for cars with the left and right-hand steering (except for the Japanese
market), since 1982. Supplied on a DVD, installation takes ~ 30Mb, default program works by using DVD. The catalog contains information
about cars from 1982 to 2011. The program has a search on VIN and its interpretation, the choice of model, Job-sheets, normo-hours and
cost of spare parts, as well as user-friendly interface and high-quality illustrations.

Extras. Information: Before installing the program you want to remove all previous versions of the product, if any. Mount in any convenient
way drive and install using a key.

To complete the installation on the HDD (work without DVD) you need to copy the disc to the hard drive and run the utility Switch Location
specifying a new path to the data, or copy the entire contents of the DVD to the HDD and run setup from the HDD. If during the
installation complains to the wrong drive, you must run the Registry Editor (regedit), find and delete the branch
HKLM\SOFTWARE\HONDA.

Catalog (15):

_DELETED_

Honda EPC v17.02 2011 Multilanguage
3.01GB

The program HONDA EPC comes one DVD, installation is 25Mb, default program works by using DVD. The catalog contains information about
cars from 1982 to 2011.

The program is a search on VIN and its transcript, the choice of model, Job-sheets, normo-hours and cost of spare parts, as well as
user-friendly interface and high-quality illustrations.
Extra Information: This image is not the next cumulative update, so-called StandAlone version is designed for clean installation. Image taken
with the original DVD. Before installing the program to remove all previous versions of the product, if any. Mount in any convenient way to
install the disk and, using the key .

To complete the installation program on the HDD (work without DVD) to copy the Database directory on the HDD and run the utility Switch



Location specifying a new path to the data, or copy the entire contents of the DVD to the HDD and run setup from the HDD .

Year: 2011
Version: 17.02
Developer: Honda

Language: Multilanguage (English, Francais, Deutsch, Espanol, Nederlands, Italiano, Portugues)
Medicine: Serial key

Catalog (13):

_DELETED_

Honda EPC for Motorcycles 17.00

Year/Issue Date: 01.04.2011
Version: 17.00
Developer: HONDA
Web Developer: -
Language: English
License: Freeware

Description: The Honda Moto EPC contains full information on spare parts for motorcycles and scooters for different markets (except
Japan and the U.S.) from 1977 to 2011.

The program Honda Moto have a choice of models, a search on VIN
Extras. Information: portable version, only XP

Links:

_DELETED_

Honda EPC v18.04 2011 Multilanguage
3.36 GB

The program HONDA EPC comes one DVD, installation is 25Mb, default program works by using DVD. The catalog contains information about
cars from 1982 to 2012. The program is a search on VIN and its transcript, the choice of model, Job-sheets, normo-hours and cost of spare
parts, as well as user-friendly interface and high-quality illustrations . Extra Information: This image is not the next cumulative update,
so-called StandAlone version is designed for clean installation. Image taken with the original DVD .

Before installing the program to remove all previous versions of the product, if any. Mount in any convenient way to install the disk and, using
the key . To complete the installation program on the HDD (work without DVD) to copy the Database directory on the HDD and run the
utility Switch Location specifying a new path to the data, or copy the entire contents of the DVD to the HDD and run setup from the HDD .

Version: 18.00
Year: 2011
Release: April 2011
Developer: Honda
Language: Multilanguage (English, Francais, Deutsch, Espanol, Nederlands, Italiano, Portugues)
Medicine: Serial key

Catalog (14):

_DELETED_

Honda HDS 2.022.101 Multilanguage (1.2011)
587 MB

Honda & Acura. Communication with the system under test via the digital bus diagnostic connector.



Information: hn2000a folder copied to C:

Catalog (6):

_DELETED_

Honda manuals

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/i0rhar1nactk/honda_manuals.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/v1hmcypxjjlv/honda_manuals.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/3v0u0lx13ij6/honda_manuals.part3.rar.html
or
http://www.filereactor.com/users/wacko/870/auto_manuals

IDS Land Rover/Jaguar v125.06 (Update 27.04.2011)
12.1GB

The Jaguar, Land Rover Integrated Diagnostic System (IDS) will be the only equipment that provides complete diagnostic coverage of
current and future Jaguar, Land Rover vehicles. The IDS package replaces the Worldwide Diagnostic System (WDS). The IDS application
will perform the identical functions of the WDS and allows dealership technicians to diagnose and serviceJaguar, Land Rover vehicles. As
the new diagnostic tool, IDS will be required to perform diagnostics on future model year vehicles. One IDS Package is recommended for
each WDS in the dealership.

IDS is enhanced WDS software that was modified to run on a standard laptop platform, and utilizes the VCM and VMM. Moving IDS to a
laptop helps technicians by integrating access to both diagnostics and service information on a single, powerful machine.

Check here:
http://uploaded.to/folder/gkqdwc

IDS Land Rover/Jaguar v126.07 (Update 03.09.2011)
22.86GB

The Jaguar, Land Rover Integrated Diagnostic System (IDS) will be the only equipment that provides complete diagnostic coverage of
current and future Jaguar, Land Rover vehicles. The IDS package replaces the Worldwide Diagnostic System (WDS). The IDS application
will perform the identical functions of the WDS and allows dealership technicians to diagnose and serviceJaguar, Land Rover vehicles. As
the new diagnostic tool, IDS will be required to perform diagnostics on future model year vehicles. One IDS Package is recommended for
each WDS in the dealership .

IDS is enhanced WDS software that was modified to run on a standard laptop platform, and utilizes the VCM and VMM. Moving IDS to a
laptop helps technicians by integrating access to both diagnostics and service information on a single, powerful machine .

Check here:
http://uploaded.to/folder/gkqdwc

InstaCode 2008
173MB

InstaCode is considered the leading Key Data Software throughout the world. With over 3 billion key codes, and new codes added daily,
InstaCode is a vital tool for any professional locksmith.

Compared to code books or any other code package, Instacode is a quick, easy to use program.



As lock and key technology constantly changes, so too does InstaCode constantly evolve to provide you the latest accurate information on;
Codes, Cards, Transponders, Airbags, Car Opening techniques, ASP replacement products with most models featuring colour pictures of the
ASP locks and service components.

InstaCode has been thoughtfully designed to easily take the user through 'windows' based pages. A comprehensive search engine takes you
directly to the information you require. Even if you only have limited details, the program is smart enough to find all related keys that fit
your search criteria.

A graphical layout displaying space & depth information, flat widths, angles, card number and other relevant key cutting information makes
InstaCode easier to use than many alternatives.

InstaCode includes a web update feature, which periodically checks for updates, ensuring you always have access to the very latest version
and newest code series available for the forthcoming year.

CompanyName: To You
Option: 77777300 00710077 10000000 38494290
RegistrationCode: 6b44fabc 81bd66e1 9d704fa4 210ebd3c

DO NOT UPDATES!

Links:
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ISUZU CSS NET 09.2010
2.18GB

Updated: 9/2010
Language: ENG

spare parts catalog Isuzu (Isuzu, Isuzu) for AUV, BUSES, PICKUP, SUV, TRUCKS, Industrial and Marine Engines.
Spare parts catalog Isuzu (Isuzu) Coach Isuzu (Isuzu), pickups, Isuzu (Isuzu), industrial engines .

Models presented in Isuzu CSS-net spare parts catalog:

Isuzu Vehicle AUV
50909 TBR-LHD 2001- Isuzu Vehicle AUV
51128 TBR-LHD 2007- Isuzu Vehicle AUV

Isuzu Vehicle Buses
10648 CHR/CJR/CQR 1990-1999 Isuzu Vehicle Buses
10650 MT111 112 1991-2004 Isuzu Vehicle Buses
10663 MR 1991-1995 Isuzu Vehicle Buses
10676 LT 111 112 132 133 1991- Isuzu Vehicle Buses
10818 LV123/150/423-RHD 2001- Isuzu Vehicle Buses
10824 MR-LHD 2000- Isuzu Vehicle Buses
10852 LV123/150-LHD 2001- Isuzu Vehicle Buses
10853 MV123 (RHD) 2001- Isuzu Vehicle Buses
10857 MV118 1995- Isuzu Vehicle Buses
10892 LT134-RHD 2001- Isuzu Vehicle Buses
10948 LV123/423-LHD 2004- Isuzu Vehicle Buses
10969 MT133-RHD 2005- Isuzu Vehicle Buses
11031 LT134-RHD EURO4 2007- Isuzu Vehicle Buses
11032 LT134 (LHD) 2007- Isuzu Vehicle Buses
11049 LV434 (RHD) 2007- Isuzu Vehicle Buses
11100 LV434 (LHD) 2007- Isuzu Vehicle Buses

Isuzu Vehicle Pickup
50651 TFR/TFS-RHD 1993-1996 Isuzu Vehicle Pickup
50652 TFR/TFS-LHD 1993-1996 Isuzu Vehicle Pickup
50725 TFR/TFS-RHD 1997-1998 Isuzu Vehicle Pickup
50726 TFR/TFS-LHD 1997-1998 Isuzu Vehicle Pickup



50727 TFR/TFS (EUROPE) -LHD 1997-1998 Isuzu Vehicle Pickup
50800 TFR/TFS-RHD 1999-2003 Isuzu Vehicle Pickup
50801 TFR/TFS-LHD 1999-2003 Isuzu Vehicle Pickup
50802 TFR/TFS (EUROPE) -LHD 1999-2003 Isuzu Vehicle Pickup
50920 TFR/TFS (EUROPE) -RHD 2002-2003 Isuzu Vehicle Pickup
50936 TFR/TFS(AUSTRALIA) 2003- Isuzu Vehicle Pickup
50964 TFR/TFS-LHD 2004- Isuzu Vehicle Pickup
50965 TFR/TFS-RHD 2004- Isuzu Vehicle Pickup
50966 TFR/TFS (EUROPE) -LHD 2004- Isuzu Vehicle Pickup
50967 TFR/TFS (EUROPE) -RHD 2004- Isuzu Vehicle Pickup
51171 TFR/TFS CHEV HOLDEN 2008- Isuzu Vehicle Pickup
51194 TFR/TFS-RHD 2009- Isuzu Vehicle Pickup

Isuzu Vehicle SUV
50658 UBS-RHD 1992-1997 Isuzu Vehicle SUV
50659 UBS-LHD 1992-1997 Isuzu Vehicle SUV
50685 WFR-RHD 1994-1995 Isuzu Vehicle SUV
50686 WFR-LHD 1994-1995 Isuzu Vehicle SUV
50688 UC-LHD 1993-1997 Isuzu Vehicle SUV
50754 UES(4DOOR)-LHD 1998- Isuzu Vehicle SUV
50757 UBS-RHD 1998- Isuzu Vehicle SUV
50775 UBS-LHD 1998- Isuzu Vehicle SUV
50803 UBS(TAIWAN)-LHD 1998- Isuzu Vehicle SUV
50807 UES(AUSTRALIA) 1999- Isuzu Vehicle SUV
51032 UCR-LHD 2005- Isuzu Vehicle SUV
Etc.

Links:

_DELETED_

Jeep JK KJ MJ WJ XK Factory Service Manuals
1.0GB | ISO

Factory service manual including all 2007 year jeeps:

2007 Jeep Wrangler
2007 Jeep Liberty
2007 Jeep Compass
2007 Jeep Grand Cherokee
2007 Jeep Commander

Detailed descriptions of all topics and wiring diagrams and diagnostics .
Same used by Jeep Service departments .

Links:

_DELETED_

KFZ Tools
4.47GB

VAG COM, OBD II scan tool, radio code software, chip tuning software, etc. For VW, Opel, Mercedes, Audi, etc.
You need only e.g. OBD2 Cable .

You can read the error memory of your vehicle and clear the stored fault or they put the service interval for a oil change itself back.
Encode their ECU to change (only for the actual mileage after speedo change) the mileage of their speedos .

Behavior change in the central possible. Activation of an after-armed cruise control is also possible .



Individual adjustment of the immobilizer is supported .

Measurement of real-time measurements of the controller: injection point, injection volume, boost pressure, oil temperature, intake
temperature, and other more .

Links (47):
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Komatsu LinkOne v.4.2.3
7.2 GB

Year: 2008
Version: 4.2.3
Developer: Mincom
Platform: Microsoft Windows
Compatibility with Vista: Yes
System requirements: minimal
Language: English
Medicine: Present

Description:
Spare parts for machinery brand Komatsu. Easy and intuitive user interface, graphical display of spare parts. Ability to search for spare
parts such as by catalog number or by name.

Catalog (30):
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Koivunen 02.2011
1.56 GB

Release Date: 2011 February
Version: 022011
Developer: Koivunen
Web Developer: http://www.koivunen.fi
Language: English + Russian
Tablet: Not required

Description:
Catalogue of spare parts from the Finnish wholesaler for MOST POPULAR BRANDS AUTO.

Link:

_DELETED_

Land Rover Microcat 03.2011 Multi
898 MB

Microcat Land Rover contains a catalog of parts for all models of Land Rover (1986 - 2011 years).
Ext. Information: Finding parts is made by number of the body, the name part (Ctrl + F), number, spare parts (Alt + Bksp). You can search
for transition rates Parts OSI (Ctrl + D)

Catalog (4):

_DELETED_

Land Rover Microcat 04.2011 Multi
907MB



It is a electronic part catalogue for Land Rover vehicles from 1986 to 2011. There is a search by chassis number also. The information about
the vehicle by chassis number gives country where the vehicle is sold, colour, equipment, etc.

Language: English, Deutsch, Magyar, Italiano, Francais, Espanol, Nederlands, Dansk, Norsk, Svenska, Portugues, Polski, Suomi, Turkce,
Russian, etc.

Catalog (4):

_DELETED_

Land Rover Microcat 05.2011
910 MB

It is a electronic part catalogue for Land Rover vehicles. There is a search by chassis number also. The information about the vehicle by
chassis number gives country where the vehicle is sold, colour, equipment, etc.

Language: English, Deutsch, Magyar, Italiano, Francais, Espanol, Nederlands, Dansk, Norsk, Svenska, Portugues, Polski, Suomi, Turkce,
Russian, etc.

Catalog (4):

_DELETED_

Land Rover Microcat 07.2011 Multi
937MB

Microcat Land Rover contains a catalog of parts for all models of Land Rover (1986 - 2012 years).

Search for parts produced by frame number, the name details (Ctrl-F), number spare parts (Alt-Bksp). You can search for the transition
part number OSI (Ctrl-D)

Year/Issue Date: 30/06/2011
Version: 211.7.0.1
Version CD: July 2011
Developer: Infomedia Ltd
Language: Multilingual (Russian present)

Links (3):
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Land Rover Microcat 08.2011
945MB

Catalog (3):
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Land Rover Microcat 09.2011
952MB

It is a electronic part catalogue for Land Rover vehicles. There is a search by chassis number also. The information about the vehicle by
chassis number gives country where the vehicle is sold, colour, equipment, etc .

Language: English, Deutsch, Magyar, Italiano, Francais, Espanol, Nederlands, Dansk, Norsk, Svenska, Portugues, Polski, Suomi, Turkce,
Russian, etc .



Links (3):

_DELETED_

Land Rover Microcat 10.2011
957MB

It is a electronic part catalogue for Land Rover vehicles. There is a search by chassis number also. The information about the vehicle by
chassis number gives country where the vehicle is sold, colour, equipment, etc...

Language: English, Deutsch, Magyar, Italiano, Francais, Espanol, Nederlands, Dansk, Norsk, Svenska, Portugues, Polski, Suomi, Turkce,
Russian, etc.

Links:

_DELETED_

Land Rover Microcat 11.2011
967MB

It is a electronic part catalogue for Land Rover vehicles. There is a search by chassis number also. The information about the vehicle by
chassis number gives country where the vehicle is sold, colour, equipment, etc.

Language: English, Deutsch, Magyar, Italiano, Francais, Espanol, Nederlands, Dansk, Norsk, Svenska, Portugues, Polski, Suomi, Turkce,
Russian, etc.

Links:
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Launch X-431

Cracked app & a few updates

Folder link:

_DELETED_

Lexia 3 v46

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/x63duejkaryp/lexia_3_v46_pp2000.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/g9xxp20dwql4/lexia_3_v46_pp2000.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/5wf0gyqv2zt3/lexia_3_v46_pp2000.part3.rar.html

MAN Workshop Infosystem (MAN WIS)
1.66GB

Language: English/Russian

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/5506ep48ltm1/MAN_Workshop_Infosystem_WIS_2009.rar.html



MAN WIS v1.3 01.2011
2.33 GB

Man WIS dealer service manuals for trucks and buses, Man. This program provides information on repair, maintenance, wiring diagrams
Truck Man. Also in the program are presented and bus manufacturer Man. Catalog Man Wis Workshop Information System delivered on
1DVD disk full or partial installation of repair on the hard disk.

Excerpt from the program Man WIS (Workshop Information System):
This manual repair is an aid to the proper conduct of the repair work described here on the vehicles and units, and reflects the technical
level at the time of the material in print.
In developing this guide assumes the existence of the professional qualifications required for working with vehicles and units.
Illustrations and corresponding descriptions are typical snapshots that do not always correspond to the repaired unit, while not incorrect. In
such cases, planning and carrying out repair work is carried out expediently.
Repair of complicated additional units carried out our service department or the service department of the manufacturer. These aggregates
in the text is a special instruction.
Repair works are classified by sections and subsections. Each subsection begins with page Background of the work. " Prerequisites for the
works is a summary of the main conditions for the described repairs. Prerequisites for conducting the work can be followed by a detailed
description of the work.

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/wa3xs1vazl81/MSI2011.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/5uoig4eifs69/MSI2011.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/5zhvgu7uquhr/MSI2011.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/32fb643llfzw/MSI2011.part4.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ocz4uyjsyvi2/MSI2011.part5.rar.html

Map and Guide Professional 2011 v17.0 Europe City MULTiLANGUAGE
5.75GB

Languages: Dutch, English, French, German, Italian

With Map & Guide PRO 2011 toll calculation is even more exact. You will always receive the current or forecasted charges valid on trip's
specified departure date. Even in the event that toll rates are increased, new toll roads are introduced or new toll systems for Europe are
discussed (including any draft bills put forward), this information is immediately made available to you through our updates.

Map & Guide PRO is Europe's leading truck route planner. This route planning software contains features and data catering specifically to
the transport industry.

Reap benefits from:
- Truck-optimised route planning with truck routing (based on vehicle type) and integrated truck and hazardous goods data for Europe
- Precise distance calculation based on Map&Guide kilometres tha are recognized as a standard
- Calculation of exact transport costs including vehicle costs, diesel consumption (depending on uphill and downhill incline), toll, special toll
and LSVA.
- Integrated CO2 emission calculation and compensation directly in the software – for your leap into green logistics
- Sequence optimisation and time slot optimisation of trips
- Scheduling and vehicle assignment planning that accounts for driving times and rest periods
- Visualisation and classification of customer data on the map for a better overview of your customer structure

Europe City includes: Germany, Austria, Switzerland, France, Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Liechtenstein, UK, Ireland, Poland
Scandinavia, Spain, Portugal - includes corresponding city maps plus a map for the rest of Europe (main road coverage in towns and cities
only).

Have today's calculations account for the toll fees charged from mid-2011 on German trunk roads, the Eco tax levied in France in 2013, the
future truck toll in Poland or the toll increase in the Czech Republic in 2012. With our Map&Guide calc+ add-on module you can also create a
detailed cost comparison: How much are the toll charges for my trips today and will they change in 6 months? The toll charges can also be
individually defined for each country separately .

Catalog (12):
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Mazda 01.2009
2.02GB

Catalog (3):
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Mazda EPC2 v.3.20.11 03.2011
1.75GB

Year: Apr 2011
Version: 3.20.11
Developer: Mazda
Language: English

Catalogue of spare parts MAZDA European market.

Catalog (8):
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Mazda EPC2 10.2011
1.99GB

Program Mazda EPC contains the full information on cars and minibuses with the left arrangement of a rudder, since 1985. It is delivered on
three CDs. In the program there is a search on VIN, on model of the automobile, under original number of a detail, there is a function of
conducting Job-sheets.

After installation the program Mazda EPC creates two directories EPC and Mazda, directory Mazda contains the program showing working
methods with program Mazda and telling about history of mark Mazda, in directory EPC there is program Mazda, is started by a file
"Epc.exe". Work with the program Mazda EPC is carried out by means of function keys and the mouse. Depending on a window of function of
keys change. All function keys are described in Help-e programs and explanatories on the bottom panel of function keys of the program are
supplied brief. For the beginning works with the program it is enough to know one function key "F5", after input VIN or a choice of model, it
is a key deduces a window of groups of spare parts.

Mazda Epc :
Mazda 121
Mazda 121ECE
Mazda 323
Mazda 323F
Mazda 323WAGON
Mazda 626
Mazda 626WAGON
Mazda 929
Mazda B1600
Mazda B1800
Mazda B2000
Mazda B2200
Mazda B2500
Mazda B2600
Mazda CX-7
Mazda DEMIO
Mazda E2000
Mazda E2200
MAZDA 2
MAZDA 3
MAZDA 5



MAZDA 6
MAZDA 6 WAGON
Mazda BT-50
MAZDA 6 MPS
Mazda MIATA
Mazda MPV
Mazda MX-3
Mazda MX-5
Mazda MX-6
Mazda PREMACY
Mazda PREMACY (DIESEL)
Mazda RX-7
Mazda RX-8
Mazda TRIBUTE
Mazda XEDOS-6
Mazda XEDOS-9
and many more...

Links:
_DELETED_

Mercedes-Benz - Disassembly Assistant
647.27 MB

"Assistant to strip" Mercedes-Benz. This program graphically in the form of video shows the correct process of disassembly-assembly,
adjusting gaps and all the technical details that arise during repair of various car brands Mercedes-Benz.

In this video guide provides information on the following models:
SL Body W129 and W230;
CL W215 body
C-Coupe with the body and W203;
E Body W210 and W211;
S body W220;
M body W163;
G Body W463;
CLK body W209;
Body Maybach W240.

Link:

_DELETED_

Mercedes-Benz Owners Manuals 2000-2012
2GB | ISO

Unique collections of the Mercedes-Benz Owners and Comand Manuals from 2002 to 2012 year .
Official MB manuals compiled in one place .

The AIO contains following class:

2000 - C, E, CL, CLK Coupes, CLK Cabriolets, M, S, SL, SLK
2001 - C, E, s, CL, CLK Coupes, CLK Cabriolets, CLK 320, E wagon, SL, SLK
2002 - C, E, s, CL, CLK Coupes, CLK Cabriolets, C Coupe, C Wagon, E Wagon, G, ML, SL, SLK
2003 - C, E, s, CL, CLK Coupes, CLK Cabriolets, C Coupe, C Wagon, E Wagon, G, ML, SL, SLK
2004 - C, E, s, CL, CLK Coupes, CLK Cabriolets, C Coupe, C Wagon, E OCS, G, ML, SL, SLK
2005 - C, E, s, CL, CLK Coupes, CLK Cabriolets, C Coupe, C Wagon, C Wagon OCS, E Wagon, G, ML, SL, SLK, C Sedan OSC
2006 - C, E, s, CL, CLK Coupe, E Wagon, C AMG, M, R, SL, SLK, SLR, CLK, CLS
2007 - C, E, s, CL, CLK, CLS, CLK Coupe, SLR, E Wagon, G, GL, M, R, SL, SLK
2008 - C, E, s, CL, CLK, CLS, GL, M, R, SL, SLK
2009 - C, E, s, CL, CLK, GL, M, R, G, SL, SLK, CLS



2010 - (owners) - C, E Coupe, E Sedan, S, GL, GLK, ML, ML Hybrid, S Hybrid, CL, R, CLS, SLK
2010 - (comand) - c, GLK, E, GL, SLK, ML, CLS, SLR, Supplement
2011 - C, E Coupe, E Sedan, S Sedan, GL, GLK, ML, R, G, CL, SL, SLS, SLK, CLS
2012 - C Coupe, C Sedan, GL, S, GLK, R, CL, SLK, CLS, M, E Coupe and Cabriolet, E Sedan and Wagon .

Folder (4):
http://www.filereactor.com/tuopd8kgd3oy/MB_owners_manuals_by_wacko.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/1yfm3nhb4sv7/MB_owners_manuals_by_wacko.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/jva83fw9f6vj/MB_owners_manuals_by_wacko.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ozjlf4z55sr8/MB_owners_manuals_by_wacko.part4.rar.html
or
http://www.filereactor.com/users/wacko/870/auto_manuals

Mercedes DAS Xentry 11.2010
6.75GB

The program Mercedes DAS Xentry 11/2010 ( Star Diagnosis ) is intended for diagnostics of any cars of firm Mercedes. On DVD there is an
information for updating data of the diagnostic device Star Diagnosis. The information and the program Mercedes DAS can be established
{installed} in any language - Deutsch, English, Francais, Castellano, Italiano, Dansk, Svenska, Portugues, Suomi, Turkey, US English, Japan
(except for Russian).

Catalog (19):
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Mercedes Benz DAS Xentry 1.2011 Multilanguage
6.79 GB

Mercedes DAS Xentry 11/2010 SDMEDIA description of the catalogue: The program Mercedes DAS Xentry 11/2010 ( Star Diagnosis ) is
intended for diagnostics of any cars of firm Mercedes. On DVD there is an information for updating data of the diagnostic device Star
Diagnosis.

The information and the program Mercedes DAS can be established {installed} in any language - Deutsch, English, Francais, Castellano,
Italiano, Dansk, Svenska, Portugues, Suomi, Turkey, US English, Japan (except for Russian).

Catalog (28):
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Mercedes Benz DAS Xentry 05.2011

The program Mercedes DAS Xentry 05.2011 is intended for diagnostics of any cars of firm Mercedes. On DVD there is an information for
updating data of the diagnostic device Star Diagnosis .

The information and the program Mercedes DAS can be installed in any language - Deutsch, English, Francais, Castellano, Italiano, Dansk,
Svenska, Portugues, Suomi, Turkey, US English, Japan .

Links (34):

_DELETED_

Mercedes-Benz DAS Xentry 11.2011 ML
6.76GB

Mercedes DAS Xentry 11/2011 SDMEDIA description of the catalogue: The program Mercedes DAS Xentry 05/2011 (Star Diagnosis) is
intended for diagnostics of any cars of firm Mercedes. On DVD there is an information for updating data of the diagnostic device Star



Diagnosis.

The information and the program Mercedes DAS can be established installed in any language - Deutsch, English, Francais, Castellano,
Italiano, Dansk, Svenska, Portugues, Suomi, Turkey, US English, Japan (except for Russian) .

Links here:

_DELETED_

Mercedes Benz DAS Xentry 01.2012 Multi

Mercedes DAS Xentry 11/2011 SDMEDIA description of the catalogue: The program Mercedes DAS Xentry 05/2011 (Star Diagnosis) is
intended for diagnostics of any cars of firm Mercedes. On DVD there is an information for updating data of the diagnostic device Star
Diagnosis.

The information and the program Mercedes DAS can be established installed in any language - Deutsch, English, Francais, Castellano,
Italiano, Dansk, Svenska, Portugues, Suomi, Turkey, US English, Japan (except for Russian) .

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/users/wacko/643/auto_soft
or
http://www.filereactor.com/29etfbvcfh08/SD.01.2012.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/nb9jy4r7c3af/SD.01.2012.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/9ybwmlerovfu/SD.01.2012.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/xv6437lsbfj2/SD.01.2012.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/nh12u1rnn6y2/SD.01.2012.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/wh30qfrxqo9v/SD.01.2012.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/hohlq1qj6mpn/SD.01.2012.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/nz0jromemnbd/SD.01.2012.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/gi31rj1l0ry7/SD.01.2012.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/bj9oob8ghh40/SD.01.2012.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/suoo2xjr1j7r/SD.01.2012.part11.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/lj43v09liuyq/SD.01.2012.part12.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/kl7srzi7cbfd/SD.01.2012.part13.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/38k7h8e64j2h/SD.01.2012.part14.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/3kmblnf3zxtu/SD.01.2012.part15.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/a1jetmg2wo1b/SD.01.2012.part16.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ruuimwmxblr9/SD.01.2012.part17.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/m1pk6fwjhoyf/SD.01.2012.part18.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/rw3hg44r3rvh/SD.01.2012.part19.rar.html

Mercedes-Benz DAS Xentry SD.2012.01

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/29etfbvcfh08/SD.01.2012.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/nb9jy4r7c3af/SD.01.2012.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/9ybwmlerovfu/SD.01.2012.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/xv6437lsbfj2/SD.01.2012.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/nh12u1rnn6y2/SD.01.2012.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/wh30qfrxqo9v/SD.01.2012.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/hohlq1qj6mpn/SD.01.2012.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/nz0jromemnbd/SD.01.2012.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/gi31rj1l0ry7/SD.01.2012.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/bj9oob8ghh40/SD.01.2012.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/suoo2xjr1j7r/SD.01.2012.part11.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/lj43v09liuyq/SD.01.2012.part12.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/kl7srzi7cbfd/SD.01.2012.part13.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/38k7h8e64j2h/SD.01.2012.part14.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/3kmblnf3zxtu/SD.01.2012.part15.rar.html



http://www.filereactor.com/a1jetmg2wo1b/SD.01.2012.part16.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ruuimwmxblr9/SD.01.2012.part17.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/m1pk6fwjhoyf/SD.01.2012.part18.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/rw3hg44r3rvh/SD.01.2012.part19.rar.html

Mercedes-Benz EPC 05.2011
6.19 GB

Mercedes-Benz EPC EWA net, electronic spare parts catalogue consist original spare parts catalogue, all models cars, trucks, buses
Mercedes-Benz, all markets, Smart & Maybach also including. While WIS is an application repair all Mercedes-Benz cars. Mercedes EPC net
represents the latest development in EPC Flexible Publishing.

Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
The WIS net DaimlerChrysler AG's aim is to improve the electronic availability and usefulness
of the workshop documentation (e.g. repair, maintenance, basic data, wiring diagrams and in part also documentation organization) of
Mercedes-Benz and smart products by optimizing access and presentation.
WIS net also offers integration to neighboring task areas such as e.g. definition of work units and flat rates using ASRA, and damage coding
on one workstation.

YEAR: 2011
EPC 5/2011 = ONLY update version

NOTE: You must install Mercedes EPC 03/2011 (Base Discs) first, before installing Mercedes EPC 05/2011 (Update Disc)

Links (26):

_DELETED_

Mercedes Benz StarFinder v3
1.74GB

Mercedes Star Finder contains color wiring diagrams and information about the location of the vehicle components of

electrical circuits, including sensors and connectors for the following Mercedes models - 129, 170, 171, 202, 203, 208,

209, 210, 211, 215, 219, 140, 220, 230, 240, 463, 163, 164 and 251.
In the catalog Star Finder uses a standard numbering of the elements of firm MB and vehicle wiring diagrams.
Extras. Information: Installation does not required

Year: 2008
Version: v3
Developer: Mercedes-Benz of North America Inc.
Compatibility with Vista: unknown
Language: English

System requirements:
Internet Explorer 5.0 or higher.
Autodesk WHIP! (Included on disc)

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/m74wswjn81lk/Mercedes_Star_Finder.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/00ov8fyki6ig/Mercedes_Star_Finder.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/1tqp09v5x1wz/Mercedes_Star_Finder.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ct3budjitc96/Mercedes_Star_Finder.part4.rar.html

Mercedes WIS ASRA 01.2011
11.66GB



Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
The WIS net DaimlerChrysler AG's aim is to improve the electronic availability and usefulness
of the workshop documentation (e.g. repair, maintenance, basic data, wiring diagrams and in part also documentation organization) of
Mercedes-Benz and smart products by optimizing access and presentation.
WIS net also offers integration to neighboring task areas such as e.g. definition of work units and flat rates using ASRA, and damage coding
on one workstation.

The following criteria have been taken into consideration:
- Modern electronic information system to replace the microfilm and paper media.
- Faster document search and display. Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
- Simplification of document search in Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
- Simple system operation. in Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
- Access option to vehicle-specific data (vehicle datacard of EPC system).
- Vehicle-specific documentation finding. in Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
- Simplification of warranty settlement by integrating the damage coding in WIS.
- Documentation access using operation number in Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
- Definition of work units or flat rates using ASRA in Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET

With the "Workshop Information System (WIS)" DaimlerChrysler AG aim is to improve the availability and usefulness of the workshop
documentation (e.g. repair, maintenance, basic data, wiring diagrams and in part also documentation organization) of Mercedes-Benz products
by optimizing access and presentation using the monitor as a medium. WIS (Mercedes EWA net EPC) also offers integration to neighboring
task areas such as e.g. definition of work units and flat rates using ASRA, and damage coding on one workstation.

The system Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET offers:
Increased productivity and speed during the documentation search and shorter waiting times for the workshop personnel accompanying this.
Operation using mouse or keyboard.
Automated documentation search.
Damage coding (for warranty settlement).
Call of the vehicle datacard from the EPC system with code identification written in full.
ASRA data, basis for creating orders, invoices and warranty applications.
Dynamic, vehicle-related generation of service sheets with an interface to ASRA.

Technical data:
Size ................: 11,65 GB
Filename ........: WIS_0111_1of2.iso + WIS_0111_2of2.iso
Compression..: none
Password .......: none
Image format: ISO
Language(s)...: ENG, GER, FRA, SPA, ITA, POR, NL, POL, FIN, SWE, NOR, RUS, SLO, GRE, JAP, ARAB

PASSWORD: TestPoint Automotive Software

Catalog (32):

_DELETED_

Mercedes WIS/ASRA 03.2011 - Update Version
5.20GB

The WIS net DaimlerChrysler AG's aim is to improve the electronic availability and usefulness of the workshop documentation (e.g. repair,
maintenance, basic data, wiring diagrams and in part also documentation organization) of Mercedes-Benz and smart products by optimizing
access and presentation.
WIS net also offers integration to neighboring task areas such as e.g. definition of work units and flat rates using ASRA, and damage coding
on one workstation.

The following criteria have been taken into consideration:

- Modern electronic information system to replace the microfilm and paper media.
- Faster document search and display
- Simplification of document search
- Simple system operation



- Access option to vehicle-specific data (vehicle datacard of EPC system).
- Vehicle-specific documentation finding
- Simplification of warranty settlement by integrating the damage coding in WIS.
- Documentation access using operation number
- Definition of work units or flat rates using ASRA

YEAR: 2011
RELEASE: 03/2011

Catalog (14):

_DELETED_

Mercedes WIS/ASRA 05.2011
5.21 GB

The WIS net DaimlerChrysler AG's aim is to improve the electronic availability and usefulness of the workshop documentation (e.g. repair,
maintenance, basic data, wiring diagrams and in part also documentation organization) of Mercedes-Benz and smart products by optimizing
access and presentation. WIS net also offers integration to neighboring task areas such as e.g. definition of work units and flat rates using
ASRA, and damage coding on one workstation.

The following criteria have been taken into consideration:

* Modern electronic information system to replace the microfilm and paper media.
* Faster document search and display. Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
* Simplification of document search in Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
* Simple system operation. in Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
* Access option to vehicle-specific data (vehicle datacard of EPC system).
* Vehicle-specific documentation finding. in Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
* Simplification of warranty settlement by integrating the damage coding in WIS.
* Documentation access using operation number in Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
* Definition of work units or flat rates using ASRA in Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET

YEAR: 2011
RELEASE: 05/2011 UPDATE VERSION

FILENAME: WIS_0511_1of1_u.iso

NOTE: You must install Mercedes WIS 04/2011 (Base Discs) first, before installing 05/2011 (Update Disc)

Catalog (22):

_DELETED_

Mercedes-Benz WIS/ASRA 06.2011
5.4 GB

The WIS net DaimlerChrysler AG's aim is to improve the electronic availability and usefulness of the workshop documentation (e.g. repair,
maintenance, basic data, wiring diagrams and in part also documentation organization) of Mercedes-Benz and smart products by optimizing
access and presentation. WIS net also offers integration to neighboring task areas such as e.g. definition of work units and flat rates using
ASRA, and damage coding on one workstation.

Links (14):

_DELETED_

Mercedes-Benz WIS-ASRA 2011.11
12.4GB



The WIS net DaimlerChrysler AG's aim is to improve the electronic availability and usefulness of the workshop documentation (e.g. repair,
maintenance, basic data, wiring diagrams and in part also documentation organization) of Mercedes-Benz and smart products by optimizing
access and presentation. WIS net also offers integration to neighboring task areas such as e.g. definition of work units and flat rates using
ASRA, and damage coding on one workstation.

Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
The following criteria have been taken into consideration:
* Modern electronic information system to replace the microfilm and paper media.
* Faster document search and display. Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
* Simplification of document search in Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
* Simple system operation. in Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
* Access option to vehicle-specific data (vehicle datacard of EPC system).
* Vehicle-specific documentation finding. in Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
* Simplification of warranty settlement by integrating the damage coding in WIS.
* Documentation access using operation number in Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET
* Definition of work units or flat rates using ASRA in Mercedes Benz WIS EWA NET

Links here:

_DELETED_

Mercedes-Benz EPC EWA NET 2011.11
6.69GB

NOTE: This is Mercedes EPC 11/2011 (Update Disc).
You must install first Mercedes EPC 07/2011 FINAL, then install EPC 11/2011.

Links here:

_DELETED_

Mercedes-Benz EPC EWA net 2012.04
6.66GB

Mercedes-Benz EPC EWA net, electronic spare parts catalogue consist original spare parts catalogue, all models cars, trucks, buses
Mercedes-Benz, all markets, Smart & Maybach also including. Mercedes EPC net represents the latest development in EPC Flexible
Publishing.

EPC net is available both online and offline.
All the functions available in EPC Flexible Publishing have been fully integrated into EPC net. The modern user interface applying standard
Windows rules serves to significantly improve user guidance and navigation.

Modern user interface using standard Windows rules
Users will immediately note the modern user interface and the simple navigation using standard Windows rules.
You can open functions using the icons (a) or the Menu bar (b).
Tooltips are provided to explain icon functions (c). Hovering the mouse pointer over an icon causes the tooltip to appear with a description of
the icon's function.
The combined pull-down menus (d) with input fields are available in EPC net for simple navigation within the catalogs/groups/subgroups.
You can use your mouse or keyboard to operate EPC net. Most of the keyboard shortcuts used in EPC Flexible Publishing are also used in EPC
net.

For parts identification, EPC net requires at least a 6-digit model designation.
Ideally, parts identification should be done using a vehicle identification number so that the datacard can be used in the process. The
datacard must be used when looking for parts that are color-specific or where the search depends on what equipment is installed in the
vehicle.

Reduced number of windows
Functions that were spread over several windows in EPC Flexible Publishing have been condensed onto one window in EPC net.



The EPC net window is subdivided into the following sections:

Mercedes EPC net Picture
The picture has been supplemented with different zoom functions, and can be shown in a separate window using the icon.

Mercedes EPC net Parts list
All the part numbers for the entire subgroup are shown in the parts list.
Footnotes and code information (passenger cars), SA/component information (commercial vehicles) and construction kit information (BUS)
can be displayed via links in a separate window.

Mercedes EPC net Shopping list
The contents of the shopping list (e.g. quantity) can be changed directly in the individual columns.

One important new feature is the "Show part context" function. When you reopen a saved shopping list you can click on the part designation
in the form of a mouse-sensitive blue link to extract the part context directly from the shopping list.This saves you the trouble of
reentering the vehicle data and the group/subgroup.

Mercedes EPC net List overview
The "List overview" can help the EPC net users with shopping list administration.
Saved shopping lists and a "temporary shopping list" can be used at the same time.
The icon can be used to create, show, delete, copy and print shopping lists.

The active area of the EPC net window is marked with a red frame.
You can change the size of the individual EPC net window areas via the respective dividing lines. Double-clicking on the dividing line between
the picture and the parts list causes the picture to be arranged above the parts list.

The , and icons can be used to show/hide individual areas of the EPC net window and to individually change the column widths as required.

EPC net is available both online and offline
The various options at a glance:
Online server operation via Internet or intranet.
Local installation: offline operation for day-to-day use - updates via online downloads.
Offline mode: updates from DVD.

Advantages of spare parts catalogue Mercedes-Benz in EWA net interface.

Description of work in electronic spare parts catalogue Mercedes EPC net EWA.

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/a4yp8jfcahgd/MEC42012.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/xz9a35dp9xyv/MEC42012.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/3l0do5ybefqc/MEC42012.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/mo9u318gmi2d/MEC42012.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/v3hl3z0vvz2n/MEC42012.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/kt4r92urabdw/MEC42012.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/y7v2m8vygtxw/MEC42012.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/tov1jx14ic5x/MEC42012.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/6oaceeibf4u4/MEC42012.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/mqvgc8wxt16y/MEC42012.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/r3qx11i8ymza/MEC42012.part11.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/f99epup7qtr0/MEC42012.part12.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/uewk5nhifs5g/MEC42012.part13.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/sa98w477l3ju/MEC42012.part14.rar.html

Mercedes WIS-EPC 04.2011 Full Version
17.5GB

Components Engine allows to publish your spare parts catalogs (or EPC: Electronic Parts Catalog) directly onto the worldwide web, viewing
such as posted catalogs is called "online browsing". The creation of the pages and files, which will then be hosted by the server for
publication, is fully automatic. A simple browser (such as Internet Explorer) will allow you to browse the online catalogs created by
Components Engine, without any need to install any extra plug-ins. The on-line spare parts catalog is fully interactive and it enables to fill out



the order of the selected parts .

Mercedes-Benz EPC EWA net, electronic spare parts catalogue consist original spare parts catalogue, all models cars, trucks, buses
Mercedes-Benz, all markets, Smart & Maybach also including. While WIS is an application repair all Mercedes-Benz cars. Mercedes EPC net
represents the latest development in EPC Flexible Publishing .

Catalog (72):

_DELETED_

Mercedes-Benz WIS/EPC 02.2011
11.98GB

Mercedes-Benz EPC EWA net, electronic spare parts catalogue consist original spare parts catalogue, all models cars, trucks, buses
Mercedes-Benz, all markets, Smart & Maybach also including. While WIS is an application repair all Mercedes-Benz cars. Mercedes EPC net
represents the latest development in EPC Flexible Publishing .

The WIS net DaimlerChrysler AG's aim is to improve the electronic availability and usefulness
of the workshop documentation (e.g. repair, maintenance, basic data, wiring diagrams and in part also documentation organization) of
Mercedes-Benz and smart products by optimizing access and presentation.
WIS net also offers integration to neighboring task areas such as e.g. definition of work units and flat rates using ASRA, and damage coding
on one workstation .

The following criteria have been taken into consideration:
- Modern electronic information system to replace the microfilm and paper media.
- Faster document search and display.
- Simplification of document search.
- Simple system operation.
- Access option to vehicle-specific data (vehicle datacard of EPC system).
- Vehicle-specific documentation finding.
- Simplification of warranty settlement by integrating the damage coding in WIS.
- Documentation access using operation number.
- Definition of work units or flat rates using ASRA .

Catalog (49):
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Mercedes WIS-EPC 03.2011 FINAL + 04.2011 UPDATE
23.79GB

Mercedes-Benz EPC EWA net, electronic spare parts catalogue consist original spare parts catalogue, all models cars, trucks, buses
Mercedes-Benz, all markets, Smart & Maybach also including. While WIS is an application repair all Mercedes-Benz cars. Mercedes EPC net
represents the latest development in EPC Flexible Publishing.

The WIS net DaimlerChrysler AG's aim is to improve the electronic availability and usefulness of the workshop documentation (e.g. repair,
maintenance, basic data, wiring diagrams and in part also documentation organization) of Mercedes-Benz and smart products by optimizing
access and presentation. WIS net also offers integration to neighboring task areas such as e.g. definition of work units and flat rates using
ASRA, and damage coding on one workstation.

The following criteria have been taken into consideration:
- modern electronic information system to replace the microfilm and paper media.
- faster document search and display.
- simplification of document search
- simple system operation.
- access option to vehicle-specific data (vehicle datacard of EPC system).
- vehicle-specific documentation finding.
- simplification of warranty settlement by integrating the damage coding in WIS.
- documentation access using operation number
- definition of work units or flat rates using ASRA



EPC 03.2011 = FULL Version
EPC 04.2011 = 1st Update Version

Archive includes the following files:

Mercedes EPC 03.2011 - FINAL (3 DVD)
- EPC_0311_1of1_b1.iso - 5,21 GB
- EPC_0311_1of2_a1.iso - 6.37 GB
- EPC_0311_2of2_a2.iso - 5.85 GB

Mercedes EPC 04.2011 - UPDATE (1 DVD)
- EPC_0411_1of1_b1.iso - 5.85 GB
- Install version 03.2011 first, before installing 04.2011

Mercedes EPC + WIS Keymakers .

Installation:
1. Extract all files:
EPC_0311_1of1_b1.iso
EPC_0311_1of2_a1.iso
EPC_0311_2of2_a2.iso
EPC_0411_1of1_b1.iso

2. Mount EPC_0311_1of1_b1.iso with Daemon Tools and install
3. From your Internet Explorer menu, click to Favorite, then EWAnet.
4. Login with admin/admin. You must change your password...
5. Register program using instructions posted on this forum.
6. After registration, mount EPC_0411_1of1_b1.iso and install
7. After installation of the last update mount EPC_0311_1of2_a1.iso
8. Go to again to Internet Explorer menu, click to Favorite and EWAnet tools
8. Click to EPC menu and install database. During installation, you must mount the next image EPC_0311_2of2_a2.iso. Continue the
installation to final.
9. Now from the Internet Explorer menu -> Favorite -> EWAnet, login with your password, click to EPC button and voilla

NOTE: You must have installed latest version of JAVA

Catalog:
http://depositfiles.com/folders/D922VOXVK

Mercedes WIS/EPC v.09.20.11 Multi
11GB

EPC Electronic parts catalog for cars brand Mercedes (Update) WIS repair manuals for cars brand Mercedes (Update)

Title: WIS/EPC
Year/Date of Release: 2011
Version: 09.20.11
Developer: Daimler AG
Language: Multilingual
License: Freeware
Size: 11.12 GB

Links here (28):
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MICROCAT Ford Europe 08.2010
5.25GB



Catalog:

_DELETED_

MICROCAT Ford Europe 05.2011
5.72 GB

Electronic parts catalog for Ford European assembly. Provides information on passenger and light commercial vehicles. With the full
installation (program + data) takes about 4,3 GB. Rolling back the date is not required (working without a rollback to May 2011). Completely
reworked the distribution, simply run setup.exe and specify the installation path. Tablets are not required. Whereas previously there were
previous versions MICROCAT Ford, do not forget to remove them before installing, otherwise you may experience problems with the
definition of the current directory with a database (the program at startup through all logical drives (except for Z:) and look for a folder
FEU_DATA, as well as zero-length file in mc1234 root directory).

Catalog (24):

_DELETED_

Microcat Hyundai 03.2011-04.2011
7.2 GB

Electronic parts catalog Hyundai. Of all models produced and / or produced Hyundai Motor Company, are divided into groups (cars, SUV /
minivans / vans, commercial) and by region. The catalog can identify the vehicle by VIN (filtering part number), the search for the name of
spare parts (partial or complete), original number, and also shows the applicability of parts. There is a list of options with a transcript that
facilitates selection of the right numbers in the absence of VIN-filter.

Language is possible separately for the program interface, and separately for items of spare parts.

Catalog (30):

_DELETED_

Microcat Hyundai 05.2011 Multi
7.29 GB

Electronic parts catalog Hyundai. Of all models produced and / or produced Hyundai Motor Company, are divided into groups (cars, SUV /
minivans / vans, commercial) and by region. The catalog can identify the vehicle by VIN (filtering part number), the search for the name of
spare parts (partial or complete), original number, and also shows the applicability of parts.

There is a list of options with a transcript that facilitates selection of the right numbers in the absence of VIN-filter.

Language is possible separately for the program interface, and separately for items of spare parts.

System requirements:
800 MHz-processor or higher
256 MB RAM or more
OS: Windows

Links (30):

_DELETED_

Microcat Hyundai 08.2011 Multilanguage
8.76 GB

Electronic parts catalog Hyundai. Of all models produced and / or produced Hyundai Motor Company, are divided into groups (cars, SUV /



minivans / vans, commercial) and by region. The catalog can identify the vehicle by VIN (filtering part number), the search for the name of
spare parts (partial or complete), original number, and also shows the applicability of parts .

There is a list of options with a transcript that facilitates selection of the right numbers in the absence of VIN-filter .

Language is possible separately for the program interface, and separately for items of spare parts .

Links (23):

_DELETED_

Microcat Hyundai 10.2011 Multilanguage
8.79GB

Electronic parts catalog Hyundai. Of all models produced and / or produced Hyundai Motor Company, are divided into groups (cars, SUV /
minivans / vans, commercial) and by region. The catalog can identify the vehicle by VIN (filtering part number), the search for the name of
spare parts (partial or complete), original number, and also shows the applicability of parts.

There is a list of options with a transcript that facilitates selection of the right numbers in the absence of VIN-filter. Language is possible
separately for the program interface, and separately for items of spare parts.

Links:

_DELETED_

Microcat Hyundai 11.2011 Multilanguage
8.9GB

Electronic parts catalog Hyundai. Of all models produced and/or produced Hyundai Motor Company, are divided into groups (cars, SUV,
minivans/vans, commercial) and by region. The catalog can identify the vehicle by VIN (filtering part number), the search for the name of
spare parts (partial or complete), original number, and also shows the applicability of parts.

There is a list of options with a transcript that facilitates selection of the right numbers in the absence of VIN-filter.

Language is possible separately for the program interface, and separately for items of spare parts .

Links:

_DELETED_

Microcat Hyundai 05.2011 - 06.2012 Multi
10.83GB

Electronic parts catalog Hyundai. Of all models produced and / or produced Hyundai Motor Company, are divided into groups (cars, SUV /
minivans / vans, commercial) and by region. The catalog can identify the vehicle by VIN (filtering part number), the search for the name of
spare parts (partial or complete), original number, and also shows the applicability of parts.

There is a list of options with a transcript that facilitates selection of the right numbers in the absence of VIN-filter.

Language is possible separately for the program interface, and separately for items of spare parts.

System requirements:
800 MHz-processor or higher
256 MB RAM or more
OS: Windows

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/uifbhnpvbpj6/MH05-06-2012.part01.rar.html



http://www.filereactor.com/nrgbc8tir9a8/MH05-06-2012.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/zqau67b2dphj/MH05-06-2012.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/8xzrplv6uxyj/MH05-06-2012.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/aomsdefhiw6p/MH05-06-2012.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/iae9ff0or96g/MH05-06-2012.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/8hjtvw08xpsw/MH05-06-2012.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/gkxi788gl6ua/MH05-06-2012.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/40hnwyh1jgkb/MH05-06-2012.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/j9ht5hajatl5/MH05-06-2012.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ig5b6opa1szz/MH05-06-2012.part11.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/rx1gh68um824/MH05-06-2012.part12.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/vooe4oo9mnlh/MH05-06-2012.part13.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/76cf08qndp27/MH05-06-2012.part14.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/6qkq4515p32v/MH05-06-2012.part15.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/zvasswcvfyrq/MH05-06-2012.part16.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/5vsah37c7w0a/MH05-06-2012.part17.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/yi5h0hxuat44/MH05-06-2012.part18.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/d9p6arxs21jq/MH05-06-2012.part19.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/nhfsdf5z5xrv/MH05-06-2012.part20.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/vuocq4maz5th/MH05-06-2012.part21.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/br99zbxgdq1a/MH05-06-2012.part22.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/qfm5m7zjhro7/MH05-06-2012.part23.rar.html

Microcat KIA 03.2011 Multi
4.21GB

Electronic parts catalog KIA Microcat contains information about all the KIA car company, including light trucks and vans.

Supplied catalog KIA Mikrokat on one DVD, can be installed on the "Winchester" only data or only application (will not be available trucks,
buses and older models), or all of the program, a complete installation KIA Microcat the hard drive takes about 12 Gb. Catalog interface KIA
Microcat fairly simple and understandable. The catalog of auto parts is KIA Microcat search for Vin, the name of spare parts, original
number, as well as the applicability of parts. The program KIA Microcat catalog of original accessories KIA (original catalog numbers,
full-color photos), but the photos are not all the accessories. The program is entirely in Russian (interface and the name of spare parts), so
work with it does not cause any difficulties.

Catalog (22):

_DELETED_

Microcat KIA 04.2011 Multi
3.45GB

Electronic parts catalog KIA Microcat contains information about all the KIA car company, including light trucks and vans .

The catalog of auto parts is KIA Microcat search for Vin, the name of spare parts, original number, as well as the applicability of parts. The
program KIA Microcat catalog of original accessories KIA (original catalog numbers, full-color photos), but the photos are not all the
accessories. The program is entirely in Russian (interface and the name of spare parts), so work with it does not cause any difficulties .

Links:

_DELETED_

Microcat KIA 06.2011 Multilanguage
4.15GB

It is a electronic part catalogue for KIA vehicles on following markets: Australia, Canada, Europe, General, Middle East, USA, China, CIS,
Puerto Rico. There is a search by chassis number also. The information about the vehicle by chassis number gives country where the vehicle
is sold, color, equipment, etc.



Features:
- Can be installed on the hard drive only data or only the applications, but in this case will not be available trucks, buses and the old model, or
set your entire program.
- Full installation KIA Microcat will take about 4 Gb hard disk.
- Interface directory KIA Microcat and simple.
- Product features a search for Vin codes, name parts, the original number, as well as the applicability of details.
- There is also a catalog of original accessories KIA (original catalog numbers, color photos).

Year: 2011
Version: 06/2011
Language: English, Deutsch, Magyar, Italiano, Francais, Espanol, Nederlands, Portugues, Polski, Suomi, Turkce, Korean, Romania, Russian and
many more...

Compatibility:
Operating System:
Windows XP 32bit
Windows Vista 32bit (x86)
Windows 7 32bit (x86)

Catalog (22):
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Microcat KIA v4.0.1 (07.2011) Multilanguage
4.07 GB

It is a electronic part catalogue for KIA vehicles on following markets.

* Australia
* Canada
* Europe
* General
* Middle East
* USA
* China
* CIS
* Puerto Rico

There is a search by chassis number also. The information about the vehicle by chassis number gives country where the vehicle is sold, color,
equipment, etc...

Features:
- Can be installed on the hard drive only data or only the applications, but in this case will not be available trucks, buses and the old model, or
set your entire program.
- Full installation KIA Microcat will take about 4 Gb hard disk.
- Interface directory KIA Microcat and simple.
- Product features a search for Vin codes, name parts, the original number, as well as the applicability of details.
- There is also a catalog of original accessories KIA (original catalog numbers, color photos).

Language: English, Deutsch, Magyar, Italiano, Francais, Espanol, Nederlands, Portugues, Polski, Suomi, Turkce, Korean, Romania, Russian and
many more...

Links (11):
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Microcat KIA 08.2011
4.16GB



Microcat KIA - Electronic parts catalog KIA Microcat contains information about all the KIA car company, including light trucks and vans.
Electronic spare parts catalog Kia Microcat contains information on all models from 1982-1985 to 2010, including vans, commercial, model
cars and buses.

It is a electronic part catalogue for KIA vehicles on following markets.

* Australia
* Canada
* Europe
* General
* Middle East
* USA
* China
* CIS
* Puerto Rico

There is a search by chassis number also. The information about the vehicle by chassis number gives country where the vehicle is sold, color,
equipment, etc...

Features:
- Can be installed on the hard drive only data or only the applications, but in this case will not be available trucks, buses and the old model, or
set your entire program.
- Full installation KIA Microcat will take about 4 Gb hard disk.
- Interface directory KIA Microcat and simple.
- Product features a search for Vin codes, name parts, the original number, as well as the applicability of details.
- There is also a catalog of original accessories KIA (original catalog numbers, color photos).

Links (11):
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Microcat KIA 10.2011 Multilanguage
4.72 GB

Microcat KIA - Electronic parts catalog KIA Microcat contains information about all the KIA car company, including light trucks and vans.
Electronic spare parts catalog Kia Microcat contains information on all models from 1982-1985 to 2010, including vans, commercial, model
cars and buses. It is a electronic part catalogue for KIA vehicles on following markets: Australia, Canada, Europe, General, Middle East,
USA, China, CIS and Puerto Rico .

Language: English, Deutsch, Magyar, Italiano, Francais, Espanol, Nederlands, Portugues, Polski, Suomi, Turkce, Korean, Romania, Russian and
many more .

Links:
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Mitchell Collision Repair Series 5.5 Data5
4.02GB

The program Mitchell Collision Reair Series 5.5 contains the catalogue of control points of bodies and frames dimensions of cars (American,
European, Japanese and Korean brands).The program is not linked to any body dimensions equipment and besides a specification on the top
and bottom control points of a body dimensions, contains the sizes of apertures of doors, front and back glasses, tailgate and also many sets
of other additional sizes.The data are submitted since 1992 on 2009 inclusive.

Catalog (21):
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Mitchell GlassMate 5.2
278MB

Mitchell is the provider of complete, cost-conscious solutions for the auto glass industry from quick and easy-to-use point-of-sale software
for auto glass repair & replacement service providers, to the first Internet-based glass claims management solution. GlassMate is an
easy-to-use software package that provides quick look-up, EDI services with Lynx and Safelite, quote functionality and complete invoicing
capabilities. It also includes the new fully integrated GlassMate VIN-ID proprietary software and allows the user to identify the vehicle
year, make, model, body style and restraint system for vehicles from 1981 and up, along with all of the auto glass and related parts
information.

Features
- powered by the NAGS part numbering & price benchmarking system
- EDI services with Lynx, Safelite, Harmon, and eGlassClaim
- automatic VIN decode
- management reporting
- customizable invoices, quotes, and work orders
- direct access to Mitchell’s eGlassClaim insurance claims management solution

Benefits
- operate more efficiently by creating accurate estimates quickly
- reduce errors
- increase customer satisfaction

Link:
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Mitchell Manager Plus 1Q2011
1.2GB

Mitchell Manager Plus - a program that perfectly integrated with other products of Mitchell, which allows a car repair shop manager to a
customer database, track the history of the car passing through the shop, keep records of materials and spares. parts, follow the steps of
execution and payment orders, to carry out basic accounting. account of the distribution of costs and revenues, as well as taxes on the
relevant user-defined accounts, carry out basic marketing services with the ability to print and send out invitations, discounts, notification
by e-mail clients, has a system of notification and scheduling tools, charts, plans, reports . And you will find the program quite a Number of
additional features and functions that are useful to guide the garage .

Links:
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Mitchell Manager 1Q 2012 update
15MB

Update to version 5.9.5.118 Early Q1 0 2012 release - Updated Dec 6, 2011.
Download to desktop and execute, automatically updates Mitchell and ShopKey versions of 5.9.5

Included:
- Mitchell 1 / ShopKey software configuration: Automatically configures your system and browser to work with our Dot Com products

- Microsoft Network Server Fix - Microsoft Vista Hot Fix - this is a fix for earlier versions of Vista that would not allow multiple
workstation to open the manager database. This has been corrected by Microsoft with Service Patch 4 (SP4)

- Fix for 1006 errors on Windows XP platforms
- Fix for x005/x007 errors in OnDemand v5.8.2 desktop

Link:
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Mitchell OnDemand 5.8 (1q10)



72.18 GB

Catalog:
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Mitchell OnDemand 5.8.2.35 3Q2011 (25.11.11) ENG
78GB

Mitchell On Demand5 Repair + Estimator information base on car repairs makes the U.S. market and imported into the U.S. car market - a
description of technology of repair and maintenance, diagnostics, bodywork, wiring diagrams, parts and repair automatic and manual
transmissions. Is one of the best programs to repair and is an indispensable tool for garages involved in repair and service cars.

Year/Date of Release: 2011
Version: 5.8.2.35
Language: English
Medicine: Present
System requirements: Win XP - Win 7 including Win 7x 64

Extras. Information: In this version, finally made a new type of activation - the floppy and virtual drives. Key generator is attached. The
program is easy to put on Win 7 x64 and works with drives Q1 2011.

Installation instructions:
1 - disconnect from the internet, the computer during the installation and activation; install and run
1 - put a checkmark in the Repair and Estimator and click Next
2 - You should see a window with information about what the program could not connect to the internet to activate. If it does not appear, so
you do not turn off the computer from the Internet. Click Continue.
3 - From the dialog box, write down or remember two 5-digit numbers. This is a Computer ID number.
4 - run a-key generator "KeyGenOnDemandQ32011.exe"; enter the Computer ID; solve simple math problem and enter the answer in the
form of numbers. "Russian CAPTCHA" was made in order to restrict access to key generator only for Russian-speaking Internet users; click
the Generate button
5 - copy/paste serial keys from the generator to activate the window and click Next
6 - specify the path to date repair disk. Can be to an older version.

Links:
http://bitshare.com/?d=n1bm50lq

Mitchell OnDemand + Estimator 1Q 2011
78.46 GB

Mitchell 1 OnDemand5.com is the end product of repair information that has been collected across the past eight decades and presented to
our customers in a consistent, easy-to-use format. OnDemand5.com includes Diagnostics, Repair Information,TSBs, Recalls, Maintenance
Requirements, Parts Prices, Labor Times, Vintage Information, Fluid Types and Volumes that have been reproduced directly from the
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) published works. All this information is then combined to create the aftermarket industry's best
Wiring Diagrams, Users Tips, and Shortcuts that make up Mitchell 1's OnDemand5.com.

OnDemand5.com Features:
CircuitSelect - Pinpoint and diagnose electrical problems faster than ever with Mitchell 1 CircuitSelect. The power of CircuitSelect allows
you to highlight and isolate the wires important to your diagnosis and also enables you to hide the wires you don't want to see, giving you the
ability to simplify even the most complex problems.
Technical Service Bulletins (TSB) - Over 200 TSB's and recalls are added to OnDemand5.com every month. Use the time-saving search
function to quickly find a relevant TSB or use the filter tool to narrow your search.
Vintage Information - Every subscriber has access to vintage information, giving you engine mechanical articles, engine performance articles,
and wiring diagrams back to 1960.
Oil Circuit Diagrams - Mitchell 1's full-color oil circuit transmission diagrams provide consistency, clarity, and an easy-to-read format.
Labor Times and Parts Pricing for 1974 - Current domestic and imported vehicle models are included, giving service advisors a huge vehicle
selection to produce more estimates.
OEM Part Numbers - OEM part numbers are included with detailed illustrations and manufacturer suggested retail prices (MSRP).
OEM Scheduled Maintenance Services - Presented in time and mileage intervals, as well as services based on dashboard indicator lights. For
quick reference, the maintenance data includes fluid capacities that are broken out separately .



Links (200):
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Mitchell OnDemand Transmission
1.29GB

Transmission is a computerized system for the retrieval of repair and TSB information. Transmission provides access to Mitchell's
world-class database of vehicle repair information and graphics Mitchell OnDemand Transmission gives you a comprehensive database of
automatic and manual transmission information complete with Mitchell's full-color oil circuit diagrams redrawn from factory specifications.
You'll appreciate the consistency, clarity and easy-to-read format.

Our wiring diagrams are converted from factory schematics into formatted, consistently-clear diagrams with added features such as
component and ground locations, pin numbers, switch internals and power distribution identification. When used in combination with the
diagnostic charts, these service "maps" make troubleshooting and testing faster and easier than ever. And since not all shifting symptoms
are directly related to the transmission, OnDemand Transmission covers electronic and component locations and drive axles, as well as clutch
and transmission. Valuable service bulletins are also included.

Catalog (14):
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Mitchell On Demand Vintage Vehicle Manuals
1.95GB

Contains pdf automotive repair and wiring manuals for antique cars, trucks and vans.

Wiring Diagrams
Domestic Auto & Truck - 1960-1982
Import Auto & Truck - 1962-1982

Engine Mechanical, Chassis & Electrical
Domestic Auto - 1965-1982
Domestic Truck - 1965-1982
Import Auto & Truck - 1965-1977

Link:
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Mitchell OnDemand Vintage 2 - Wiring and Engine Performance (Set 1)
1.2GB

Mitchell OnDemand is an "Electronic Service Manual" program that allows automotive repair shops to get rid of those bulky service manuals
and go paperless.

This is the Vintage Vehicle series. It is an Internet Interactive set that gives you access to Wiring Diagrams and Engine Performance
specifications and information for OLDER Domestic & Import vehicles .

The download consists of 3 ISO discs. I also included a Word Document with usage instructions .

Coverage:
Disc 1: 1960-1982 Domestic Wiring Diagrams and 1962-1982 Import Wiring Diagrams
Disc 2: 1968-1982 Engine Performance for Import Cars, Trucks and Vans
Disc 3: 1966-1982 Engine Performance for Domestic Cars, Trucks and Vans

Catalog:
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Mitchell OnDemand Vintage 2 - Domestic & Import Service Information (Set 2)
2.2 GB

Mitchell OnDemand is an "Electronic Service Manual" program that allows automotive repair shops to get rid of those bulky service manuals
and go paperless .

This is the Vintage Vehicle series. It is an Internet Interactive set that gives you access to Service Information and specifications
information for OLDER Domestic & Import vehicles .

The download consists of 4 ISO discs .

Note: If you downloaded and installed the 1st set, the SAME shortcut will work with these discs. Also, with XP, the setup.exe function
should work. With Windows 7, you have to open the files, right click on the index file and create a shortcut from there. Please read NFO
file .

Coverage:
Disc 4: 1965-1982 Domestic Service Information
Disc 5: 1965-1982 Domestic Service Information
Disc 6: 1963-1977 Import Car & Truck Service Information
Disc 7: 1978-1982 Import Car & Truck Service Information

Excellent reference material that many of us older technicians, inadvertently and unwisely tossed in the trash years ago .

Catalog:
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Mitchell UltraMate 7 Premier Suite 7.0.22
3.16 GB

Mitchell UltraMate Premier Suite integrates estimating, digital imaging, aftermarket and recycled parts sourcing, online access to collision
repair data, advanced document management tools, estimate audit and review capabilities, and communications with your trading partners.
Sophisticated and easy-to-use, UltraMate Premier Suite helps to boost your productivity ultimately saving you time and money.

UltraMate Premier Suite provides:
Communications
Execute high-speed uploads and downloads with a single click as transfers happen in the background, keeping users productive. UltraMate
Premier Suite's wireless option- enables you to work anywhere. Submit supplements, process parts orders, and handle many other tasks
directly from the field or repair bay. Integrate your shop into your business partners' workflows to enable efficiency.

*Requires wireless-enabled hardware, sold separately.

Image & Document Management
Consolidate and organize estimates, images, supplements, and all supporting documents (damage reports, tow bills, and more) in sharable
electronic folders you can easily upload, track and modify keeping individual jobs organized and at your fingertips.
Easily transmit digital images and note damage by appending images with comments. Tailor your workflow by prioritizing tasks and creating
and sharing electronic journal entries even in a multi-user environment. The Estimate Rekey feature saves time and virtually eliminates the
manual estimate re-keying process. Estimate Rekey is a value-added feature.

Catalog (13):
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Motor E-Tech Heavy Truck Service v5.0
1.89 GB



Motor E-Tech Heavy Truck Service - a program to repair heavy trucks USA market. Contains specifications, service bulletins, guidelines on
car repair, repair manuals car following brands: Ford, Freightliner, GM, Hino, Isuzu, Iveco, Kenworth, Mack, Magirus, Marmon, Mercedes,
Mitsubishi, Nissan, Scania, Sterling, Volvo.

Installation order: mount in virtual HT5_DISK1.isz drive or insert pre-recorded from a given image disk. If installation program does not
start, then run the installation CD DtectHT proc.exe. Agree with the installer before it offer the restart, from which this refuse. After
from folder Crack copy the file HT.EXE in Programm FilesMotor Information Systems Heavy Truck. After HT.EXE replace the file from a
folder on the R2 disk to copy the file Update_R2.bat Program run from a shortcut on the desktop, and a data disc in the drive.

System requirements:
Win98, Win me, Win2000, Win xp.
Processor 500MHz, 128MB
RAM, 100 MB of disk space for the program.

Catalog (10):
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Motor Heavy Truck Service 9.0
2.31 GB

Diagnostic repair procedures for engine, chassis, driveline & computerized engine controls plus technical service bulletins and wiring
diagrams . Coverage: Medium & Heavy duty trucks & components (engines, axles and transmissions)

Catalog (6):
http://www.filereactor.com/rstwiau7h8o3/HT91.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/iv5ervlxd3ot/HT91.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/g122wyz0lfr7/HT91.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/24af6x6gen7a/HT91.part4.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/229ylbyo2vtp/HT91.part5.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/56v9au71z553/HT91.part6.rar.html

MUT-3 Mitsubishi Diagnostic Car Software PRE10031-00
698 MB

In accordance with releasing new products that introduce CAN communications systems, MMC has developed the MUT-III as a next
generation diagnosis tester for servicing these new and future vehicles.

A personal computer (PC) is connected to the MUTIII unit and used as a system’s control terminal, and communicates with a
vehicle ECU through the VCI. In addition to being able to handle all diagnosis functions covered by the conventional MUT-II
tester, the MUT-III system can display data as easy-to-understand diagrams and graphs on a large screen of the PC. Unlike
the MUT-II, the MUT-III can retain data on all vehicles, from old to new models, classified according to destination in the
PC’s hard disk. This eliminates the awkward but essential job with the MUT-II, of switching the data list (communications
protocol data and diagnosis item list database) by replacing the ROM pack with another according to the vehicle model and
year model.

New functions that make use of the advantages of the PC are also being developed. For example, the workshop manual viewer
is a useful function for mechanics as they no longer have to carry around a thick manual and search for relevant pages
while working on a vehicle. The workshop manual viewer is currently available for certain vehicle models, and allows users
to retrieve the pages containing the failure code for a particular problem at the push of a button.

MUT-3 PC software application supports following languages: English, Czech, French, German, Greek, Italian, Spanish, Turkish, Russian.

Set Includes:
(1) Vehicle Communication Interface (V.C.I.) (MB991824)
A communication interface used to connect the vehicle ECUs and the PC.

1. When connected with the PC
- Vehicle diagnosis (Interactive fault diagnosis)
- SWS communication; CAN communication support



- Drive recorder
- Volt, Ohm, measurement
- Fuel pressure measurement (Not available in US)

2. When used with the V.C.I. unit (disconnected from PC)
- V.C.I. Stand-alone diagnosis
- Drive recorder
- ECU reprogramming
- Volt, Ohm measurement
- Belt Tension measurement

(2) Memory Card
Stores data for ECU reprogramming, drive recorder, etc.
This is a standard, off-the-shelf memory card. The one provided (with reprogramming data) is a Compact Flash memory card
(MB991853) inserted into the CF card adapter (MB991939).

(3) M.U.T.-III Main Harness A (MB991910)
Used when connecting the V.C.I. with vehicles that have only one 16-pin diagnosis connector.
- Supports fault diagnosis and ECU updating on the above-described vehicles
- Supports the CAN communication system

(4) M.U.T.-III Main Harness B (MB991911)
Used when connecting V.C.I. with vehicles that have a16-pin + 12-pin or 16-pin + 13-pin diagnosis connector.
For models equipped with only 12-pin (or 12-pin + 12-pin)diagnosis connector, connect the M.U.T.-II adapter
harness(MB991498) to the end of this harness in the same as M.U.T.-II, and power is supplied from the cigarette lighter
socket.

Catalog (4):
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MUT-3 PRE10121-00 + RPG (2011/ENG/RUS)
848 MB

Dealer diagnostic program for Mitsubishi cars.

Ext. Information: Works only with his IRON (VCI)

Catalog (4):
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Nissan Fast EPC 01/2011
1.50GB

Quote:Spare parts catalogue Nissan contains the catalogue of details for all models Nissan of Europen market.
In the catalogue Nissan the information on spare parts of cars Nissan of the released for European, Asian, American, Canadian, Japanese
markets, including Infiniti is presented.

The electronic catalogue of spare parts Nissan Fast for Windows contains the catalogue of details for all models Nissan. The catalogue of
spare parts Nissan Fast consists from 10CD: EL1, EL2, ER, GL1, GL2, GR, USA1, USA2, USA3 (Infiniti), Canada. The part of machines and
microbuses of firm Nissan issued in Spain, are on disk Nissan Spain (Spain), it is the separate program with other mantle (does not enter
into complete set Nissan ALL). Cars and microbuses of firm Nissan with the right arrangement of a rudder issued for the Japanese market,
are on disks Nissan Japan, the mantle of the program is similar Nissan Fast, only all names of details are executed in the Japanese language.
Check versions of components the given complete set of programs on a site. To orient in necessary disks, the mentioned below table will help.

The identifier of the manufacturer in Vin (first three symbols Vin)
- JN1 cars made in Japan
- VSK cars made in Spain (NMISA)
- SJN cars made in England (NMUK)



- JNK cars made Infinity in Japan
- JN6 lorries and microbuses made in Japan for the USA and Canada
- JN8 multipurpose cars (minivans, jeeps) made in Japan for the USA and Canada
- 1N4 cars made in the USA (NMM)
- 1N6 lorries and microbuses made in the USA (NMM)

Since 03.2000, on disks goes simultaneously three versions of the program (DOS, WIN 16-bit, WIN 32-bit). At work from CD program
NISSAN FAST for Windows will borrow{occupy} 12Mb on the winchester, at full installation{refitting} of all disks the program will
borrow{occupy} 3,2Gb. Except for search of spare parts the program contains the utility for an estimation of damage after crash (the list
of spare parts a subject replacement), and also the program of search of applicability of a detail and search of replacements.
The list of "fast" keys duplicating buttons on the panel of the program.

- F2 the basic window of indexes of groups of spare parts
- F3 transition to figure under number of section (SEC)
- F4 search of figure under number and the name of section (SEC)
- F5 translation of number of a detail in figure in original number of a detail
- F6 a press{seal}
- F7 search of a detail or figure under the name
- F9 a note
- F12 clearing of the screen
- F11 an estimation of damage from crash

To change color of a background at illustrations in the program, it is enough to press the button “*” on the right block of keys of the
keyboard.

Ext. Information: Installation must be done:
1. On any disk folder FASTPRG \ Win2000 \ Setup
2. On drive C \ (D, E, G) where you originally pointed the way to the folder Nissan create additional folders \ EL. US. IN. EL_INF
3. In each folder to unpack the images; EL-EL_01-2011 and so on
4. Next, locate the file C:\Nissan\ nfset.exe and run Tab CD-ROM setup
Prescribe the way separately to each folder (C:\Nissan\El, C:\Nissan\EL_Inf, C:\Nissan\Us)
5. Create a shortcut to Desktop from: \NISSAN\Nfmenu.exe
6. Everything works

Catalog (16):
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Nissan Fast EPC 03.2011 + April Update
1.47GB

Year: Apr 2011
Version: 4-61
Developer: NISSAN
Language: English
Crack: Included

Simply irreplaceable program to determine the original part number (part number). It is this program uses any decent parts store or service.
You enter the number of his body - a program to "dismantle" in part, tells you the date of the car and offers a choice of only those parts
that are installed it on your car.

Catalog (2):
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Nissan Fast EPC 04.2011 GL, EL, US,US INFINITI, EUR INFINITI
5.02 GB

The installation program must make:
1. With any drive (GL, EL EUR USA) with packs FASTPRG\Win2000\Setup
2. On drive C\(D, E, G) where you originally pointed the way to create a folder Nissan 6 additional folders \EL1. GL1. US1. CA1. ER2. JP (who
kaky market needs)



3. Extract to each his image; EL1-ELDVD042011 + EURINF1104 in this folder, and so on
3.1 If you copy Updates brings all the new files into the old folder EL1. GL1. US1. CA1 "replacing" except file FASTPRG. Leave it to old)
3.3 In addition create a folder US1 USINF For American Infinity
4. Next, locate the file C:\Nissan\nfset.exe and run Tab CD-ROM setup
Prescribe the way separately to each folder (C:\Nissan\Ca1, C:\Nissan\Ca Infin, C:\Nissan\El1, C:\Nissan\Gl1, C:\Nissan\EL1\EUR Infin,
5. Create a shortcut to run file: \NISSAN\Nfmenu.exe
6. Everything works :)
10.Mount in a virtual drive (Alcohol 120% Damon TOOLS) works without problems .
11. When you using Total Commanderie possible problem - lost files when unpacking .

Catalog (21):
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Nissan Fast EPC 05.2011 GL, EL, US,US INFINITI, EUR INFINITI
5.04 GB

Spare parts catalogue Nissan contains the catalogue of details for all models Nissan of Europen market.
In the catalogue Nissan the information on spare parts of cars Nissan of the released for European, Asian, American, Canadian, Japanese
markets, including Infiniti is presented. The electronic catalogue of spare parts Nissan Fast for Windows contains the catalogue of details
for all models Nissan. The catalogue of spare parts Nissan Fast consists from 10CD: EL1, EL2, ER, GL1, GL2, GR, USA1, USA2, USA3
(Infiniti), Canada. The part of machines and microbuses of firm Nissan issued in Spain, are on disk Nissan Spain (Spain), it is the separate
program with other mantle (does not enter into complete set Nissan ALL). Cars and microbuses of firm Nissan with the right arrangement of
a rudder issued for the Japanese market, are on disks Nissan Japan, the mantle of the program is similar Nissan Fast, only all names of
details are executed in the Japanese language. Check versions of components the given complete set of programs on a site. To orient in
necessary disks, the mentioned below table will help.

The identifier of the manufacturer in Vin (first three symbols Vin)
* JN1 cars made in Japan
* VSK cars made in Spain (NMISA)
* SJN cars made in England (NMUK)
* JNK cars made Infinity in Japan
* JN6 lorries and microbuses made in Japan for the USA and Canada
* JN8 multipurpose cars (minivans, jeeps) made in Japan for the USA and Canada
* 1N4 cars made in the USA (NMM)
* 1N6 lorries and microbuses made in the USA (NMM)

Links (21):
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NISSAN FAST 2011.06 (EL) ENG, V4.61; 6.00
1.63GB

Updated directory of Nissan parts in Europe - only left hand drive (EL)!! Setting the standard: to mount the virtual drive, open the image,
copy the files to a folder EL (or anyone in what is Europe).

Title: Nissan Fast
Year/Issue Date: 2011.06
Version: 4.61 (or 6.0)
Developer: NISSAN
Language: English
License: Freeware

Catalog (5):
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Nissan Fast 2011.07 (EL, GL, ER, GR, CA, US)



6.55GB

Electronic parts catalog cars NISSAN. Program to determine the original part number (part number). You enter the VIN-code car - a
program to "parse" in part, tells you the date of the car and offers a choice of only those parts that are installed it on your car.

Year/Issue Date: 2011-07
Version: 4.70 (maybe 6.00, 6.15)
Developer: NISSAN
Language: English
License: Freeware

Links:
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Nissan Fast 2012.01 EL, GL, CA, US
4.9 GB

Spare parts catalogue Nissan contains the catalogue of details for all models Nissan of Europen market. In the catalogue Nissan the
information on spare parts of cars Nissan of the released for European, Asian, American, Canadian, Japanese markets, including Infiniti is
presented.

The electronic catalogue of spare parts Nissan Fast for Windows contains the catalogue of details for all models Nissan. The catalogue of
spare parts Nissan Fast consists from 10CD: EL1, EL2, ER, GL1, GL2, GR, USA1, USA2, USA3 (Infiniti), Canada. The part of machines and
microbuses of firm Nissan issued in Spain, are on disk Nissan Spain (Spain), it is the separate program with other mantle (does not enter
into complete set Nissan ALL). Cars and microbuses of firm Nissan with the right arrangement of a rudder issued for the Japanese market,
are on disks Nissan Japan, the mantle of the program is similar Nissan Fast, only all names of details are executed in the Japanese language.
Check versions of components the given complete set of programs on a site. To orient in necessary disks, the mentioned below table will help.

The identifier of the manufacturer in Vin (first three symbols Vin)
* JN1 cars made in Japan
* VSK cars made in Spain (NMISA)
* SJN cars made in England (NMUK)
* JNK cars made Infinity in Japan
* JN6 lorries and microbuses made in Japan for the USA and Canada
* JN8 multipurpose cars (minivans, jeeps) made in Japan for the USA and Canada
* 1N4 cars made in the USA (NMM)
* 1N6 lorries and microbuses made in the USA (NMM)

In the edition:
EL - A1 2011-09, A2 2011-09, B1 2011-09,F1 2011-09
GL1 - A1 2011-09, A2 2011-09, B1 2011-08
US1 - A1 2011-09,B1 2011-07, B2 2011-07, F1 2011-09
CA1 - A1 2011-09, F1 2011-09

Links here:
http://www.filereactor.com/wmp5t4etk9g1/Nissan_Fast_2012-01.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/x6ymbq3u50o6/Nissan_Fast_2012-01.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/bgybvetmrz19/Nissan_Fast_2012-01.part3.rar.html

Nissan Manuals Pack
590MB

Manuals for models: Altima, Frontier, Maxima, Pathfinder, Sentra, Quest, Murano, Armada, Titan and many others .

Links:
http://ul.to/me6y2bas/Nissan_manuals_w7.part2.rar
http://ul.to/v4lbsffn/Nissan_manuals_w7.part3.rar
http://ul.to/6t4hez4j/Nissan_manuals_w7.part1.rar



or
http://ul.to/folder/xwfxxg

OBD II SCAN PROGRAMS
749MB

This is a collection of O.B.D. Programs that I have collected over the last few months. Follow any install instructions if included and
disconnect from internet during installation.

List of included programs:
- EFI LIVE v.4.6.5, v.7.5.4, and v.7.5.5
- INNOVA 1003c Program
- OBD Diagnostincs, Inc. CD
- OBD Wiz
- ProScan v.5.6 and v.5.7 with Keygen
- ScanMaster ELM v.1.6 and v.2.0.7 (both by AXIM)
- Snap-On MT2500 Updates
- AutoEnginuty ScanTool v.6.0.2
- Carsoft BMW v.6.5
- Carsoft Mercedes Benz v.7.4
- DDT2000 Renault v.2.0.9.0
- Diagnose v.4.1
- DigiMoto v.4.03
- ECM2001 v.3.2
- Finalist v.1.0
- FordScan v.2.02
- Galleto OBD2
- INPA v.5.0
- KWP2000
- OBDTool v.1.2.60
- OP-Tech2
- PCMscan v.2.4.5.824
- TachSoft Mileage Calculator v.1.2

Different Programs have different features, and not all of them will work with every scanner cable. ProScan and ScanMaster ELM work with
knock-off OBD Chipsets (ELM327) and with the official ScanTool.net OBDlink tool.

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/jjojr65mfcay/OBD_SCAN_PROGRAMS.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ongfa5e0zebt/OBD_SCAN_PROGRAMS.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/pmi7u4mi2bt8/OBD_SCAN_PROGRAMS.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/d2j7vj4ce0qo/OBD_SCAN_PROGRAMS.part4.rar.html

OP-COM 08/2010 MULTI
96MB

Languages: DE, EN, RU, HU, NL, PL and RO.

Links:
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Opel - Vauxhall GlobalTIS v27.0 B Multilanguage
7.9 GB

TIS2Web is a Technical Information System which is provided via Internet Explorer and provides assistance to both privately owned
workshops and fleet customers on the technically correct repair and maintenance of Opel vehicles.You have direct access to the extensive



information provided by Opel, direct and at first hand.The sections below give you an initial overview, a few extracts of the types of service
information available and a table of the vehicles which are described in the TIS2Web System.
Hardware Requirements

We keep a wide range of data available in TIS2Web in the form of texts and graphics. To ensure that these data are transferred to you at
the best possible speed, TIS2Web is hosted in a particularly high performance central server environment. However, the actual
transmission rate is equally dependent on the local system environment such as e.g. the Internet connection and the Internet Service
Provider.

To ensure that TIS2Web provides the best possible service and meets your expectations, we recommend the following system requirements
for your PC and Internet access.

Hardware:
- Processor: Intel Pentium 1.5 GHz
- System Memory (RAM): 512 MB for document view application; 1GB for diagnostic and re-programming
- Hard Disk: 40GB Hard Disk
- Interfaces: USB 2.0 , Serial, VGAMonitor: 17 inch monitor
- Internet access: DSL High Speed

Software:
- Microsoft Windows operating system, from Windows 2000 Professional, Windows XP (SP2)
- Microsoft Internet Explorer from version 5.x, 6.x or 7.x

Graphics:
- Basic mode: 800x600 Pixel / 256 colours
- Expanded mode: 1024x768 Pixel / 65636 colours

Catalog (33):
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Opel GlobalTIS v28.0B Multilanguage
8.34 GB

Database repair auto brand Opel. Mount the disk image program PowerISO .

Extras. information:
A program for those who have Tech1, Tech2 or MDI .

System requirements:
- Processor: Intel Pentium 1.5 GHz
- System Memory (RAM): 512 MB ??for document view application; 1GB for diagnostic and re-programming
- Hard Disk: 40GB Hard Disk
- Interfaces: USB 2.0, Serial, VGAMonitor: 17 inch monitor
- Internet access: DSL High Speed

Links (19):
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Opel TIS 2000 111.0E
3.39GB

Information: when you run - Login: TIS, the password blank.

Catalogue of the documentation for the car repairs OPEL / Vauxhall / Chevrolet (Opel). DVD ROM contains the user manual cars Opel,
information on the norm-hours and instructions for diagnosing and troubleshooting, manual dismantling, demolition, installation and
adjustment of all units and units in trucks, with detailed pictures of units and special tools. Installation requires about 4 Gb of free space on
your hard drive. It has a fairly simple interface that allows you to work on the VIN-am, or choose from the list of models of Opel.



Vista & Win7 x32. If anyone should run out of TIS under Vista, you can do the following:
before installing the TIS download and save to the directory \ Windows \ System32 file MSVCP50.DLL, reboot, then install the TIS as
usual. After running a lot of fun looks inscription "TIS 2000 is not supported by Windows VISTA."

Year / Date of Release: 2010
Version: 111.0E
Language: English, GR, FIN, SWE
Medicine: Not required
Size: 3.39 Gb

Catalog (18):
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Opel/Vauxhall EPC 4.0 06.2011 Multilanguage
5.35 GB

The most recent shell Opel/Vauxhall EPC. Contains catalog of parts and accessories for cars, jeeps and minibuses of firm OPEL/Vauxhall.
We present a model since 1982. Operating a screen resolution of 1024x768. Supplied OPEL EPC on one DVD - catalog of auto parts and VIN
codes .

Opel EPC4 spare parts and accessories for all models Opel and Vauxhall .

OPEL EPC4 Parts Information: 1982-current parts information for passenger vehicles and vans (Irmscher parts included). Accessory
Catalogue .

OPEL EPC4 languages available: English (Opel & Vauxhall variants), Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian,
Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Romanian, Spanish, Swedish, and Turkish .

OPEL EPC4 benefits: Fast, error-free part lookups by part name or part number and access to detailed illustrations.
Part history and supersession data helps you order the most current parts and reduce your obsolete parts inventory.
Integration of parts lists with your in-house inventory system saves time and reduces errors .

OPEL EPC4 features:
VIN/POC decoding and filtering displays vehicle-specific parts information.
Vehicle and group indexes.
Links between text and illustrations.
Bookmarks enable an easy return to parts information.
Zoom feature for instant access to enlarged images.
Instant access to your in-house inventory system.
Capacity to customize parts data by adding your own notes.
Online help screens minimize new user training time.
Online demonstrations show the most effective usage of major functions.
Print high-quality text and illustrations .

Catalog (22):
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Opel/Vauxhall EPC 4 08.2011 Multilanguage
6.20 GB

The most recent shell Opel / Vauxhall EPC. Contains catalog of parts and accessories for cars, jeeps and minibuses of firm OPEL / Vauxhall.
We present a model since 1982. Operating a screen resolution of 1024x768. Supplied OPEL EPC on one DVD - catalog of auto parts and VIN
codes.

Opel EPC4 spare parts and accessories for all models Opel and Vauxhall



OPEL EPC4 Parts Information: 1982-current parts information for passenger vehicles and vans (Irmscher parts included). Accessory
Catalogue.

OPEL EPC4 Languages Available: English (Opel & Vauxhall variants), Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian,
Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Romanian, Spanish, Swedish, and Turkish.

OPEL EPC4 Benefits: Fast, error-free part lookups by part name or part number and access to detailed illustrations. Part history and
supersession data helps you order the most current parts and reduce your obsolete parts inventory. Integration of parts lists with your
in-house inventory system saves time and reduces errors .

OPEL EPC4 Features:
VIN/POC decoding and filtering displays vehicle-specific parts information.
Vehicle and group indexes.
Links between text and illustrations.
Bookmarks enable an easy return to parts information.
Zoom feature for instant access to enlarged images.
Instant access to your in-house inventory system.
Capacity to customize parts data by adding your own notes.
Online help screens minimize new user training time.
Online demonstrations show the most effective usage of major functions.
Print high-quality text and illustrations .

Links (16):
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Opel/Vauxhall EPC4 12.2011 Multilanguage
6.43GB

The most recent shell Opel / Vauxhall EPC. Contains catalog of parts and accessories for cars, jeeps and minibuses of firm OPEL / Vauxhall.
We present a model since 1982. Operating a screen resolution of 1024x768. Supplied OPEL EPC on one DVD - catalog of auto parts and VIN
codes.

Opel EPC4 spare parts and accessories for all models Opel and Vauxhall.
OPEL EPC4 Parts Information: 1982-current parts information for passenger vehicles and vans (Irmscher parts included). Accessory
Catalogue.

OPEL EPC4 Languages Available: English (Opel & Vauxhall variants), Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian,
Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Romanian, Spanish, Swedish, and Turkish.

OPEL EPC4 Benefits:
Fast, error-free part lookups by part name or part number and access to detailed illustrations.
Part history and supersession data helps you order the most current parts and reduce your obsolete parts inventory. Integration of parts
lists with your in-house inventory system saves time and reduces errors.

OPEL EPC4 Features:
VIN/POC decoding and filtering displays vehicle-specific parts information.
Vehicle and group indexes.
Links between text and illustrations.
Bookmarks enable an easy return to parts information.
Zoom feature for instant access to enlarged images.
Instant access to your in-house inventory system.
Capacity to customize parts data by adding your own notes.
Online help screens minimize new user training time.
Online demonstrations show the most effective usage of major functions.
Print high-quality text and illustrations.

Links:
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Opel - Vauxhall TIS 2000 115.0E 03.2011
4.35 GB

Catalogue of the documentation for the car repair OPEL / Vauxhall / Chevrolet (Opel). DVD disc contains a user manual cars Opel,
information on the standard-setting clocks and instructions for diagnosing and troubleshooting, manual dismantling, demolition, installation
and adjustment of all units and units of a particular machine, with detailed pictures of parts and special tools. Installation requires about 4
Gb of free space on your hard drive. Has a fairly simple interface that allows the use of VIN-am, or choose from a list of models of Opel.
Program for professionals and not only. Unlike the version shared here there is the Russian language (he has recently sought).
List of models: AGILA, AGILA-B, ANTARA, ARENA, ASTRA-F, ASTRA-G, ASTRA-H, ASTRA-J, CALIBRA, COMPO, CORSA-A, CORSA-B,
CORSA-C, CORSA-C combo, CORSA-D, FRONTERA, FRONTERA-B, INSIGNIA, CADETT, MERIVA, MERIVA-B, MONTEREY, MOVANO,
MOVANO-B, OMEGA-A, OMEGA-B, OPEL GT, SENATOR, SINTRA, SPEEDSTER/VX220, TIGRA, TIGRA -B, VECTRA-A, VECTRA-B,
VECTRA-C, VIVARO, ZAFIRA, ZAFIRA-B

Extra Information: When you run - Login with username TIS and leave the password blank.

Language: English (GB-USA); Greek (GR) ; Finland (FIN) ; Swedish (S).

Catalog (16):
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Opel-Vauxhall TIS2000 v116.0E (05.2011)
3.82 GB

Catalogue of the documentation for the car repair OPEL / Vauxhall / Chevrolet (Opel). DVD disc contains a user manual cars Opel,
information on the standard-setting clocks and instructions for diagnosing and troubleshooting, manual dismantling, demolition, installation
and adjustment of all units and units of a particular machine, with detailed pictures of parts and special tools. Installation requires about 4
Gb of free space on your hard drive. Has a fairly simple interface that allows the use of VIN-am, or choose from a list of models of Opel.
Program for professionals and not only. Unlike the version shared here there is the Russian language (he has recently sought).

List of models: AGILA, AGILA-B, ANTARA, ARENA, ASTRA-F, ASTRA-G, ASTRA-H, ASTRA-J, CALIBRA, COMPO, CORSA-A, CORSA-B,
CORSA-C, CORSA-C combo, CORSA-D, FRONTERA, FRONTERA-B, INSIGNIA, CADETT, MERIVA, MERIVA-B, MONTEREY, MOVANO,
MOVANO-B, OMEGA-A, OMEGA-B, OPEL GT, SENATOR, SINTRA, SPEEDSTER/VX220, TIGRA, TIGRA -B, VECTRA-A, VECTRA-B,
VECTRA-C, VIVARO, ZAFIRA, ZAFIRA-B

Extra Information: When you run - Login with username TIS and leave the password blank.

Language: English (GB-USA), German (DE), Spanish (ES), Portuguese (PT Portugal & Brazil)

Links (10):
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Opel - Vauxhall GlobalTIS v32B
7.64GB

TIS2Web is a Technical Information System which is provided via Internet Explorer and provides assistance to both privately owned
workshops and fleet customers on the technically correct repair and maintenance of Opel vehicles.

You have direct access to the extensive information provided by Opel, direct and at first hand. The sections below give you an initial
overview, a few extracts of the types of service information available and a table of the vehicles which are described in the TIS2Web
System.

We keep a wide range of data available in TIS2Web in the form of texts and graphics. To ensure that these data are transferred to you at
the best possible speed, TIS2Web is hosted in a particularly high performance central server environment.



However, the actual transmission rate is equally dependent on the local system environment such as e.g. the Internet connection and the
Internet Service Provider. To ensure that TIS2Web provides the best possible service and meets your expectations, we recommend the
following system requirements for your PC and Internet access.

SI Section ONLY 4 Languages: ENG,DE,ES,PT

Links here:
http://www.filereactor.com/b2ue5dpuk1qs/GT.32B.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/9qqjftf2g444/GT.32B.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/78iph3sc6w2t/GT.32B.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/c5umjz1vuc62/GT.32B.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/r9la8ia6yrhl/GT.32B.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ddkjrkc3eyax/GT.32B.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/5df8kkbjc0t4/GT.32B.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/w6j4xl85gslj/GT.32B.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/wo93sndu3pzf/GT.32B.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/wx6l66tkmgd6/GT.32B.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/6ub526ycxn2e/GT.32B.part11.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/j5p39p178y0g/GT.32B.part12.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/f0aer58j7ku2/GT.32B.part13.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/w4jhzwbk2fd6/GT.32B.part14.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/foumtzyma0nf/GT.32B.part15.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/y7v7jugly4br/GT.32B.part16.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/cus5v08j6zyg/GT.32B.part17.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/h534lpy2mjcw/GT.32B.part18.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/c1up62iiukpw/GT.32B.part19.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/nnkkbbmh42i5/GT.32B.part20.rar.html

Perkins EST 2010B
148MB

Perkins EST 2010B description of the software: Perkins EST dealer diagnostic tool Perkins engines.

EST is comprised of a hardware and software (The Integrated Parts and Service System or ôTIPSSö) interface kit, which a user can use to
communicate with Perkinsĺ 2300/2800 electronic engines (FG Wilson 300 ľ 750 KVA range) and FG Wilson Powerwizard control panels. This
communication is established via a J1939 data link. All in all, the EST interface kit provides the user with an effective tool in diagnosing
engine problems and the ability of configuring system parameters.

EST enables the user to:
Override Powerwizard level three passwords
Configure and/or change system parameters
Display, graph and record logs of parameter status
Display the status of a group of parameters (temperatures, pressures, etc)
View and clear active and logged diagnostic codes
View and clear active and logged event codes
Display, view or change the current Configuration File or Base level Flash File
Upload, download and save configuration files
View a list of irregularities logged by the ECM (engine control module)
Perform diagnostic tests
Perform calibrations
Print reports and diagnostic results.

Why should an FG Wilson dealer invest in the Electronic Service Tool?
It provides the technician with an essential tool by facilitating the troubleshooting of electronic engines. ôAs a matter of opinion,
troubleshooting an electronic engine without EST is like troubleshooting an electrical panel without a multimeterö ľ Alex Cabrices FGW Latin
America Caribbean Service Advisor
Essential in replacing an ECM on a Perkinsĺ 2300/2800 series engine. A blank ECM can only be configured using EST.
Essential in replacing or retrofitting an FG Wilson Powerwizard control panel module - the new standard in FG Wilson control systems. A
blank module can only be configured using EST (installing the base flash file into a blank Powerwizard module).
Enables the dealer to upload, download and save customer configuration files.
Allows bypassing Powerwizard level three passwords.



Enables dealers to update the software versions of customerĺs Powerwizard control panels, as required. New software releases can enhance
the control panelĺs functionality.
Enables dealers to install additional Powerwizard language files, as required.

What special tools or equipment do I need?
You will need a laptop computer with either a USB or serial port and Windows 2000 or XP. Please keep in mind that EST is fairly demanding
on the CPU; hence, the slower the processor, the slower the program will run.

Link:
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Peugeot-Citroen Service Box (Documentation + Sedre) 5.2010
8.56GB | single ISO files

Electronic Catalogue of Peugeot Service Documentation Backup contains full information on all automobiles of firm, including new models.
The catalog Peugeot's 3 DVD, supports multiple languages. Catalog Peugeot Service Documentation Backup contains parts catalog, complete
information about the details, search, labor hours, there is work on VIN or model, decoding of each position VIN, service manuals and car
service.

Ext. Information:
1. Installation
2. If you were the old version before installing, do not forget to clean the registry:
HKLM\SOFTWARE\BackupAP and
HKLM\SOFTWARE\DocBackupAP
Tested on NT, 2000, XP-all ver., Win7.

Catalog:
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Peugeot Planet 2000 v22.14
876 MB

Dealer program for the diagnosis of Peugeot cars. Works with the original and Chinese adapters XS Evolution. Previous version 22.12 Curve
and after updating via the Internet blocks programmu.Eta version updates, including the Chinese clones, without problem.Tolko that updated
to version 23.09.Uspeshnoe update can be seen on the ground the screenshot, version 23.09 is visible in the second the screenshot, the
window of activation program.
Tablet archived and is located in the program. Antivirals at the time of unpacking and activation must be disabled.

Year: 2010
Version: 22.14
Platform: Windows
Compatibility with Vista: unknown
Language: English + Russian
Tabletka: Present

Check here:
http://www.filereactor.com/o28uwujz22p1/PP2000-22.14.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/5zcbfgxqak3x/PP2000-22.14.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/iqzf3lbnyp40/PP2000-22.14.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/o79pz9opiatf/PP2000-22.14.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/h8pb8bn4exnu/PP2000-22.14.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/lrd5ua8326cf/PP2000-22.14.part06.rar.html

PEUGEOT Service Box EPC + SEDRE 11/2010
8.66GB

Description:



Electronic Catalogue of peugeot service Documentation Backup contains full information on all automobiles of firm, including new models. The
catalog Peugeot's 3 DVD, supports multiple languages. Catalog peugeot service Documentation Backup contains parts catalog, complete
information about the details, search, labor hours, there is work on VIN or model, decoding of each position VIN, service manuals and car
service.

Release Date: 11/2010
Developer: Peugeot Service
Web Developer: http://public.servicebox.peugeot.com/
Language: Multilingual
Medicine: Present

Check here:
http://uploaded.to/folder/gkqdwc

Peugeot Service Documentation Backup 09.2011 + SEDRE
10.8GB

Electronic Catalogue of Peugeot Service Documentation Backup 09.2011 contains complete information on all car companies, including new
models. Supplied catalog Peugeot's on 3 DVD, supports multiple languages. Catalog Peugeot Service Documentation Backup 09.2011 contains
parts catalog, complete information about the details, search, standard-setting clock, there is work to VIN or model, decoding of each
position VIN, documentation of repairs and maintenance.

Peugeot Service Box 09.2011 - the successor catalog Peugeot LASERtech. The catalog Peugeot Service Box 09.2011 provides information for
the selection of auto parts and accesories, as well as documentation on repair and maintenance of car Peugeot. Replacement site Serveur
protege, only in this directory are available partitions, which are payable on site. Full search on the VIN-code. Built on a client-server
technology java-based, works through a browser by setting a time on the server, it can be to cling to the client machines.

Supported languages:
English, Hungarian, Dutch, Danish, Spanish, Italian, Chinese, German, Netherlands, Norwegian, Polish, Russian, Turkish, French, Czech,
Swedish, Japanese.

Extras. Information:
Peugeot Service Box 09.2011- parts catalog .
SEDRE - repairs, diagnostics, circuit time norms .

Check here:
http://uploaded.to/folder/gkqdwc

Porsche KTS650-PIWIS v24
6.78GB

Linjs here:
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Porsche Pet Piwis 7.3.278
588MB

Original spare parts for cars Porsche. The latest updates and price for Russia in rubles.

With install instruction.

Link:
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Porsche PIWIS Tester v32



PIWIS is the latest inspection equipment of the Porsche Company. Original Tester for Porsche, support Diagnosis/Programming/Coding/Key
Programming. The PIWIS Tester is a modular, portable diagnostic, information, and measuring system
The unit contains a computer, hard disk with installed software, LCD display, and a Lithium-ion battery. A virtual keyboard and a USB mouse
is available for operation in addition to the tracer pin for the LCD touch screen. Data and measured values can be printed using the
USB-interface with an external printer. The LCD display is used as the display. An external monitor can also be connected.
It can read codes, clear codes for all type of Porsche vehicles. It also could test, program & guard against theft according to its data flow.
It could lead to malfunction self-inspect and full car circuit diagram for the car which was made after 2005.
It also has the function of measuring leads for multi-meter.
It's the essential equipment for Porsche vehicle technicians.
Porsche PIWIS Other Features:
Laptop based PIWIS Tester for Porsche, supports Diagnosis/Programming/Coding/Key Programming
The PIWIS Tester is a modular, portable diagnostic, information, and measuring system.
Data and measured values can be printed using the USB-interface with an external printer.

Configuration:
1. PIWIS Tester
2. Power pack 90/264 VAC
3. Power cord for power pack
4. OBD Porsche Diagnostics cable
5. Cables for the multimeter(for future expasion)
6. USB cable
7. Black ground cable with terminal
8.2 red probe tips
9. Y-connection piece to connect the PIWIS Tester and the DVD drive to the power pack
10.2 tracer pins
11.3 fuses (5 AF)
12. Case
13. External DVD driver (USB)
14. Diagnostics adapter cable(26-pin to 8 pin)
15. Test connector for OBD Porsche diagnosis lines and adapter socket for OBD Porsche diagnostics cable

Links here:
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Porsche WDS v.16.0 2011 Multi
1.2 GB

The original wiring for the car brand Porsche, opened in its own interface circuits pulled out of the image from the diagnostic tool PIWIS
(downloaded not working on his instrument and in the internet somewhere), electrical shoved into the image WiringDiagramPorsch.iso
program requires Adobe SVG Viewer

Catalog (5):
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Porsche Workshop Manuals
3.64GB

The greates collection of workshop manuals for Porsche 911, 914, 924, 928, 930, 944, 964, 968, 993, 996.

Links here:
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Renault Clip v.108 2011 Multi
1.48 GB

Program dealership car diagnostics Renault, Dacia, Samsung.



1. If you already have an earlier version, make sure deinstll previous version!
2. Restart your computer
3. Run Crack.reg
4. When you install, when asked the country to choose OTHER COUNTRIES.
5. Installed, restart your computer
6. After the reboot will screen registration.
7. First: Alt+Ctrl+Del, and in the process disable RSRWin.exe
8. Go to the Windows folder and delete the file RSRWin.exe
9. Through regedit to erase all the lines in the registry with the file RSRWin.exe
10. Reload
ps. If it comes an error when running in the archive is to replace manual two more files.

Infos:
Open the Registry Editor Regestry and find in it the following branch:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SYSTEM/CurrentControlSet/Control/Nls/CodePage/
In it we find the lines 1250 and 1252, click on them, right-click and change the value on c_1251.nls.
After this, restart your computer to the new values entered into force and everything will be ok.

Catalog (4):
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RENAULT Clip v113 09.2011 Multilanguage
1.86GB

Renault CLIP - the latest diagnostic tool from Renault. It contains all the latest diagnostic technology and information base to address all
issues.

Extras. Info: If the primary installation, follow the instructions, which is attached. If you already have an earlier version, it is recommended
to uninstall and then follow the installation instructions. It only works with original CLIP adapter or with a Chinese clone, no adapters and KL
KKL is not supported.

Renault has developed a diagnosis system called Valise Clip. Hooked up to the car through OBD2 connector, it runs a complete test
automatically, checking a series of parameters and identifying problems that can then be solved. Program dealer car diagnostics Renault,
Dacia, Samsung.

FULL Instructions : Before installing please do the following steps: 1. Uninstall previous version of Renault CAN-Clip if you have 2. IF your
1st installation: Run Crack.reg

After installation finish & you will reboot, you will get SPX Registration.... To avoid PERMANENTLY this, do the following steps: 1.
Alt+Ctrl+Del (Kill process RSRWin.exe) 2. Delete RSRWin.exe (in C:\Windows) 3. Use Regedit (and Delete "ALL" values with name RSRWin)
4. Reboot your machine!!! 5. NO MORE flash for SPX Registration...

Before your 1st Running with the program make those steps: You NEED to have 1 Renault Car (and ALWAYS Renault clip running-working)
when you have Renault Car!!! 1. Connect your Clip Sonde Can Interface 1st in your Car (OBD Slot) 2. Turn Ignition ON (NOT Engine running)
3. Connect your Clip Sonde Can Interface via USB cable with your computer 4. Start to installing ALL the Drivers (that they will be
appearing) and you can find those in: C:\WINDOWS\system32\drivers or from this DVD in the folder "CAN-Clip Drivers". 5. You must
INSTALL 4 Drivers (4 TIMES the same thing) After you finish, you can RUN now finally your CAN-Clip Software.

Links:
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RENAULT Clip v114 (11.2011) Multilanguage
2.48 GB

Renault CLIP - the latest diagnostic tool from Renault. It contains all the latest diagnostic technology and information base to address all
issues.



Extras. Info: If the primary installation, follow the instructions, which is attached. If you already have an earlier version, it is recommended
to uninstall and then follow the installation instructions.
It only works with original CLIP adapter or with a Chinese clone, no adapters and KL KKL is not supported.

Renault has developed a diagnosis system called Valise Clip. Hooked up to the car through OBD2 connector, it runs a complete test
automatically, checking a series of parameters and identifying problems that can then be solved. Program dealer car diagnostics Renault,
Dacia, Samsung.

FULL Instructions :
Before installing please do the following steps:
1. Uninstall previous version of Renault CAN-Clip if you have
2. IF your 1st installation: Run Crack.reg

After installation finish & you will reboot, you will get SPX Registration....
To avoid PERMANENTLY this, do the following steps:
1. Alt+Ctrl+Del (Kill process RSRWin.exe)
2. Delete RSRWin.exe (in C:\Windows)
3. Use Regedit (and Delete "ALL" values with name RSRWin)
4. Reboot your machine!!!
5. NO MORE flash for SPX Registration...

Before your 1st Running with the program make those steps:
You NEED to have 1 Renault Car (and ALWAYS Renault clip running-working)
when you have Renault Car!!!
1. Connect your Clip Sonde Can Interface 1st in your Car (OBD Slot)
2. Turn Ignition ON (NOT Engine running)
3. Connect your Clip Sonde Can Interface via USB cable with your computer
4. Start to installing ALL the Drivers (that they will be appearing) and
you can find those in: C:\WINDOWS\system32\drivers or from this DVD
in the folder "CAN-Clip Drivers".
5. You must INSTALL 4 Drivers (4 TIMES the same thing)
After you finish, you can RUN now finally your CAN-Clip Software.....

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/273rzpue7s1v/renault114.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/2ktcj8uc1wd0/renault114.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/70h1prc2eeyr/renault114.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/giv1pbhlsayi/renault114.part4.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/2ze77e9vvdxe/renault114.part5.rar.html

Renault Dialogys v3.93 Multi
10.68 GB

Dialogys - an electronic version of documentation for RENAULT and after sales car RENAULT, DACIA (only LOGAN and SANDERO).
Dialogys includes everything from repair manuals and parts catalogs for all models of cars Renault, as well as tehnoty and MR-s for all cars in
the Russian, except for vehicles up to 1996. This electronic version of documentation RENAULT cars for after-sales service RENAULT,
DACIA. Annex Dialogys available on CD-ROM or DVD. Dialogys includes every repair manual, parts catalogs for all models of car brand
Renault.

Program Renault Dialogys contains the full information on details of automobiles and minibuses RENAULT, and also the information on their
repair and service. Renault is supplied with simple and intuitively clear interface, installation is possible both minimal, and full, the
environment supports eight languages. Last versions of the program work in Windows environment and do not demand emulator Macintosh as
in last versions of the program all details have names. There is decoding VIN, data input oval shields, search on model, the name of a detail.

For installation of the program RENAULT, from the first disk it is necessary to establish JBilder and QuickTime. Pay attention, that at
installation Quick Time it is necessary to choose a variant of installation Custom and necessarily to choose for installation component Quick
Time for Java, differently the program will not work - at start of the program you will see only a small white window. At installation the
program RENAULT asks your country and connects the corresponding price-list.

Besides the catalogue of spare parts the program RENAULT contains the information on repair and diagnostics, the catalogue of tools and



norms - hours.

Language for Electonic Part catalogue: English, Deutsch, Italiano, Francais, Espanol, Nederlands, Portugues, Ceski, Magyar, Romanian.

CATALOG (44):

_DELETED_

Renault Dialogys v4.1 Multilanguage
10.68 GB

Dialogys - an electronic version of documentation for RENAULT and after sales car RENAULT, DACIA (only LOGAN and SANDERO).
Dialogys includes everything from repair manuals and parts catalogs for all models of cars Renault, as well as tehnoty and MR-s for all cars in
the Russian, except for vehicles up to 1996. This electronic version of documentation RENAULT cars for after-sales service RENAULT,
DACIA. Annex Dialogys available on CD-ROM or DVD. Dialogys includes every repair manual, parts catalogs for all models of car brand
Renault.

Program Renault Dialogys contains the full information on details of automobiles and minibuses RENAULT, and also the information on their
repair and service.

Renault is supplied with simple and intuitively clear interface, installation is possible both minimal, and full, the environment supports eight
languages. Last versions of the program work in Windows environment and do not demand emulator Macintosh as in last versions of the
program all details have names. There is decoding VIN, data input oval shields, search on model, the name of a detail.

For installation of the program RENAULT, from the first disk it is necessary to establish JBilder and QuickTime. Pay attention, that at
installation Quick Time it is necessary to choose a variant of installation Custom and necessarily to choose for installation component Quick
Time for Java, differently the program will not work - at start of the program you will see only a small white window. At installation the
program RENAULT asks your country and connects the corresponding price-list.

Besides the catalogue of spare parts the program RENAULT contains the information on repair and diagnostics, the catalogue of tools and
norms - hours.

Check here:

Renault Dialogys v4.6 Multilanguage
10.91GB

Dialogys - an electronic version of documentation for RENAULT and after sales car RENAULT, DACIA (only LOGAN and SANDERO).
Dialogys includes everything from repair manuals and parts catalogs for all models of cars Renault, as well as tehnoty and MR-s for all cars in
the Russian, except for vehicles up to 1996. This electronic version of documentation RENAULT cars for after-sales service RENAULT,
DACIA. Annex Dialogys available on CD-ROM or DVD. Dialogys includes every repair manual, parts catalogs for all models of car brand
Renault.

Program Renault Dialogys contains the full information on details of automobiles and minibuses RENAULT, and also the information on their
repair and service.

Renault is supplied with simple and intuitively clear interface, installation is possible both minimal, and full, the environment supports eight
languages.
Last versions of the program work in Windows environment and do not demand emulator Macintosh as in last versions of the program all
details have names. There is decoding VIN, data input oval shields, search on model, the name of a detail.

For installation of the program RENAULT, from the first disk it is necessary to establish JBilder and QuickTime. Pay attention, that at
installation Quick Time it is necessary to choose a variant of installation Custom and necessarily to choose for installation component Quick
Time for Java, differently the program will not work - at start of the program you will see only a small white window. At installation the
program RENAULT asks your country and connects the corresponding price-list.

Besides the catalogue of spare parts the program RENAULT contains the information on repair and diagnostics, the catalogue of tools and
norms - hours.



Compatibility:
Operating System:
Windows XP 32bit
Windows Vista 32bit (x86), Windows Vista 64bit (x64)
Windows 7 32bit (x86), Windows 7 64bit (x64)

Language for Electonic Part catalogue: English, Deutsch, Italiano, Francais, Espanol, Nederlands, Portugues, Ceski, Magyar, Romanian.

Models covered:
Alpine
Avantime
Cherokee
Clio II
Clio III
Clio Phase 1 & 2
Clio Phase 3
Clio RS V6
Espace(1-3)
Espace IV
Extra
Kangoo
Kangoo II
Koleos
Laguna
Laguna Estate
Laguna II
Laguna III
Logan/Sandero
Logan India
Mascott/Master Propulsion
Master from 1981
Megane Megane Classic/Estate
Megane Coupe/Cabriolet
Megane II
Megane III
Megane Scenic
Modus
New Twingo
R19
R21
R21 Savanna
R25
R4 from 1983
R5 New
Safrane
Scenic II
Scenic III
Spider
Symbol-Thalia
Trafic from 03.89.
Trafic II
Twingo
Vel Satis
Wrangler

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/amib15cim4lc/Dia4.6.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/329f7uclelhu/Dia4.6.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/3m5qpmems5wm/Dia4.6.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/4jp3vk6sl5rb/Dia4.6.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/soyomg2jnw5v/Dia4.6.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/lddwc7dut2dx/Dia4.6.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/to8qrgn1ppm3/Dia4.6.part07.rar.html



http://www.filereactor.com/d0dr2vfo24ow/Dia4.6.part08.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/s31af5e0d6i0/Dia4.6.part09.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/kgq9xzuxh31g/Dia4.6.part10.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/7ha80ivupm6i/Dia4.6.part11.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/1y94dy667n5e/Dia4.6.part12.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/u246t9imj71x/Dia4.6.part13.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/fsc8ph3g4o24/Dia4.6.part14.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/4s2h5jbk4dx8/Dia4.6.part15.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ddbld6opeedh/Dia4.6.part16.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/qlr978tezd19/Dia4.6.part17.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/5wag4f6j2upr/Dia4.6.part18.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/47eiycqh7c4p/Dia4.6.part19.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/nq6rqp3me4ii/Dia4.6.part20.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/cwvrglikiqcb/Dia4.6.part21.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/mglohraq1ds0/Dia4.6.part22.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/5ny8mnbwh50z/Dia4.6.part23.rar.html

Renault LRI Service Manuals
2.33GB

Service information in pdf format on trucks Renault: MASCOTT, MAGNUM, MIDLUM, PREMIUM, KERAX etc. There is guidance on the
operation and maintenance, lab hours, repair manual - there are engines, gearbox, axles, electrical components (ABC, ASP, suspended),
electrical circuits (electrical installation, with all the plug pinout).

Links:

_DELETED_

Renault Reprog v89 + Clip v110
2.30GB

http://www.filereactor.com/ipqms1k4d18a/renault_v110+v89.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/tnyiyuszgneo/renault_v110+v89.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/lwfpgo1htlx3/renault_v110+v89.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/tvp5bn8faevn/renault_v110+v89.part4.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/qbfnbu9qdrtl/renault_v110+v89.part5.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/baul8yj7zdkh/renault_v110+v89.part6.rar.html

Renault Reprog v89 + Clip v112

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/zozwc76aosp7/renault_v112_89.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/4ayt5b4tfwyl/renault_v112_89.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/pwvi5vai1sx0/renault_v112_89.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/ot0l5qgv1i80/renault_v112_89.part4.rar.html

Renault Reprog v95 + Clip v106
2.65 GB

Renault Reprog: Dealer base firmware car brand Renault.
Renault Clip v.106: Program dealership car diagnostics Renault, Dacia, Samsung.

RENAULT CLIP V.106:
1. If you already have an earlier version, make sure deinstaliruem previous version!
2. Reboot the computer;



3. Run Crack.reg;
4. When you install, when asked the country to choose OTHER COUNTRIES.
5. Installed, restart your computer;
6. After the reboot will screen registration.
7. First: Alt + Ctrl + Del, and in the process disable RSRWin.exe;
8. Go to the Windows folder and delete the file RSRWin.exe;
9. Through regedit to erase all the lines in the registry with the file RSRWin.exe;
10. Reboot.

THE INFORMATION: If it comes an error at startup directory instruction is to replace two more files.
YEAR: 2011
Version: V.95; 106

CATALOG (14):

_DELETED_

Renault Dialogys 3.96 Multilanguage
11.89 GB

Dialogys - an electronic version of documentation for RENAULT and after sales car RENAULT, DACIA (only LOGAN and SANDERO).
Dialogys includes everything from repair manuals and parts catalogs for all models of cars Renault, as well as tehnoty and MR-s for all cars in
the Russian, except for vehicles up to 1996. This electronic version of documentation RENAULT cars for after-sales service RENAULT,
DACIA. Annex Dialogys available on CD-ROM or DVD. Dialogys includes every repair manual, parts catalogs for all models of car brand
Renault.

Program Renault Dialogys contains the full information on details of automobiles and minibuses RENAULT, and also the information on their
repair and service.

Renault is supplied with simple and intuitively clear interface, installation is possible both minimal, and full, the environment supports eight
languages.
Last versions of the program work in Windows environment and do not demand emulator Macintosh as in last versions of the program all
details have names. There is decoding VIN, data input oval shields, search on model, the name of a detail.

For installation of the program RENAULT, from the first disk it is necessary to establish JBilder and QuickTime. Pay attention, that at
installation Quick Time it is necessary to choose a variant of installation Custom and necessarily to choose for installation component Quick
Time for Java, differently the program will not work - at start of the program you will see only a small white window. At installation the
program RENAULT asks your country and connects the corresponding price-list.

Besides the catalogue of spare parts the program RENAULT contains the information on repair and diagnostics, the catalogue of tools and
norms - hours.

Compatibility:
Operating System:
Windows XP 32bit
Windows Vista 32bit (x86), Windows Vista 64bit (x64)
Windows 7 32bit (x86), Windows 7 64bit (x64)

Language for Electonic Part catalogue: English, Deutsch, Italiano, Francais, Espanol, Nederlands, Portugues, Ceski, Magyar, Romanian.

Models covered:
Alpine
Avantime
Cherokee
Clio II
Clio III
Clio Phase 1 & 2
Clio Phase 3
Clio RS V6
Espace(1-3)
Espace IV
Extra



Kangoo
Kangoo II
Koleos
Laguna
Laguna Estate
Laguna II
Laguna III
Logan/Sandero
Logan India
Mascott/Master Propulsion
Master from 1981
Megane Megane Classic/Estate
Megane Coupe/Cabriolet
Megane II
Megane III
Megane Scenic
Modus
New Twingo
R19
R21
R21 Savanna
R25
R4 from 1983
R5 New
Safrane
Scenic II
Scenic III
Spider
Symbol-Thalia
Trafic from 03.89.
Trafic II
Twingo
Vel Satis
Wrangler

Links (31):

_DELETED_

Renault Dialogys v3.99
13.02GB

Dialogys - an electronic version of documentation for RENAULT and after sales car RENAULT, DACIA (only LOGAN and SANDERO).
Dialogys includes everything from repair manuals and parts catalogs for all models of cars Renault, as well as tehnoty and MR-s for all cars in
the Russian, except for vehicles up to 1996. This electronic version of documentation RENAULT cars for after-sales service RENAULT,
DACIA. Annex Dialogys available on CD-ROM or DVD. Dialogys includes every repair manual, parts catalogs for all models of car brand
Renault.

Program Renault Dialogys contains the full information on details of automobiles and minibuses RENAULT, and also the information on their
repair and service. Renault is supplied with simple and intuitively clear interface, installation is possible both minimal, and full, the
environment supports eight languages. Last versions of the program work in Windows environment and do not demand emulator Macintosh as
in last versions of the program all details have names. There is decoding VIN, data input oval shields, search on model, the name of a detail.

For installation of the program RENAULT, from the first disk it is necessary to establish JBilder and QuickTime. Pay attention, that at
installation Quick Time it is necessary to choose a variant of installation Custom and necessarily to choose for installation component Quick
Time for Java, differently the program will not work - at start of the program you will see only a small white window. At installation the
program RENAULT asks your country and connects the corresponding price-list. Besides the catalogue of spare parts the program RENAULT
contains the information on repair and diagnostics, the catalogue of tools and norms - hours.

Operating System:Windows XP 32bit, Windows Vista 32bit (x86), Windows Vista 64bit (x64) Windows 7 32bit (x86), Windows 7 64bit
(x64)



Language for Electonic Part catalogue: English, Deutsch, Italiano, Francais, Espanol, Nederlands, Portugues, Ceski, Magyar, Romanian.

Models covered: Alpine, Avantime, Cherokee, Clio II, Clio III, Clio Phase 1 & 2, Clio Phase 3, Clio RS V6, Espace(1-3), Espace IV, Extra,
Kangoo, Kangoo II, Koleos, Laguna, Laguna Estate, Laguna II, Laguna III, Logan/Sandero, Logan India, Mascott/Master Propulsion, Master
from 1981, Megane Megane Classic/Estate, Megane Coupe/Cabriolet, Megane II, Megane III, Megane Scenic, Modus, New Twingo, R19, R21,
R21 Savanna, R25, R4 from 1983, R5 New, Safrane, Scenic II, Scenic III, Spider, Symbol-Thalia, Trafic from 03.89, Trafic II, Twingo, Vel
Satis and Wrangler .

Links here:

_DELETED_

Renault Reprog v97 2011 ENG/RUS
1.10GB

Renault Reprog: Dealer base firmware car brand Renault .

Catalog 93):

_DELETED_

Renault Trucks Consult v.4.16 01/2011
1.3 GB

Renault Consult parts catalog contains detailed information on trucks and minibuses of firm RENAULT. The catalog contains information on
trucks and vans AVIA (A15, A20, A21, A30, A31). Works with VIN codes - there is a history of replacement numbers, search by number and
name of spare parts.

Mount:
copy the directory graph on the hard drive, or run cpydraw.exe
install.exe, choose the language, install Microsoft Access Runtime
install.exe, choose the language, specify the options/paths, set
Copy sp32w.dll, in x:\Windows\system32 - overwriting existing
Start the Consult, specify the desired language prescribes hand path (assuming the directory graph), wait until the socket is selected
interface, and all software is ready to work

Catalog (3):

_DELETED_

Renault Wiring Diagrams Schematics
2.09GB

CATALOG (12):

_DELETED_

Repair GDI (Gasoline Direct Injection)
637MB

Bilingual (English, German) the manual on CD offers the full description of a principle of work of an internal combustion engine with direct
injection of gasoline. It will be the wonderful help both for students and teachers, and for the certificated technical workers who wish to
deepen the knowledge of the given area. The manual contains graphic and animation materials, video, the dictionary, functions of search and
press.

The developer: Robert Bosch GmbH
Platform: Windows 95/98/NT4.0SP5/2000



Compatibility with Vista: it is not known
Microsoft Windows 95/98 or NT 4.0 SP5/Windows 2000
Windows Media Player 6.4
Tablet: it is not required

Link:

_DELETED_

Saab WIS v.3.0 (2011) [9-3 (9440) + 9-5 (9600, 9650)]
2.9 GB

Information:
In the book on auto repair Saab Wis a step by step description of repair, installation instructions, dismantling, disassembly, assembly,
adjustment and configuration of various components and assemblies Saab presented bodywork Saab (Saab electrical) connector pinout, body
repair manual Saab selection service bulletins on major faults.

The description of the repair Saab can see the location of any units and sensors, i.td. The database repair Saab Wis a step by step repair
manuals for mechanical and automatic transmissions Saab.

Catalog (12):

_DELETED_

Silca Transponder 13.1.2.33
607MB

LINKS:

_DELETED_

Subaru Fast EU v.62-A1 Disc 1 [ENG/2011]
650MB

Electronic spare parts catalog SUBARU FAST contains a catalog of car parts SUBARU, since 1992.Sets the directory for the selection of
spares just Subaru Fast, works with the CD in a session MS-DOS, or from the hard disk - the data from the CD copied to disk to any folder
in the installation program set the path to that folder. The distribution of A1 only drive in Europe. Ext. Information: (relevance: 01.2011)
31101LRSF, Edit.62, others take in the previous hand.

Installation:
Run Setup.exe from the folder your CD drive ":\sffastpg\win. Follow the instructions. After installation, click Start, Subaru-fast2 find and
choose a line Setup. On the first tab to specify an empty CD drive or the folder where the data is stored in the SD disc.
Title: Subaru Fast Eur
Year / Date of Release: 2011
Version: 62-A1
Developer: Fuji Heavy Industries Ltd.
Language: English

Catalog (3):

_DELETED_

Suzuki Worlwide EPC v2.6.0.5 12.2010
1.69 GB

Electronic catalog to search for parts Suzuki World Wide provides information on spare parts - spare parts numbers, pictures, history
substitution rates, etc. all company cars Suzuki. Supplied parts catalog Suzuki Worldwide on one DVD disc, supporting parts catalog Suzuki
yazykov. Katalog few parts Suzuki EPC works with the VIN-code (sort parts suitable only entered WIN-y) or on models of Suzuki, a
transcript of each position VIN (optional code), search by number, name of parts, etc. Also appeared to copy numbers of parts and VIN to



the clipboard.

Catalog (7):

_DELETED_

Tachosoft 21.5
13MB

Link:

_DELETED_

TecDoc 1Q 2010

_DELETED_

TecDoc 4Q 2010
18GB

Including working fix and instructions

CATALOG (51):

_DELETED_

TecDoc 1Q 2011
19.8 GB

TecDoc 1Q 2011 - Electronic Catalogue TECDOC (1 quarter 2011). The largest catalog of spare parts and accessories for cars and trucks. In
TecDoc provides information on cars and trucks of all brands. Data on passenger cars are from 60-ies, on cargo from the 80's.
The catalog provides details on the search for original and unoriginal numbers of most manufacturers, there is a possibility of selection
based on the model designation of the motor or the axis of the vehicle. Implemented filtering by car brand, as well as by manufacturers of
spare parts.
Details of the details includes drawings, photographs, dimensions of parts, lists of original numbers, applicability, manufacturer information
and other useful information. Also present information such as refueling capacity, the types of oils and liquids refueled units, belt
replacement intervals, and lubricants.

Attention:
In a FRESH Installation, when you will try to browse for 1st TIME the Catalog you will got an error, and then when you will push "OK" button
TecDoc automatically it will close!!! DO NOT PANIC!!! Just Re-Run TecDoc and everything LIKE A CHARM!!!

Catalog (52):

_DELETED_

TECDOC 2Q 2011 (3DVD)
21.7 GB

Electronic Catalogue of TECDOC (2 quarter 2011). The largest catalog of spare parts and accessories for cars and trucks. TecDoc provides
information on cars and trucks of all brands. Data on passenger cars are from 60-ies, on cargo from the 80's.

The catalog provides details on the search for original and unoriginal numbers of most manufacturers, there is a possibility of selection
based on the model designation of the motor or the axis of the vehicle. Implemented filtering by car brand, as well as by manufacturers of
spare parts.



Details of the details includes drawings, photographs, dimensions of parts, lists of original numbers, applicability, manufacturer information
and other useful information. Also present information such as refueling capacity, the types of oils and liquids refueled units, belt
replacement intervals, and lubricants.

Catalog (24):

_DELETED_

TecDoc 3Q 2011 Multilanguage
22.91 GB

The TecDoc CATALOGUE is a flexible information systems, which allows you several personal settings to ease your daily work. TecDoc
supplies the free vehicle spare parts market with current and comprehensive data for identifying and ordering parts – for both, PC as well as
CV – directly from the databases of the cooperating automotive aftermarket manufacturers in a standardised catalogue form.

TecDoc is also MULTILANGUAGE you can swicth language without shutting the programs or install additional components: Italian, French,
German, Spanish, Portuguese, Greek, Danish, Chinese etc...

Original data of parts manufacturers on DVD
* more than 2,425,000 articles
* over 1,133,000 illustrations
* more than 40,000 PC types
* 30,000 real existing CV types
* with technical additional information
* updated every 3 months
* multilanguage: 23 languages

TecDoc The Information System is the information source for the vehicle repair market with the original data of the parts manufacturers.
Founded in 1994 by companies of the automotive aftermarket industry and the German Association for Spare parts (GVA), TecDoc
Informations System GmbH has established itself as the leading supplier of electronic spare parts information on the European market.

Data search can be filtered by the following criteria (from the TecDoc manual):

1. General:
Engine Code: the engine code
Engine Type: then engine type
TecDoc supplies the free vehicle spare parts market with current and comprehensive data for identifying and ordering parts – for both, PC
as well as CV – directly from the databases of the cooperating automotive aftermarket manufacturers in a standardised catalogue form.

2. by Model Year (from/to): the engine was/is constructed during this period
Engine Number: the engine number as defined by TecDoc

3. by Technical Data:
Output in kW: engine output in kW
Output in HP: engine output in HP
Capacity (technical): engine capacity in technical terms
Cylinder: number of cylinders
Valves: number of valves
Torque in Nm: the maximum torque
Compression: the engine compression
Bore: engine cylinder bore
Stroke: piston stroke of the engine
Main Bearings: the number of crankshaft main bearings
Engine Block Design: the engine block design, i.e. straight or V
Fuel Type: the required fuel type
Charging: the type of charging, i.e. turbo- or supercharger
Cylinder Head Design: the cylinder head design, i.e. OHC or OHV
Engine Control: the type of engine control, i.e. timing belt or chain
Valve Control: the type of valve control
Cooling Type: the type of engine cooling, i.e. water or air

Links here (94):



_DELETED_

TecDoc 4Q2011
23.33 GB

The TecDoc CATALOGUE is a flexible information systems, which allows you several personal settings to ease your daily work. TecDoc
supplies the free vehicle spare parts market with current and comprehensive data for identifying and ordering parts – for both, PC as well as
CV – directly from the databases of the cooperating automotive aftermarket manufacturers in a standardised catalogue form.

TecDoc is also MULTILANGUAGE you can swicth language without shutting the programs or install additional components: Italian, French,
German, Spanish, Portuguese, Greek, Danish, Chinese etc.

TecDoc CATALOGUE is an electronic parts catalogues from standardised data records

Original data of parts manufacturers on DVD
* more than 2,425,000 articles
* over 1,133,000 illustrations
* more than 40,000 PC types
* 30,000 real existing CV types
* with technical additional information
* updated every 3 months
* multilanguage: 23 languages

TecDoc The Information System is the information source for the vehicle repair market with the original data of the parts manufacturers.
Founded in 1994 by companies of the automotive aftermarket industry and the German Association for Spare parts (GVA), TecDoc
Informations System GmbH has established itself as the leading supplier of electronic spare parts information on the European market.

Links (60):

_DELETED_

TecDoc 1Q2012
24.81GB

The TecDoc CATALOGUE is a flexible information systems, which allows you several personal settings to ease your daily work. TecDoc
supplies the free vehicle spare parts market with current and comprehensive data for identifying and ordering parts – for both, PC as well as
CV – directly from the databases of the cooperating automotive aftermarket manufacturers in a standardised catalogue form.

TecDoc is also MULTILANGUAGE you can swicth language without shutting the programs or install additional components: Italian, French,
German, Spanish, Portuguese, Greek, Danish, Chinese etc.

TecDoc CATALOGUE is an electronic parts catalogues from standardised data records

Original data of parts manufacturers on DVD

* more than 2,425,000 articles
* over 1,133,000 illustrations
* more than 40,000 PC types
* 30,000 real existing CV types
* with technical additional information
* updated every 3 months
* multilanguage: 23 languages

TecDoc The Information System is the information source for the vehicle repair market with the original data of the parts manufacturers.
Founded in 1994 by companies of the automotive aftermarket industry and the German Association for Spare parts (GVA), TecDoc
Informations System GmbH has established itself as the leading supplier of electronic spare parts information on the European market.

Data search can be filtered by the following criteria:



1. General:
Engine Code: the engine code
Engine Type: then engine type
TecDoc supplies the free vehicle spare parts market with current and comprehensive data for identifying and ordering parts – for both, PC
as well as CV – directly from the databases of the cooperating automotive aftermarket manufacturers in a standardised catalogue form.

2. by Model Year (from/to): the engine was/is constructed during this period
Engine Number: the engine number as defined by TecDoc

3. by Technical data:
Output in kW: engine output in kW
Output in HP: engine output in HP
Capacity (technical): engine capacity in technical terms
Cylinder: number of cylinders
Valves: number of valves
Torque in Nm: the maximum torque
Compression: the engine compression
Bore: engine cylinder bore
Stroke: piston stroke of the engine
Main Bearings: the number of crankshaft main bearings
Engine Block Design: the engine block design, i.e. straight or V
Fuel Type: the required fuel type
Charging: the type of charging, i.e. turbo- or supercharger
Cylinder Head Design: the cylinder head design, i.e. OHC or OHV
Engine Control: the type of engine control, i.e. timing belt or chain
Valve Control: the type of valve control
Cooling Type: the type of engine cooling, i.e. water or air

Links here:

http://ul.to/folder/gnj5jg

Tolerance Data 2009.2
3.55 GB

With Tolerance Data installed on your PC you are well equipped to carry out repairs, service and fault finding on your customers’ vehicles.
With current version 2009.1, Tolerance Data offers workshops even more technical repair and diagnostic data for trucks, vans and
passenger vehicles.

Update facts: Service data and technical specifications on more than 6500 vehicles - news are: Alfa 159, Audi A4, BMW 3 series, Citroen C3
II, citroen C5 III, Citroen Berlingo, Mazda 2, Mazda 6, Opel Zafira, Peugeot 308, Peugeo Partner, Renault Kangoo, Renault Laguna III, Volvo
V70…and many more.

More than 5000 wiring diagrams – on: Alfa 147, BMW 1 series, Ford C-Max, Ford Focus, Kia Sorento, Mazda 6, Mercedes A-Class, Mercedes
Vito, Opel Astra H, Seat Leon, Toyota Corolla and many, many more.

Aprox. 350 CAN-BUS diagrams with explanations on virous system. Many new pictures of engine compartment and component location.
Pictures of alignment points. Easy overview of P- and U- engine codes on newer models (from year 2000)

Vehicles:
The various modules are available in 3 different packages:
CD PK1 - Package 1 contains:
- Technical data
- Service schedules

CD PKEL Package Electronic contains:
- Wiring diagrams
- Engine management
- ABS
- Air Condition
- Airbag



CD PK3 Package 3 contains:
- Technical data
- Service schedules
- Repair times
- Wiring diagrams
- Engine management
- ABS
- Air Condition
- Airbag

Trucks:
CD PKLV - Package Trucks contains:
- Technical data
- Service schedules
- ABS
- Engine management

Advantages of Tolerance Data:
- Wiring diagrams for all systems
- Detailed fault searching data
- Component descriptions
- Air condition fault searching
- Placement pictures of fuses/relays
- Market adapted service schedules
- Reparation times
- Directions for exchange of transmission belt

Catalog (19):
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Toyota EPC 05.2011 (JAP 03.2011)
5.15 GB

Toyota Electronic Parts Catalog (EPC). This is the application that Toyota dealerships use to look up part numbers and diagrams. Covers
European models through 2002 and Japanese models through 2000. Some North American models are also covered in the Euro section.

Toyota EPC program contains schematic device of all Toyota and Lexus. The program allows to determine the year and month of production
of a car by make and number of the body, and learn nameplate for spare parts.

Lexus password: 11050111

Links:
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Toyota EPC 3 08.2011
5.41GB

Title: Toyota EPC
Year/Date of Release: 2011
Version: EPC 3
Developer: Toyota
Language: English
License: Freeware

Toyota - complete kit + Accessories code to activate the attached Lexus.
Toyota EPC program contains schematic device of all Toyota and Lexus. The program is very simple and easy to use. Allows you to specify the
month and year of manufacture cars by make and frame number and part number to find parts .



Installation:

1. Run SETUP.EXE from the root disk TOYOTA INSTALL EPC3
2. click NEXT
3. choose on any HD to install you'll shell and data and click NEXT
4. click NEXT
5. click NEXT
6. click NEXT
7. click FINISH
8. press Start - Programs - Toyota EPC SSystem - Toyota EPC System
9. From the main menu item Setup Menu
10. Select Data Configurator
11. Select your preference region (like Europe) and OPPOSITE EACH DISC (A1, A2, B1, etc.) Specify the type of installation (copy to HDD
or to work with CD), SOURCE OF DATA, AND LETTER HDD, where you want to copy the data. FIELD Sales Area Code Paste - 99999. Press
F10. This operation should be conducted for each region separately.
12. Click OK
13. Press F2
14. From the main menu item Data Setup
15. CHOOSE ONE region you would like and select all the disks you specified in paragraphs 11 and press the F10 key
16. CLICK OK
17. AS COPY will jump PLATE INSERT DEMANDING THAT DRIVE OR OTHERWISE. Inserts a DISK and click OK.
18. After copying CLICK OK
19. Press F2
20. From the main menu item Setup Menu
21. CLICK Lexus Dealer Check
22. In the Password field drive in code written in DRIVE A1, and press F8
23. IF the red circle to the left of You are now regarded as a Lexus dealer turns blue - everything is in order. Press F2 to return to the
main menu - ready to use.

Links:
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Toyota Flash Reprogramming 4th Quarter 2009
971MB

This auction is for the TOYOTA Flash Reprogramming DVD 4th Quarter 2009. If you use Toyota TechStream this DVD will be the cherry
on top of the cake. This database will be sent to you on 1 DVD without a fancy print, beqause i dont believe in that, it's the data you need
not the print...This is a HTML based program, so it's very easy to find what you are looking for Toyota, Lexus.

It's the cherry on the top for those who have Toyota Techstream already installed or any J2534 device.

Links:
http://ul.to/3k4ng0ue/TOYOTA_REPROGRAMMING.part1.rar
http://ul.to/uy8k4ads/TOYOTA_REPROGRAMMING.part2.rar

More auto appz:
http://ul.to/folder/gkqdwc

Toyota Microcat Live 01.2011
12.37 GB

It is a electronic part catalogue for Toyota and Lexus vehicles for all markets. Microcat LIVE is designed around the way workshops search
for parts, with fast-loading detailed illustrations, search by part number, search by part name, search by Vehicle Identification Number
(VIN), cross-indexing, supersession histories and much more.

CATALOG (51):
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VAG-COM V908.0 With Self Training Programs
1.20GB

The program for the diagnostic / programming Car Group VAG (Audi, VW, Skoda, Seat), as well as other vehicles that support the protocol
OBD / OBD II (on-board diagnostic for different brands working through the appropriate adapters, the functional features of the program
is limited to protocol OBD / OBD II). The program can read, decrypt, resettable errors printed by the system self-test cars. For Auto
Group VAG - reading parameters of the engine and other systems in real-time encoding block car.

YEAR: 2010
Version: 908.0
Developer: Ross-Tech Inc.
Platform: Windows 2000/XP/2003/Vista/7
Language: English + Russian
Tabletka: Not required

VAG-COM 908.0 (VCDS):
Supports the latest electronics module car VAG, including the range of 2010-2011. The database 13079 fault codes. It also contains the
Wiki from the manufacturer and some instructions. Works With Chinese counterparts Adapter VAG-COM. If you have an imprisoned under
the previous version must rewrite the microcontroller in the column under any appropriate version, otherwise the cord will die.

VAG: SELF-LEARNING:
Programme learning (SSP) designed for independent study of various aspects of the service station workers in the automotive group VAG.
Are explained in this design features and principles of the various components and systems of the car. Also, now self-help program to
examine the management structure of the service centers and training work With clients.

CATALOG (7):
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VAS 5054a

VAS 5054a is Bluetooth version.

VAS 5054A is a professional diagnostic tool for VW, Audi, Seat, Skoda.VAS 5054a supported functionsvas 5054a read and erase ECU fault
codes, including Check Engine, ABS, SRS, transmission system, Radio, heating. ect. Turn the check engine light off. The VAS 5054A is a
universal diagnostic interface for the vehicles of the Volkswagen Group and all OBD vehicle systems from other manufacturers.

The integrated Bluetooth interface connects the vehicle with a notebook, desktop PC or test system.
No cables are needed for vehicle diagnostics using the VAS 5054A.

The range of the wireless Bluetooth connection is 5 to 10 meters,depending on the environment and the type of Bluetooth adapter used on
the PC side. The Serial Port Profile (SPP) is used for data transfer via Bluetooth. Different Bluetooth security levels are supported.

The vehicle protocols are handled directly in the VAS 5054A.
This ensures fast response times and a reliable real-time behavior independently of the PC operating system. Every time a connection is
established, the VAS 5054A software is identified with the version installed on the application PC. The VAS 5054A thus automatically
adopts any new features provided after a new software version has been installed on the application PC.

The diagnostic application and the associated Diagnostic Base System are installed on the application PC.
The diagnostic base system can access the VAS 5054A via Bluetooth or USB.

Access via Bluetooth: After a connection to the VAS 5054A has been set up, the Bluetooth software provides a virtual serial COM port
(Bluetooth Serial Port Profile). The Diagnostic Base System uses this COM port to communicate with the VAS 5054A.You need to specify
this port when you install the diagnostic application.

Access via USB: You can also connect the VAS 5054A to the application PC by using the supplied USB cable. Windows detects the VAS
5054A through Plug and Play, and automatically installs the drivers copied when you installed the diagnostic application. Setup of the VAS
5054A is then complete and the device is ready for use by the diagnostic application.



VAS 5054a language available: English/Spanish/Germany/French

The following vehicle bus systems are supported:
K line (ISO9141-2)
High-speed CAN (ISO 11898-2)
Low-speed CAN (ISO 11898-3)
J1850 (SAE J1850)

Versions:
17 - French
18 - Spanish
19 - English, Germany

Links here:
http://www.filereactor.com/users/wacko/643/auto_soft

VAS PC V.18.01.01
2.66 GB

VAS 5054A interface is used to diagnose vehicle group VAG (Audi, VW, Skoda, Seat) at the dealership level for all on-board diagnostics.
VAS 5054 connects the car with a laptop/PC via a Bluetooth interface, the application of the cable is not required.

The range of a wireless Bluetooth connection, depending on environmental conditions and use of the PC Bluetooth adapter is 5 - 10 meters.
VAS 5054 user interface works with the original software VAS PC and functionally performs the same functions as the original device VAS
5052, using a regular computer.
VAS 5054 - vas PC v18
VAS-PC Base CD Version 18.01.00
VAS-PC_V18.01.01_Patch
Audi CD 18.27 (12.2010) English
VW CD 18.08 (2.2011) English
Seat CD 18.65 (1.2011) English
Skoda CD 18.43 (10.2010) English

Installation Instructions about VAS-PC Version 18.00:
1. Install the Base CD
2. Reboot your machine
3. Run - Install VAG VAS-PC HotFix For Version 18.00
4. Run VAS-PC wait a little bit and then close it. Re-run it and then OK
5. Go to Administration and put your details for Menus ACTIVATION!
1) 123 Then Q
2) 12345 Then Q
3) Whatever name you want, it hase to be and in two lines then Q
Also about the Numbers use whatever you think or you want.
6. Run - Install the PATCH 18.01.00 Base CD (7.2010)
7. Reboot your machine
8. Re-Run Re-Install VAG VAS-PC HotFix For Version 18.00
9. Run - Install the PATCH 18.01.01
10. Now, install ALL the Brand CD's

Ext. Information:
Interfaces, VAS 5054 supports the following protocols:
K-Line (ISO 9141-2)
High-speed CAN (ISO 11898-2)
Low-speed bus CAN (ISO 11898-3)
J1850 (SAE J1850)

Specifications VAS 5054:
Dimensions: 114x48x25 mm,-USB cable: 1 m
Weight: 100 g,
Supply voltage: 8-18 V, on-board vehicle network



Current consumption: approx. 200 mA at 12 V
PC specifications: Bluetooth V1.2, class 2 (range max. 10 m), USB V2.0 full speed, 12 Mbit/s mini USB socket type B
Customizable settings: automatic shut-off time, the inclusion in the presence of a signal from the ignition

Catalog (9):
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VAS PC v19.00.00 Update (04/05/2011)
2.77 GB

The VAS 5054A is a universal diagnostic interface for the vehicles of the Volkswagen Group and all OBD  vehicle

systems from other manufacturers. The integrated Bluetooth interface connects the vehicle with a notebook, desktop PC or test system. No
cables are needed for vehicle diagnostics using the VAS 5054A. The range of the wireless Bluetooth connection is 5 to 10 meters, depending
on the environment and the  type of Bluetooth adapter used on the PC side. The Serial Port Profile (SPP) is used for data transfer  via
Bluetooth. Different Bluetooth security levels are supported.

The following vehicle bus systems are supported:
1) K line (ISO9141-2)
2) High-speed CAN (ISO 11898-2)
3) Low-speed CAN (ISO 11898-3)
4) J1850 (SAE J1850)

The vehicle protocols are handled directly in the VAS 5054A.
This ensures fast response times and a reliable real-time behavior independently of the PC operating system. Every time a connection is
established, the VAS 5054A software is synchonized with the version installed on the application PC. The VAS 5054A thus automatically
adopts any new features provided  after a new software version has been installed on the application PC. The diagnostic application and
the associated Diagnostic Base System are installed on the application PC. The Diagnostic Base System  can access the VAS 5054A via
Bluetooth or USB.

Access via Bluetooth:
After a connection to the VAS 5054A has been set up, the Bluetooth software provides a virtual serial COM port (Bluetooth Serial Port
Profile). The Diagnostic Base System uses this COM port to communicate with the VAS 5054A. You need to specify this port when you
install the diagnostic application Access via USB: You can also connect the VAS 5054A to the application PC by using the supplied USB
cable. Windows detects the VAS 5054A through Plug and Play, and automatically installs the drivers copied when you installed the diagnostic
application. Setup of the VAS 5054A is then complete and the device is ready for use by the diagnostic application.

Vas 5054A kit includes:
Basis-VAS PC
Audi CD
VW CD
Seat CD
crack

Catalog (12):
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VAS PC v19 Update (06/2011)
2.13GB

Language: English

VAS 5054 - vas PC v19
Audi CD 19.31 ENG (6.2011).iso 655.49 MB
Seat CD 19.67 ENG (6.2011).iso 528.57 MB
VW CD 19.11 ENG (6.2011).iso 994.81 MB

Links:
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VAS PC v19.01.00 Updated 19/10/2011
3.47GB

VAS 5054A diagnostic interface is used for cars of concern VAG (Audi, VW, Skoda, Seat) at the dealership level for all on-board
diagnostics. VAS 5054 connects the vehicle with a laptop / PC via a Bluetooth interface, the application of the cable is not required .

The range of the wireless Bluetooth connection, depending on environmental conditions and use the PC side the Bluetooth adapter is 5 - 10
meters.VAS 5054 interface works with the original software and a functionally VAS PC performs all the same features as the original device
VAS 5052, using a regular computer .

Links:
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Virgin ECU Database and IMMO OFF Big Collection
1.19GB

DATABANK 3,800 Chip Tuning Files 50% original and 50% modified (EDC15 EDC16 EDC16+)
Databank 800 reset IMMO – IMMO Off + Bonus file IAW 59f m2 m3 m5
Software DECODE Audi VW Seat Skoda EDC15 EDC16
Software DATABANK AUTORADIO CODE KEYGEN
Manual of connection for Ecu, included Motorola processors
ECU Pictures

Link:
http://www.filereactor.com/zam4j49iwh4a/ECU_DECODING_w7.rar.html

VIN Base for ETKA 7.0
51MB

From 25.02.2011 at distribution there is a base KERNEL + updates from No.1 to updates No.14 (that in the sum gives 464.997 VIN) + vin
decoder.

To adjust ETKA 7.0 and 7.2 for work in an offline a mode:

Before to adjust ETKA preliminary copy contents of folder FGST in any place convenient for you.
Folder FGST is either here disk:\VAG\USERDATA\or here disk:\ETKA\USERDATA\FGST\.
C:\VAG\USERDATA\FGST\ or C:\ETKA\USERDATA\FGST\ - put all VINs from base to this folder.
During customer inquiry if his VIN is already in your VINs folder it will cut-off by VIN.
All files added to folder C:\VAG\USERDATA\FGST\ or C:\ETKA\USERDATA\FGST\ should be "READ ONLY"!

Adjustment order:
1: Start ETKA. You will see four windows - VW, SEAT, SKODA, AUDI.
2: With one click of mouse select VW window to blue frame.
3: Choose section UTILITIES (under windows)
4: Choose section "ini-EDITOR".
5: In section "INTERNET" choose "identification of auto".
6: Put cross in window "PATH". (it should be path C:\VAG\USERDATA\FGST\ or C:\ETKA\USERDATA\FGST\)
7: Remove cross from window "get chassis number from Internet".
8: Press SAVE button.
9: Make the same procedure for SEAT, SKODA, AUDI windows.
10: Restart ETKA.
11: Take any of VINs from C:\VAG\USERDATA\FGST\ or C:\ETKA\USERDATA\FGST\ and check it for cut-off
12: If it was cut off it means that program is working.
13: To avoid mistakes and misunderstandings ALWAYS (if applicable) MATCH TOGETHER your data with real data of auto .



In folder C:\VAG\USERDATA\FGST\ or C:\ETKA\USERDATA\FGST\ select all files by pressing ctrl+a, Press mouse right button and
choose "Properties" then select READ ONLY. After archive all the files from folder and send it to above mentioned addresses .

Links:
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Vivid WorkshopData ATI v11.2 Release 2011 Q2 Final

WorkshopData ATI is our new information product available on CD and DVD. It is based on Vivid’s technical database, the most extensive
repertory of car data in Europe. Vivid WorkshopData provides technical information on cars and light commercial vehicles, e.g. essential
maintenance and repair information, adjustment data, technical drawings and engine management data. Extra modules are: Wiring diagrams
(comfort electronics) and Repair Times. Its content is second to none.

YEAR: 2011
Release Version: Vivid Workshop: 2011-Q2
Compatibility with XP / Vista / 7: yes
Language: Multilanguage
Size: 2.96 Gb

WHAT'S NEW:
Electronics Smart Assistant
Automotive electronic technology is developing rapidly. To diagnose faults accurately, the automotive technician now needs detailed
information on complex electronic processors (ECU’s) and their associated components. A single diagram displayed on a PC is no longer
enough.
Designed specifically for the diagnosis and repair of modern vehicle electronic systems, the Electronics Smart Assistant will change the way
the automotive aftermarket views car electronics and diagnostics. The Smart Assistant is easy to use. You can either enter EOBD codes or
go straight to an electronic component. Clear, step-by-step instructions then lead you to an accurate diagnosis.

OUR DATABASE CONTAINS THOUSANDS OF STANDARD P-CODES, MANUFACTURERS’ FAULT CODES, AND DETAILED WIRING DIAGRAMS, MAKING THE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS QUICK AND EASY. THE ELECTRONICS SMART ASSISTANT IS AVAILABLE EITHER INTEGRATED WITHIN THE APPLICATION OR AS A
STAND-ALONE MODULE.

LINKS:
http://www.filereactor.com/otikril4tnw0/VIVID.WORKSHOPDATA.ATI.v11.2.2011.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/sqspwaos4rs2/VIVID.WORKSHOPDATA.ATI.v11.2.2011.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/jxepi2pe32jy/VIVID.WORKSHOPDATA.ATI.v11.2.2011.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/l82xflv7szyd/VIVID.WORKSHOPDATA.ATI.v11.2.2011.part4.rar.html

Volvo EWD 2011A
5.5 GB

The program VOLVO EWD (Electronic Wiring Diagram) contains the electrical circuits for automobiles VOLVO current models from 2004 to
2010 year. In the given manual are included the complete electrocircuits, locations of the relay and fuses, pin assignments for all sockets,
circuit of an locations of sockets, blocks and elements, descriptions and kind of all sockets. The program occupies one DVD, installation does
not require, works directly with DVD. The interface very simple and convenient, supports some European languages. For work with a manual is
necessary established Adobe Acrobat Reader, enabled Java and scripting of Java Applets.

Wiring diagram C30:
- C30 2007
- C30 2008
- C30 2008 Supplement
- C30 2009
- C30 2009 Supplement
- C30 2010
- C30 2010 Supplement

Wiring diagram S40 (04-):
- S40 (04-) 2004
- S40 (04-) 2005



- S40 (04-) 2005 Supplement
- S40 (04-) 2006
- S40 (04-) 2006 Flexifuel
- S40 (04-) 2007
- S40 (04-) 2008
- S40 (04-) 2008 Supplement
- S40 (04-) 2009
- S40 (04-) 2009 Supplement
- S40 (04-) 2010
- S40 (04-) 2010 Supplement

Wiring diagram V50:
- V50 2004
- V50 2005
- V50 2005 Supplement
- V50 2006
- V50 2006 Flexifuel
- V50 2007
- V50 2008
- V50 2008 Supplement
- V50 2009
- V50 2009 Supplement
- V50 2010
- V50 2010 Supplement

Wiring diagram S60:
- S60/S60R/S80 2005
- S60/S60R/S80 2005 Supplement
- S60/S60R/S80 2006
- S60/S60R 2007
- S60 2008
- S60 2009

Wiring diagram XC60:
- XC60 2010 USA
- XC60 2010 USA Chassino. 50.000-
- XC60 2010 USA Supplement

Wiring diagram C70 (06-):
- C70 (06-) 2006
- C70 (06-) 2007
- C70 (06-) 2008
- C70 (06-) 2008 Supplement
- C70 (06-) 2009
- C70 (06-) 2009 Supplement
- C70 (06-) 2010
- C70 (06-) 2010 Supplement

Wiring diagram V70, XC70, V70 (08-) & XC70 (08-):
- V70/V70R/XC70/XC90 2005
- V70/V70R/XC70/XC90 2005 Supplement
- V70/V70R/XC70/XC90 2006
- V70/V70R/XC70/XC90 2006 RSE
- V70/V70R/XC70/XC90 2007
- V70 2008
- V70 (08-)/XC70 (08-) 2008
- V70 (08-)/XC70 (08-) 2008 Supplement
- V70 (08-)/XC70 (08-) 2009
- V70 (08-)/XC70 (08-) 2009 Supplement
- V70 (08-)/XC70 (08-) 2010
- V70 (08-)/XC70 (08-) 2010 Supplement

Wiring diagram S80, S80 (07-):



- S60/S60R/S80 2005
- S80 Premier 2005
- S60/S60R/S80 2005 Supplement
- S60/S60R/S80 2006
- S80 (07-) 2007
- S80 (07-) 2007 RSE
- S80 (07-) 2007 Supplement
- S80 (07-) 2008
- S80 (07-) 2008 Supplement
- S80 (07-) 2009
- S80 (07-) 2009 Supplement
- S80 (07-) 2010
- S80 (07-) 2010 Supplement

Wiring diagram XC90:
- V70/V70R/XC70/XC90 2005
- XC90 Premier 2005
- V70/V70R/XC70/XC90 2005 Supplement
- V70/V70R/XC70/XC90 2006
- V70/V70R/XC70/XC90 2006 RSE
- V70/V70R/XC70/XC90 2007
- XC90 2007 RSE
- XC90 2008
- XC90 2009
- XC90 2010
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Volvo EWD 2011B
6.38 GB

Volvo EWD - New version of schematic diagrams of car VOLVO 2004-2012 year, the ability to set the shell VIDA. In the given manual are
included the complete electrocircuits, locations of the relay and fuses, pin assignments for all sockets, circuit of an locations of sockets,
blocks and elements, descriptions and kind of all sockets .

Title: Volvo EWD
Year: 2011
Version: 2011B
Developer: AB Volvo
Compatibility with Vista: Unknown
Language: English (France/Portugal/Spain/United States-English)
License: Freeware

Links:
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Volvo Manuals Pack
830MB

Volvo manuals for models: 240, 242, 740, 760,850, 940, 960, C30, C70, S40, S60, S80, S90, V50, V70, XC60, XC70, XC90 .

http://www.filereactor.com/juk08rnwwwcf/Volvo_manuals_w7.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/dot1hzmjnxvd/Volvo_manuals_w7.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/4db9y6bp5jkc/Volvo_manuals_w7.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/xfutf9qjmbuj/Volvo_manuals_w7.part4.rar.html



Volvo PROSIS v4.1.010 (4.2006) Parts+Repair
4.4 GB

Parts catalog, service manuals, service bulletins, directory tools, service on all construction equipment company Volvo Construction
Equipment. PROSIS - abbreviation for combination PROduct Support Information System (information system product support). PROSIS
contains catalogs of details of almost all products Volvo Construction Equipment. Information is stored on 3-x DVD-s Volvo Prosis and is
easily accessible through a system PROSIS.

Year: 4.2006
Version: 4.1.010
Platform: Win 98/2k/XP
Compatibility with Vista: Unknown
Language: English, German, French, Spanish, Japanese
Tablet: Present

In the catalog presented the following models:
Volvo Wheel Loaders Volvo D-Series
Volvo Excavators VOLVO EC140-EW170/EW180"
Volvo Articulated Haulers Volvo D-series
Volvo Articulated Haulers Volvo
Volvo Excavators Volvo, non-current production EC130C-EW230B
Volvo Articulated Haulers Volvo BM
Volvo Wheel Loaders Volvo BM
Volvo Akerman Excavators EC230-EC650
Volvo Excavators Volvo, non-current production EC280-EC650
Volvo Excavators Volvo, EC210-EC460, EC210B-EC460B
Volvo Wheeled Excavators Volvo, non-current production EW130-EW170/EW180
Volvo Wheeled Excavators Volvo B-series
Volvo Compact Excavators Volvo
Volvo Wheel Loaders L50E-L120E
Volvo Wheel Loaders L150C-L330C
Volvo Wheel Loaders L150E-L330E
Wheel Loaders Volvo L50C-L120C
Compact Wheel Loaders Volvo, Volvo Backhoe Loaders
Volvo Service Component Manuals
Volvo BM Old Products
Volvo Akerman Excavators EC130-EW200
Volvo Motor Graders

Additional Information:
In uncompressed form the program takes up about 12 GB for the convenience of installation of the database with all DVD already copied
into the folder 40. If you want to record distribution on DVD: remove from the distribution folder "40" and distribute it on three disks.
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Volvo Vida 2010C
8.69GB

DiCE--Diagnostic Communication Equipment, is a tool that is used together with VIDA all-in-one to communicate with the vehicle.
Communication makes diagnosing and troubleshooting the vehicle possible, as well as downloading software. Dice has an integrated CARB
cable, which is connected to the vehicle's diagnostic socket. When coonecting to the vehicle, DiCE is powered as long as the battery is
charged. DiCE has a folding hook that is designed for hanging the unit from one of the grab handles in the vehicle for example. DiCE is
equipped with four status LEDs that indicate the status of the software, the USB and Bluetooth communication and the interface to the
car. At one end of the unit, there is a DC input where a battery cable or adaptor(12V) can be connected. The adaptor is used when upgrading
and troubleshooting the DiCE. In the other end of the unit, there is a removable cover that could be removed by turing the screw on the
cover.
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Volvo VIDA 2010D
6.76GB

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/nld09d2x53oz/volvo_2010d.part01.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/82goidqad535/volvo_2010d.part02.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/za69bqj1g46h/volvo_2010d.part03.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/un4q70ekumer/volvo_2010d.part04.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/m2wox4s09rtl/volvo_2010d.part05.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/20hwhow2jpqh/volvo_2010d.part06.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/7un32xn73eiu/volvo_2010d.part07.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/qbcn6erpgp7z/volvo_2010d.part08.rar.html

Volvo VIDA2011-A Final
7.42 GB

Original factory software for Volvo vehicles. Replaces old Volvo Vadis. It contains detailed service and repair manuals and electronic spare
part catalogues. Also there is a search by VIN number.

1. VIDA (Vehicle Information & Diagnostics for Aftersales) and contains service manuals, electronic parts catalogs, service bulletins, fault
tracing and onboard diagnostics. Volvo 1982-2010 models.
2. VOLVO ELECTRONIC WIRING DIAGRAM for all the models 2005-2010

VIDA is compatible with Windows XP Pro.
EWD can run either installed or directly from the DVD so can be used on XP, Vista or Windows 7
Both DVDs are in English
VIDA can be run standalone on the computer as a service/parts manual or can be hooked-up to the car with VCT2000. DICE or J2534 and
used as a diagnosis tool
VCT2000 or DICE are not included in the auction
No internet connection is needed - everything runs from your computer.
These are the DVDs used by the dealers

VIDA is the only comprehensive, single source of service information and specifications available specifically for Volvo. The aim throughout
this manual has been simplicity, clarity and completeness, with practical explanations, step-by-step procedures, and accurate specifications.
Whether you're a professional or a do-it-yourself owner, this DVD will help you understand, care for, and repair your car. Crystal clear
pictures and diagrams with step by step instructions. Bid with confidence - This is the only DVD used by professional technicians to fix you
car - not an aftermarket manual.

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/pudwtjk6jzp6/VIDA2011A.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/0rai2uys3tz1/VIDA2011A.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/4dbyxi55l62p/VIDA2011A.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/jeh8v62fpx0d/VIDA2011A.part4.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/voq52i173sq6/VIDA2011A.part5.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/iriujjar01sa/VIDA2011A.part6.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/jnuxtpmoopcq/VIDA2011A.part7.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/4un6plwq40vv/VIDA2011A.part8.rar.html

Volvo VIDA 2011C
7.83 GB

Original factory software for Volvo vehicles. Replaces old Volvo Vadis. It contains detailed service and repair manuals and electronic spare
part catalogues. Also there is a search by VIN number.

1-VIDA (Vehicle Information & Diagnostics for Aftersales) and contains service manuals, electronic parts catalogs, service bulletins, fault
tracing and onboard diagnostics. Volvo 1982-2010 models.



2-VOLVO ELECTRONIC WIRING DIAGRAM for all the models 2005-2010

VIDA is compatible with Windows XP Pro.
EWD can run either installed or directly from the DVD so can be used on XP, Vista or Windows 7
Both DVDs are in English
VIDA can be run standalone on the computer as a service/parts manual or can be hooked-up to the car with
VCT2000. DICE or J2534 and used as a diagnosis tool
VCT2000 or DICE are not included in the auction
No internet connection is needed - everything runs from your computer.
These are the DVDs used by the dealers

VIDA is the only comprehensive, single source of service information and specifications available specifically for Volvo.
The aim throughout this manual has been simplicity, clarity and completeness, with practical explanations, step-by-step procedures, and
accurate specifications. Whether you're a professional or a do-it-yourself owner, this DVD will help you understand, care for, and repair
your car. Crystal clear pictures and diagrams with step by step instructions

Bid with confidence - This is the only DVD used by professional technicians to fix you car - not an aftermarket manual.

Links:
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Volvol VIDA 2012A Final

Links:
http://www.filereactor.com/a2y5g438the7/VOLVO_VIDA_2012A_FINAL_FULL.part1.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/qd6g2744c9ph/VOLVO_VIDA_2012A_FINAL_FULL.part2.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/1nfgcai3oe9s/VOLVO_VIDA_2012A_FINAL_FULL.part3.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/dcmr3tyg5fvb/VOLVO_VIDA_2012A_FINAL_FULL.part4.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/migm1rh0xtv8/VOLVO_VIDA_2012A_FINAL_FULL.part5.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/dmw6pax0p9ob/VOLVO_VIDA_2012A_FINAL_FULL.part6.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/b6ksw9eyfie5/VOLVO_VIDA_2012A_FINAL_FULL.part7.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/5yj9ejwr3li5/VOLVO_VIDA_2012A_FINAL_FULL.part8.rar.html
http://www.filereactor.com/18ipp9c9fm0w/VOLVO_VIDA_2012A_FINAL_FULL.part9.rar.html

VW FLASH V.62 (6.2011)
2.09GB

Year/Date of Release: 2011
Version: all
System requirements: VAS 5051 - 5052 - 5053 - VAS PC 5054a
Language: English
Tablet: None

Links:
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Webasto
1.44 GB

Catalog (4):
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Webasto Data Top 2.2010 English
3.33GB



Hatches produced by "Webasto" and software for diagnostics .

Links (9):
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WinOLS 1.500 + modules (damos) + cracks
153MB

Based on experience gathered with the DOS version of the OLS software a new Windows based program has been developed which
continues to provide the user interface that was introduced by its predecessor, so switching to the new version is made easy.
Overview:
- Additional features include improved functionality as well as an extended range of display modes.
- Existing hardware like the OLS200 simulator module and the MP2440(P) EPROM programmer are being supported even when using
Windows XP / Vista.
- You can select either English or German as the interface language and switch between these.
- The concept of the integrated checksum correction has been kept up. By using DLL files the algorithms were moved out of the main
program and thus are independent of the version used.
- Functions to search for maps and to put them down on the map list makes efficient working a lot easier.
- The display of raw data takes place in 2D graphic or hex/decimal dump.
- Maps can be shown as 3D/2D chart or as a table.
- A 3D preview window makes it easier to find maps

Im- and export of binary files, Intel and Motorola-Hexfiles. All types can be zipped, coded and have swapped lines or be sent directly by
mail.

Link:
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ZF InCat 10.2010 - 03.2011
5.79 GB

Electronic product catalog InCat contains parts catalog (shock absorbers, springs, clutch, suspension parts) sold under the trademark Sachs,
Lemforder, Boge, ZF Parts - for all brands of cars and trucks.

Year: 2010
Version: 10/2010-03/2011
Developer: vidicom GmbH
Language: Multilingual (DE, EN, FR, ES, IT, PT, PL, CS, HU, RU, RO)
License: Freeware

Boge, ZF Parts - for all brands of cars and trucks. New search tree for vehicles for industrial use supports the identification of products on
established criteria such as manufacturer, model, type, construction, tonnage, the configuration of the bridge or the kind of engine.
- Search for products for industrial vehicles.
- Enhanced function "food basket" makes it easier to sellers and making offers and car repair bills, as well as orders and calculations. While
working with products SACHS and Boge, including total working time can be put in the basket.

CATALOG (32):
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ZF InCat 04.2011-09.2011
6.67GB

Yera: 2011
Version: 04/2011-09/2011



Developer: Vidicom GmbH
Homepage: www.zf.com
Language: Multi
License: Free

Description: The electronic product catalog contains parts catalog InCat sold under the trademarks Sachs, Lemforder, Boge, ZF Parts - for
all brands of passenger cars and trucks .

Link:
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Login here and support my work:

http://ul.to/ref/3155321


